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ABSTRACT 
This longitudinal study explored the relationship between household asset 
accumulation over time and measures of social capital among impoverished rural South 
African women. The study re-analyzed an existing data set from a 2001-2005 study done 
in eight villages in South Africa. The original study investigated the impact of a 
microfinance and education intervention on the prevalence of HIV/AIDS and intimate 
partner violence. This study re-analyzed interview responses from 739 households in the 
original data set and used multiple regression analysis to explore the relationship between 
measures of cognitive social capital (CSC) and structural social capital (SSC) and 
household economic welfare as measured by change in the value of household assets over 
time. The models used first considered the relationship of select demographic variables to 
asset accumulation and then explored the relationship of select social capital measures to 
asset accumulation. 
Results for the study's three primary research questions revealed that for the 
overall multiple-variable models, there was no significance (p = Al,p = .24, and/7 = .22, 
respectively), and the variables accounted, respectively, for only 1.9 percent, 2.0 percent, 
and 2.1 percent of the variance in the respondents' change in the value of household 
assets score. Further analysis done of the microfinance participation by degree of 
involvement revealed moderate significance (p < .001) in measures related to baseline, 
follow-up, and changes in CSC as well as measures related to baseline, follow-up, and 
changes in SSC. A principal component analysis done on the CSC and SSC measures 
found that two questions among the CSC index regarding a woman's trust that strangers 
in a village will help her household in time of personal crisis held together well and 
showed moderate significance (t = 2.22, p < .05) in terms of household asset 
accumulation. 
The results of this study run counter to findings in other studies that suggest 
increases in social capital lead to higher levels of economic welfare. Social capital 
researchers and microfmance practitioners should find the analysis and results from this 
study challenging but informative. 
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DEFINITIONS OF KEY WORDS 
Microfinance: the provision of financial services, primarily small loans but also saving 
and insurance services and products, to entrepreneurs living in poverty 
Microfinance institution (MFI): an institution, often a nonprofit organization, that 
provides microfinance services to poor people 
Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF): the largest MFI in South Africa, begun in the 
Northern Province in 1992 and currently serving more than 50,000 people 
Participatory Wealth Ranking (PWR): a system designed by SEF to determine who in a 
village is among the bottom half of the population living below the country's poverty 
level. PWR involves first asking the community to map all the households in a village. 
Then, at least three groups are created from among the villagers and, separately, each 
group is asked to define levels of poverty in their community. The groups are then asked 
to rank each household in the village according to the levels of poverty the group have 
identified. Results from all three independent groups are then triangulated and averaged 
and each household in the village is given an overall score. An overall cut-off score is 
determined and only households scoring among the poorest in the village are targeted to 
become SEF clients. 
Social capital: the groups, networks, norms, and trust that people have available to them 
for productive purposes 
Structural social capital: the relationships formed through the groups or networks, both 
formal and informal, in which a person participates 
Cognitive social capital: the trust and trustworthiness among people who share common 
norms, values, attitudes, and beliefs 
Social Capital Assessment Tool (SOCAT): one of the first tools created and validated by 
the World Bank in an attempt to measure social capital in meaningful and rigorous ways. 
Portions of the SOCAT have been used and modified by researchers involved in 
international development to study how different types of social capital, including 
cognitive and structural social capital, factor into people's lives at different levels. 
Rural AIDS and Development Action Research (RADAR) program: program created by 
researchers from the University of Witwatersrand in South Africa and the London School 
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 
Intervention with Microfinance for AIDS & Gender Equity (IMAGE) study: a major 
study, facilitated by RADAR from June 2001 to March 2005 in the Limpopo province of 




CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
The individual is helpless socially, if left to himself [or herself]. . . . If he [or she] comes 
into contact with his [or her] neighbor, and they with other neighbors, there will be an 
accumulation of social capital, which may immediately satisfy his [or her] social needs 
and which may bear a social potentiality sufficient to the substantial improvement of 
living conditions in the whole community. (Hanifan, 1916, p. 130) 
Imagine living in extreme poverty. Your dilapidated house sits on disputed lands 
and lacks running water and electricity. You often hear rumors that local police will come 
and demolish your neighborhood and tear down your home. Perhaps your children do not 
attend school because you cannot afford the required fees, books, and uniforms, thereby 
increasing the chances that your children will be as illiterate and innumerate as you are. 
The piecemeal work you do, when available, provides such an uneven income stream that 
your family's consumption patterns of food and clothing are erratic and unpredictable. 
Every day you worry that a health emergency in your family or an environmental 
catastrophe in your neighborhood will deplete what few physical assets you own and 
jeopardize your ability to continue to work and provide for your family. You have no 
reserves set aside in your home to take advantage of business opportunities or a bank 
where you can safely save up for what certainly is to come—a family member's funeral 
or wedding. 
But wait. While you are economically impoverished, it is likely you still possess 
an asset that can be used in a productive fashion to benefit you and your family. As John 
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Field (2003) notes, relationships matter. And, among poor people, it may be that 
relationships matter the most (Grootaert, 2001). The term social capital has been used to 
help describe, define, and measure relationships. Social capital, understood as the trust 
and norms that guide interpersonal relationships and the informal and formal networks in 
which people participate, can be crucial to poor people faced with challenging and 
unsettling circumstances like those just described. 
Among those working in or studying global poverty alleviation efforts, there is 
hope that a better understanding of the relationship between social capital measures and 
economic growth can be used to inform government policy decisions at local and national 
levels, as well as influence program design in non-profit organizations trying to provide 
services to people in need. Social capital has been studied in a variety of ways and for a 
number of different purposes (Castiglione, Van Deth, & Wolleb, 2008a; Field, 2008; 
Portes, 1998; Szreter, 2000; Szreter & Woolcock, 2004; Woolcock, 1998). The 
theoretical history of the concept of social capital is rich and diverse (Putnam & Goss, 
2002) but not without its debates (Bebbington, Guggenheim, Olson, & Woolcock, 2004; 
Sobel, 2002; Woolcock, 2001a) and critics (Arrow, 2000; Fine, 2001; Fine & Green, 
2000; Harriss, 2002; Rankin, 2006; Solow, 2000). 
Most of the early social capital research focused on developed countries' citizens, 
especially those in the middle and upper socio-economic classes. Researchers studied 
how people used memberships in associations and cooperative efforts at local and 
national levels to grow economically and to protect their financial status and interests 
(Bourdieu, 1984, 1986; Fukuyama, 1995; Granovetter, 1973; North, 1990; Olson, 1982; 
Putnam, Leonardi, & Nanetti, 1993). Paxton (1999, p. 93) offers an example of social 
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capital among the wealthy that was originally presented by Coleman (1988) and is cited 
often in the literature as a powerful illustration of social capital at work: 
Wholesale diamond markets exhibit a property that to an outsider is remarkable. 
In the process of negotiating a sale, a merchant will hand over to another 
merchant a bag of stones for the latter to examine in private at his leisure, with no 
formal insurance that the latter will not substitute one or more inferior stones or a 
paste replica. The merchandise may be worth thousands, or hundreds of 
thousands, of dollars. Such free exchange of stones for inspection is important to 
the functioning of this market. In its absence, the market would operate in a much 
more cumbersome, much less efficient manner, (p. S98) 
Paxton explains how this use of social capital in the business community, a layer of social 
capital that goes beyond family, community, and religious affiliation, is economically 
efficient for diamond merchants because they are able to eliminate expensive bonding 
and insurance devices (Paxton, 1999). 
More recently, researchers interested in social capital have broadened their focus 
to encompass social relationships between and among groups of people everywhere, 
regardless of economic and social status. There has been a growing interest in trying to 
better understand how social relationships enhance (positive social capital) or prohibit 
(negative social capital) economic growth in various countries and among different 
communities (Portes, 1998, 2000; Portes & Landolt, 2000). This broadened view has 
included a focus on the role of social capital in economic development within the least 
developed countries (Cassar, Crowley, & Wydick, 2007; Dasgupta & Serageldin, 2000; 
Fafchamps, 2006; Feldman & Assaf, 1999; Francois, 2002; Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 
2002a, 2002b; Isham, Kelly, & Ramaswamy, 2002; Knack & Keefer, 1997; Krishna, 
2002; Torsvik, 2004; Woolcock, 1998; Woolcock & Narayan, 2000). One author has 
gone so far as to suggest social capital may be the missing link in economic development 
(Grootaert, 1998). 
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Evidence, in fact, suggests that many non-elite groups and impoverished 
communities benefit from social bonds (Grootaert, 2001; Grootaert & Narayan, 2004; 
Karlan, 2007; Krishna, 2002; Narayan & Pritchett, 1999; Van Ha, Kant, & MacLaren, 
2004; Wydick, 1999). Krishna (2008) reports a number of studies that found positive 
relationships between social capital and forms of development in developing countries. 
Higher social capital is related to better irrigation management (Lam, 1996), more 
effective democratic representation (Krishna, 2002; Seligson, 1999), more stable ethnic 
peace (Varshney, 2001), and higher household income (Maluccio, Haddad, & May, 
2000). 
These studies reveal a significant relationship between measures of social capital 
and a number of benefits that accrue to poor people. Maluccio, Haddad, and May (2000) 
point out how these studies build on the work of Coleman (1988), Putnam (1995), and 
Fukuyama (1995) that focused on high-income countries and support the notion that 
social capital can help poorer households and communities to (a) reduce transaction costs 
by improving information flows; (b) promote consultative decision-making and collective 
action for mutual benefit; (c) foster time-sensitive interactions that support community 
norms in behavior, trust, and reputation dissemination; and (d) provide a type of informal 
insurance among community members that offers a form of guaranteed help in times of 
crisis. 
Knack and Keefer (1997) use data from 29 market economies to suggest that in 
less-developed countries where financial sectors are weak, property rights are insecure, 
and legal recourse is unreliable, interpersonal trust is a critical factor in facilitating 
economic activities and has a greater proportional impact on economic growth than does 
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interpersonal trust in more developed countries. Data from studies in Indonesia, Burkina 
Faso, and Bolivia (Grootaert, 2001) suggest that although the poorest people have less 
social capital than the wealthiest people, social capital is more evenly distributed among 
the population than either physical capital or land. The studies also found that the 
economically poorest 10 percent of the population had higher relative returns for their 
social capital than the richest 10 percent of the population, making social capital one of 
the most productive assets in the portfolios of poor people. 
More recently, research done in Bangladesh, India, and South Africa (Collins, 
Morduch, Rutherford, & Ruthven, 2009) revealed how poor people utilize social 
networks and trust relationships as a means to cope with emergencies; occasionally take 
advantage of opportunities; and participate in life-cycle events, such as weddings, 
funerals, and festivals (Rutherford, 2000). These relationships may be tenuous and 
fragile, particularly in communities where adequate legal recourse is absent. Yet, in 
places where the state has failed or is oppressive, social capital may be the only option 
impoverished people have and often poor people will protect and use their social capital 
cautiously in order to survive. Among those working in or studying global poverty 
alleviation efforts, there is hope that a better understanding of the relationship between 
social capital measures and economic growth can be used to inform government policy 
decisions at local and national levels, as well as influence program design in non-profit 
organizations trying to provide services to people in need. 
As interest in the concept of social capital has grown, researchers in diverse 
disciplines such as economics, health care, and political science have sought to explain 
the value of social relationships in improving people's circumstances. This research 
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diversity has led to a plethora of definitions for describing what social capital means, 
what it captures, and how to measure it. To compare research data from different social 
capital studies across disciplines, and sometimes even within a discipline, can be 
daunting (De Silva, 2006; Durlauf & Fafchamps, 2004; Foley & Edwards, 1999; D. Kim, 
Subramanian, & Kawachi, 2008; Krishna, 2002). Even the World Bank stepped in to 
support this growing field of research by dedicating an entire area of its website to social 
capital research methods designed to focus on the most impoverished people in the world 
(www.worldbank.org/poverty/scapital/). 
Still, there remain a number of ideas and opinions given as to which attributes 
truly capture social capital and which are the best ways to measure those attributes in and 
among people. Evidence of this is the fact that social capital has been explored both as a 
dependent variable and as an independent variable (Krishna & Shrader, 2000). It is 
important, then, to begin this paper by highlighting the definition used in this study and to 
outline categories from the literature that relate to this study. 
Definition 
The term social capital was originally coined by Lyda Judson Hanifan (1916) to 
suggest how community involvement can impact the quality of schools. The term soon 
began to be used in public policy debates and across several academic disciplines, in 
large part because of the influential work of three social capital theorists: Pierre 
Bourdieu, James Coleman, and Robert Putnam. Putnam's research was especially 
influential in the policy arena. Putnam details how communities with high levels of civic 
engagement and social interaction tend to have better governance, greater democracy, 
and more robust economic growth (Putnam, 1995, 2000, 2002; Putnam, et al., 1993). 
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Putnam's findings regarding the relationship between social and economic factors within 
a community were highlighted in the media and eventually gained the attention of then-
President Bill Clinton (Field, 2003). After Putnam's work began to be noticed, research 
on social capital exploded (Isham, et al., 2002), and the research continues to this day 
(Castiglione, Van Deth, & Wolleb, 2008b). 
The broad appeal of the construct of social capital may have to do with its 
applicability and relevance within a number of research disciplines. Castiglione, Van 
Deth, and Wolleb (2008b) note how social capital was theoretically developed by 
sociologists (Bourdieu, 1984, 1986; J. S. Coleman, 1990) but first applied in education (J. 
S. Coleman, 1988). Yet the concept gained popularity after a political scientist used it in 
his work (Putnam, 1995; Putnam, et al., 1993). The authors suggest the ease with which 
the term social capital is used in a variety of disciplines is due in part because social 
capital shares similarities with a number of established concepts and ideas in each of the 
respective fields mentioned. Furthermore, the authors argue, social capital characteristics 
are both normatively and analytically applicable, making the notion attractive to many 
but also more ambiguous and difficult to define (Castiglione, et al., 2008b). Because of 
the diverse ways in which the multi-dimensional concept of social capital has been 
applied over the years, it is important for researchers to be clear about the philosophical 
and methodological strands of social capital theory and research that influence and 
undergird their research agendas (Sobel, 2002). 
To that end, it is helpful to state here the influence for this study of the World 
Bank's extensive conceptual, empirical, and policy-related research on the role of social 
capital in poverty alleviation. Many consider the World Bank to have taken the lead in 
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promoting a social capital research agenda (Halpern, 2005; Schuller, 2007), though such 
efforts were not without internal battles (Bebbington, et al., 2004). While some 
researchers have challenged the conceptualization of social capital that has emerged from 
World Bank-supported efforts as uncritically commodifying social relations and ignoring 
structural power dynamics (Fine, 2001; Fine & Green, 2000; Harriss, 2002), most 
members of the research community have welcomed the World Bank's research efforts. 
Some have even sought to respond to the criticisms (Kilpatrick, Field, & Falk, 2003; 
Woolcock, 2001b). 
The original research team who oversaw the four-year research agenda that 
generated the data set re-analyzed for this study relied extensively on the World Bank's 
definitional framework and research resources. For example, the social capital 
instruments used in the original study came from questionnaires designed by researchers 
funded by the World Bank (Krishna & Shrader, 2002; Pronyk, 2006). Thus, this study 
takes its definition of social capital from a World Bank-sponsored resource. The 
definition of social capital used in this study is "the groups, networks, norms, and trust 
that people have available to them for productive purposes" (Grootaert, Narayan, Jones, 
& Woolcock, 2004, p.3). Other authors offer a broader treatment of the numerous social 
capital definitions and perspectives used throughout the literature (Adler & Kwon, 2002; 
Krishna, 2002; World Bank, 1998). 
Social Capital Categories 
Social capital researchers have differentiated various components of social capital 
and developed a number of category schemes useful in conceptually unpacking the term 
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social capital. Two significant categorizations from the literature are introduced and 
described here. 
Structural and Cognitive Social Capital 
An important category scheme used in this study differentiates between structural 
social capital and cognitive social capital (Uphoff, 2000). Structural social capital refers 
to the relationships formed through the groups or networks, both formal and informal, in 
which a person participates. Cognitive social capital describes the trust and 
trustworthiness among people who share common norms, values, attitudes, and beliefs 
(Pronyk, 2006). Some in the literature refer to these two categories simply as Trust and 
Networks (Halpern, 2005). For this study, however, the more descriptive terms will be 
maintained, in part to stay consistent with the World Bank research resources used in the 
original study. 
Harpham (2008) offered this perspective on the differences between structural 
social capital and cognitive social capital: "Structural social capital refers to what people 
do (associational links, networks) which could be objectively verified (by observation or 
records). Cognitive social capital refers to what people feel (values and perceptions) and 
is thus subjective" (p. 51). Paxton (1999) described how the objective and subjective 
features of social capital show that social capital has both a quantitative and qualitative 
dimension that reflects, and here she cites Simmel (1971), a common division in social 
theory between structure and content. 
Uphoff and Wijayaratna (2000) explain how experiences that occur within a 
group or social network may engender feelings of trust or mistrust among its individual 
members. Of equal importance, a person's individual values and perceptions regarding 
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trust and reciprocity are likely to factor into the kinds of groups a person joins for 
collective action or the depth of relationships a person will seek within a social group. 
Krishna and Shrader (2000), citing Uphoff (2000) and Krishna (2000), suggest that while 
cognitive social capital predisposes people toward collective action, structural social 
capital facilitates such action. The authors conclude that both structural and cognitive 
dimensions matter and suggest that research that captures measures from both categories 
provide a better understanding of social capital and a community's capacity for mutually 
beneficial collective action. 
Bonding, Bridging, and Linking Social Capital 
A second category scheme differentiates between bonding social capital and 
bridging social capital (Gittell & Vidal, 1998; Putnam, et al., 1993). Bonding social 
capital generally is used to describe strong family, ethnic, or neighborhood ties among 
people living close to one another. Bridging social capital is used to describe more distant 
associates and colleagues who may have different demographic characteristics 
(Woolcock, 2002). Pronyk (2006) suggests that bonding social capital represents the 
strength of connections within groups while bridging social capital refers to the 
connections between groups. 
There are significant social and economic costs tied to transactions between 
people who are deeply connected relationally. Consider the demands placed on people to 
continue patronizing a business of a close friend or relative even if the services are more 
expensive or of poorer quality. To counter these costs, and to expand one's economic 
options, Granovetter (1985) suggested people have to nurture a set of autonomous 
relationships that can be used to balance the pressures inherent in close, or embedded, 
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relationships. This line of reasoning was influential within the literature in developing the 
notion of bonding social capital and bridging social capital as it helped describe 
embedded and autonomous relationships, respectively, that are available to people. Those 
interested in economic development have been encouraged to help poor people create a 
balance of internal and external relationships so that households can find a variety of 
means to build economic wealth. 
A more recently developed category, linking social capital, has been offered as a 
sub-category of bridging social capital (Woolcock, 2001a). Linking social capital is used 
to describe the leveraging of ideas, resources, and information in a vertical relationship to 
formal entities of power and influence for a community's or household's benefit (Pronyk, 
2006). 
Social Capital Measurement Challenges 
The diverse definitional and methodological history of social capital means 
researchers often create their own measurement criteria and decide which methodological 
applications best match up with their research questions. This section considers general 
measurement challenges found in the literature, the existence of both negative and 
positive social capital, and the different levels at which social capital has been measured. 
Measurement Challenges 
One of the primary definitional and measurement issues in the social capital 
literature is how to distinguish between inputs, processes, and outputs. Put another way, it 
is important to differentiate between sources or determinants of social capital, definitions 
or dimensions of social capital, and consequences or outcomes of social capital (Narayan 
& Cassidy, 2001; Portes, 1998; Woolcock, 2001b). Portes and Landolt (2000) warn: 
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There is a common tendency to confuse the ability to secure resources through 
networks with the resources themselves. This can easily lead to tautological 
statements, where a positive outcome necessarily indicates the presence of social 
capital, and a negative one its absence. In fact, an actor's capacity to obtain 
resources through connections does not guarantee a positive outcome. Given the 
unequal distribution of wealth and resources in society, actors may have 
trustworthy and solidary social ties and still have access to limited or poor quality 
resources. Saying that only those who secure desirable goods from their associates 
have social capital is tantamount to saying that only the successful succeed (p. 
532). 
In an earlier article, Portes (1998) suggested that the heuristic value of social capital is 
lost when both the causes and effects of social capital are lumped together without 
theoretical clarity regarding definitions and measurements. 
The diverse literature suggests, however, that it is difficult to figure out what 
those definitions and measurements are. For example, should a researcher consider a 
person's sense of trust an input that leads to more meaningful interpersonal interactions 
or should a researcher regard positive social interactions as the input that nurtures a 
greater sense of mutual trust in people? At the national level, does participation in civic 
organizations and newspaper readership lead, as Putnam, et al. (1993) suggest, to greater 
economic growth and political stability, or might increases in civic participation and 
community concern be a result of political stability and economic growth? 
Positive and Negative Social Capital 
Based on his own research on immigrant populations (Portes & Sensenbrenner, 
1993), which built on the theoretical work of embeddedness by Granovetter (1985), 
Portes argued that the notion of social capital, while generally good and beneficial, also 
had a dark, or costly, side to it that needed more attention and exploration. The notion 
that social capital had both positive and negative attributes, particularly among 
individuals and communities, helped bring better clarity to the field by way of splintering 
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attributes into smaller categories. Portes and Landolt (2000) divided their definition of 
the sources of social capital into an altruistic category, motivation by moral values or 
ethnic ties of obligation, and an instrumental category, motivation by a mutually 
beneficial exchange or because the state or social expectations enforced trust. 
An example given to illustrate this idea and pinpoint how social capital can be 
both positive and negative is provided by Portes and Sensenbrenner (1993) in their work 
on immigrants to the United States. An immigrant family to the United States, for 
example a Haitian family arriving in Miami, likely would benefit positively from the 
social connections that already exist in that community. However, several years later, or 
perhaps for the next generation, the same community that helped support the family may 
utilize negative social capital to prevent a member of the family from exiting out of the 
community to seek more diverse social networks or to take advantage of financial 
opportunities outside the community. 
Levels of Micro, Meso, and Macro 
As the concept of social capital has garnered more attention, the need for greater 
clarification has grown. In addition to the issues just described another concern came into 
focus: deciding at what level to measure social capital. Three levels of measurement were 
deemed available: the micro level, the meso level, and the macro level (Falk & 
Kilpatrick, 2000; Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2002a; Krishna, 2002; Paxton, 1999; 
Turner, 2000). Micro level is measurement at the personal or household level. Meso level 
is measurement at the communal or village level, and macro level is measurement at the 
national level. The level of measurement selected has implications for the kinds of 
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research questions that can be addressed, the kinds of data that must be gathered, and the 
types of results a study can provide. 
Portes and Landolt (2000) describe how the initial theoretical proponents of social 
capital (Bourdieu, 1986; J. S. Coleman, 1988) treated social capital as an individual or 
household asset that could be used for productive gain. It was not until Putnam, a 
political scientist, exported the notion of social capital into his discipline and suggested 
that social capital was an attribute of, and benefit to, the whole community (in part 
because he argued social capital helped build more responsive political institutions and 
reduce crime) that social capital took on a new meaning at the macro level. 
Because Putnam's work was popular among the general public, some have 
suggested that the first decade of social capital research post-Coleman (1990) was almost 
exclusively focused at the meso or macro level, to the exclusion of micro-level analysis 
(Glaeser, Laibson, & Sacerdote, 2002). Portes (2000) has suggested that part of the 
definitional confusion surrounding the concept of social capital lies in the fact that while 
the theoretical framework for understanding social capital initially focused at the micro 
level, the incredible popularity of Putnam's work influenced most of the subsequent 
research that focused significantly at the meso or macro level, where, Portes has 
suggested, the theoretical framework is much weaker. 
Portes and Landolt (2000) offer examples to illustrate how micro-level and 
macro-level social capital differ and why it is hard to accurately capture macro-level data. 
Take, for instance, bonding social capital that may socially and economically benefit one 
larger group in society while severely discriminating against individuals from a particular 
minority group (see also Knack and Keefer, 1997). Or, consider how the mafia offers 
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positive social capital to individuals who work in their inner circle while the rest of 
society suffers from increased crime and a general lack of trust. 
More recently, De Silva (2006) notes that researchers are making better 
distinctions regarding which measurement levels are most appropriate for a study. 
Slangen, Kooten, and Suchanek (2004) suggest social capital can be explored, on the one 
hand, at the micro level when considering how individuals utilize their intrinsic attributes 
like charisma and values and how an individual goes about investing in personal 
networks and trustworthiness. On the other hand, social capital explored at the macro 
level is more useful when considering how people in general trust and participate in 
government, relate to others, choose their neighborhoods and places of work, and engage 
with different ethnic groups. 
Krishna (2008) reflects on how social capital studies vary in regard to the level of 
analysis they focus on and what that means for people interested in studying poverty 
alleviation efforts. Krishna argues that each level of analysis sheds light on different 
facets of economic development and that there are advantages and limitations associated 
with each level. As part of his analysis, Krishna suggests that micro-level analysis of 
social capital is "particularly useful for examining issues related to upward mobility" (p. 
443). The focus of this study was on the micro level in part because the primary interest 
was to better understand if there were any relationships between different measures of 
social capital and changes in the value of household assets. 
For meso- and macro-level analysis, there is an additional issue to consider when 
aggregating data for analysis, particularly data gathered through a sampling of individual 
surveys, since there are several ways of doing so and none of the options are without 
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statistical drawbacks (Durlauf & Fafchamps, 2004; Glaeser, et al., 2002; Paldam, 2000; 
Sobel, 2002). Exploring the levels of analysis done in other social capital studies, 
something done in the statement of the problem section of this chapter, offers insight into 
where there are current research gaps and, in the process, provides justification for the 
work being proposed here (Krishna, 2008). 
Both Portes (1998) and Woolcock (1998) provide a good overview of the 
challenges and debates inherent in deciding at which level social capital should be 
measured. Halpern (2005, p. 27) offers a useful schema that provides a series of examples 
for how the various categories described in this section intersect. Please note, Halpern's 
use of "Norms" and "Sanctions" in his schema can be considered two sides of the same 
trust, or cognitive social capital coin, with "Norms" representing the positive attributes of 
social interactions and "Sanctions" representing the negative pressures inherent in social 
interactions. 
Introduction of the Original IMAGE/RADAR Study 
The World Bank has stepped into these category and measurement debates and 
invested significant resources into social capital research, particularly as it relates to 
economic development in poorer countries (Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2002a, 2002b). 
The World Bank's Social Capital Initiative (SCI) has sponsored a series of 
interdisciplinary studies and helped produce tools/resources that are useful in studying 
social capital in the context of developing countries. 
One of the social capital instruments produced by the World Bank, the Social 
Capital Assessment Tool (SOCAT) was used in a recent randomized study completed in 
South Africa by the University of Witwatersrand in South Africa and the London School 
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of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Researchers from these two universities joined forces 
to create the Rural ADDS and Development Action Research (RADAR) program. In 
2001, RADAR facilitated a major study in the Limpopo province of South Africa, the 
Intervention with Microfinance for AIDS & Gender Equity (IMAGE) study. The IMAGE 
study set out to explore HIV/AIDS and intimate partner violence among rural South 
African women. Eight villages in the rural Sekhukhuneland District of the Limpopo 
province in South Africa were chosen, paired by size and geographic distance 
(accessibility) to a major urban area, and then randomly assigned to be an intervention 
village or a control village (Pronyk, et al., 2006). In the IMAGE study, the RADAR 
research team employed portions of the SOCAT instrument to facilitate a better 
understanding of how social capital and women's empowerment interacted, both with the 
spread of HIV/AIDS and with intimate partner violence (IPV). 
Although RADAR was established as a partnership in health research, one of the 
areas that made this research unique was its partnership with a peer-lending microfinance 
institution, the Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF). SEF provided the microfinance 
services while IMAGE staff added an educational component on women's 
empowerment. During the three years of observation, approximately half of the 
participants in the original study participated in the microfinance intervention from SEF 
and an educational empowerment training module from IMAGE.1 However, many of the 
participants who were part of the intervention villages were not members of SEF at the 
time of the follow-up survey. 
1 All members of the control group were offered access to SEF's microfinance services following the 
conclusion of the IMAGE study. This was not deemed controversial or of great concern since SEF's normal 




The different definitions, category schemes, and measurement concerns described 
in this section are important to keep in mind when developing a social capital research 
agenda. A researcher must be clear about the research tradition in which he or she is 
working and the particular definition of social capital embraced by the chosen tradition. 
As was noted, a definition used in a World Bank-funded research project is the definition 
that is being employed here. This section described different components of social capital 
featured in the literature. Primary categories of distinction included (a) structural and 
cognitive social capital and (b) bonding, bridging, and linking social capital. This section 
also explored the various measurement challenges inherent in social capital research. In 
addition to introducing the concept that social capital can have both positive and negative 
attributes, this section described different levels—macro, meso, and micro—at which 
social capital can be measured and studied. The level of measurement selected has 
implications for the kinds of research questions that can be addressed, the kinds of data 
that need to be gathered, and the types of results a study can provide. For this study, a 
micro-level analysis was conducted. This section concluded with a brief introduction to 
the MAGE/RADAR study done in South Africa. 
Statement of the Problem 
Scholars and policymakers now widely accept the notion that social capital is a 
viable construct to measure something that is of value to people and communities. 
Policymakers want to increase the positive elements of social capital in communities 
because of the perceived communal and economic benefits thought to be associated with 
social capital. Researchers from a variety of academic disciplines continue to explore 
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social capital theory in an attempt to find ways of better explaining how social capital is 
created, maintained, and utilized at the macro, meso, and micro levels. The most 
significant research studies and scholars in the social capital literature are discussed in 
detail in the literature review in Chapter 2. Here, however, it is important to note that 
while much knowledge has been gained about the nature of social capital and its impact, 
particularly over the past decade and a half, a number of research gaps remain. This study 
has been an attempt to fill some of the gaps that currently exist in the literature. 
Limitations of Studies Done in Developing Countries 
A number of the largest social capital studies focused on developing countries 
rely solely on macro- or meso-level data. To capture structural social capital, data 
regarding membership in formal institutions is used. To explore cognitive social capital at 
the macro level, researchers often will use responses to one or two questions that deal 
with feelings of trust among the population on the World Values Surveys (WVS). These 
WVS are conducted every 5 to 10 years. The macro-level measures of structural and 
cognitive social capital are then used to explore the relationship between variables such 
as civic engagement or perceived levels of trust and a country's economic growth 
(Knack, 2002; Knack & Keefer, 1997; Zak & Knack, 2001). 
These macro-level studies have been criticized on a number of grounds. Krishna 
(2008) has noted that the membership-in-formal-associations measure is an inappropriate 
indicator of social capital in developing countries because membership in formal 
associations is cost- and time-prohibitive for the majority of the population who live in 
poverty (Krishna, 2007). In developing countries, informal groups and associations are 
more prevalent but harder to capture or measure on a macro scale. Furthermore, studies 
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that attempt to capture trust measures using only one or two questions in a national 
survey, particularly in nations that are ethnically diverse, often miss large variations at 
the community or household levels (Glaeser, et al., 2002; Paxton, 1999). 
Another limitation of existing research concerns the studies designed for meso-
level analysis. In almost all cases, including many of the World Bank studies, meso-level 
studies collected only village or community data, not data about individual households. If 
these studies focused on households, they did so for data-collection purposes only and 
then aggregated survey responses at the meso level for comparisons. For instance, in 
Pronyk's (2006) dissertation study, data that were gathered from household-level surveys 
were combined at the village level in order to conduct a meso-level analysis between 
intervention and control villages. 
Another challenge found in social capital studies in developing countries is that, 
due to time and cost constraints, most studies utilize cross-sectional rather than 
longitudinal data. Without longitudinal data, many questions about the impact of social 
capital on household welfare remain unanswered. 
Limitations of Longitudinal Studies in Developing Countries 
Even within the few studies in developing countries designed to explore 
longitudinal changes in social capital at the meso and micro levels, significant gaps exist. 
The most-cited longitudinal study measuring social capital in developing countries was 
conducted by Narayan and Pritchett (1999) using household survey data in Tanzania. In 
this particular study, a number of households were surveyed in each of the randomly 
selected villages. However, in the two years (1993/1995) that household surveys were 
conducted in each village, different households in the villages were selected to complete 
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the surveys. Thus, the authors had longitudinal data at the meso, or village, level but 
lacked longitudinal micro, or household, level data to compare. 
Two studies using longitudinal micro-level data to capture social capital measures 
were conducted in South Africa (Haddad & Maluccio, 2003; Maluccio, et al., 2000). 
Household data from 1993 and 1998 for more than 1,000 individuals was gathered and 
combined with interviews conducted in each of these households. The researchers created 
a structural social capital index using the number of formal and informal networks that 
people claimed to have participated in and the extent of their involvement in the most 
significant networks as their measure of structural social capital. A cognitive social 
capital index was used by asking participants to rank, on a five-point scale, their level of 
trust in different sets of people, including extended family, government officials, 
strangers, and the media; and in the likelihood that the national government would keep 
its promises and work to serve poor people. The researchers then compared these indices 
with household expenditures and income for an analysis of social capital's influence on 
household welfare. However, the social network and trust questions were not actually 
asked in the 1993 survey. Rather, in 1998, the individuals were asked to recall how they 
would have answered the same questions in 1993. This five-year recall formed the basis 
for the researchers' comparison and analysis, thus limiting the accuracy of their results. 
Limitations of Studies Only Measuring Cognitive Social Capital 
A number of social capital studies in developing countries focus on the micro 
level and attempt to capture only cognitive social capital measures of trust, 
trustworthiness, and means of reciprocity. These kinds of studies are most favored by 
development economists. Often these economists are intrigued by the success of a 
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concept known as microfinance, an idea described in greater detail in the second chapter 
of this study, and how microfinance institutions (MFIs) utilize social capital in the design 
and execution of their operations. Most of the microfinance and social capital studies to 
date have explored the role of social capital in relation to levels of trust and reciprocity, 
or social cohesion, among MFI clients and the clients' subsequent repayment activities 
(Ahlin & Townsend, 2007). 
Microfinance studies range from those that utilize theoretical modeling only 
(Besley & Coate, 1995; Ghatak, 2000) to those that utilize field-based trust game theory 
(Cassar, et al., 2007; Gine, Jakiela, Karlan, & Morduch, 2006; Wydick, 2008). A trust 
game-theory approach creates fictional exchange situations where people make decisions 
regarding reciprocity and trust between people in order to observe reputation effects. 
Usually, strangers are paired up for these studies so as to ensure no previously existing 
relationships influence results. While game-theory research is helpful in judging people's 
propensity to trust and be trustworthy, particularly between strangers, there are 
limitations on what can be generalized regarding how people might respond in real-life 
exchanges with people they know. Furthermore, while trust games are useful to measure 
levels of cognitive social capital, they are limited in being able to explore structural social 
capital as well. 
More useful studies measuring social capital in relation to microfinance in 
developing countries have involved real clients of microfinance institutions. Wydick 
(1999) explores how social ties, group pressure, and peer monitoring relate to on-time 
repayment of loans in Guatemala. Karlan (2005, 2007) conducted research in Peru and 
explored loan defaults, repayment rates, and social reputation in relation to results from a 
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trust game, geographic proximity of clients, and cultural similarities among clients. While 
these studies are informative and more closely relate to the research in this study, the 
focus of the data is more on institutional concerns regarding client repayment rates and 
efficient lending techniques than on household welfare. 
Summary 
To date, no longitudinal studies in developing countries have sought to capture 
measures of both cognitive and structural social capital among the same households over 
time and analyzed those measures in relation to individual household assets. An 
important knowledge gap has existed in the social capital literature in regard to micro-, or 
household-, level data on economic changes and their relationship to cognitive and 
structural social capital measures. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study offered additional analysis of an existing and important data set and 
helped address some of the research gaps noted in the statement of the problem section. 
This study explored economic changes of households over time using an accumulated 
asset index and considered whether these changes had any significant relationship to a 
number of variables, including measures of cognitive social capital and structural social 
capital at the micro level. The analysis involved re-examining an existing longitudinal 
data set in a new way. Specifically, the study used multiple regression analysis to 
determine which, if any, variables, including select demographic indicators and measures 
of cognitive and structural social capital, related to changes in the value of a household's 
assets over time. 
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An important variable used in this analysis was a woman's participation in a 
microfinance and education intervention. Women in four villages participated in the 
intervention at the beginning of the study. Women in four comparable villages were age-
and poverty level-matched with the women participating in the intervention, but they did 
not receive the intervention services until after the study period was complete. Among the 
women in the villages where the intervention was offered, not all who began as members 
of the microfinance institution were still members of the microfinance organization at the 
time of the follow-up survey. Part of this study explored what, if any, differences existed 
between the groups of women in order to explore how the intervention itself influenced 
results. 
Primary Research Questions 
The following three questions guided this re-analysis of the IMAGE data set: 
Among women in rural South Africa, to what extent was variation in the value of 
household assets over a two-year period: 
1. Explained by select demographic variables? 
2. Associated with an initial structural social capital score and/or an initial 
cognitive social capital score? 
3. Associated with a change in structural social capital score and/or a change in 
cognitive social capital score? 
Additional Analysis 
Results of the primary research questions revealed no findings of significance. 
Thus, a broader, more robust analysis of the data was conducted to determine if important 
relationships were missed. The additional research included non-linear analysis, 
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specifically polynomial and reciprocal fits for several of the independent variables, and 
principal component analysis for both structural social capital and cognitive social capital 
measures. 
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CHAPTER 2: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This literature review is divided into five primary sections and a brief conclusion. 
The first section, which is the largest, covers the social capital literature. The next section 
outlines the relevant literature on microfinance and the third section explores the 
literature on the Small Enterprise Foundation. The fourth section covers the literature on 
South African poverty and the final section explores the literature utilizing the 
IMAGE/RADAR data. It is important to note that while this review covers some key 
studies and a number of foundational theoretical pieces in detail, due to the extensive size 
of the literature covered, most of the literature is briefly touched on without great 
elaboration. 
Social Capital 
This first section attempts to cover the key contributions made in the social capital 
literature. The basic concept of social capital and the definition of social capital being 
used for this study were presented in the introductory chapter of this study. Two 
important dimensions or categories of social capital, which feature prominently in the 
literature and are relevant to this study, were explained in Chapter 1. These categories 
include structural and cognitive social capital and bonding, bridging, and linking social 
capital (Halpern, 2005). Chapter 1 also included a description of measurement challenges 
inherent in social capital research. In addition to recognizing that social capital can be 
both negative and positive, it also is important to recognize the different levels—macro, 
meso, and micro—at which social capital analysis can be done. 
This section builds on the introductory information already presented and includes 
an exploration of the theoretical history and development of the concept, including 
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influential thinkers of the past who never used the term or understood the concept in its 
present form but whose ideas, nevertheless, helped nurture the issues and debates 
presently found in the social capital literature. Following the historical subsection will be 
a subsection that briefly highlights a variety of disciplines that currently use social capital 
as a heuristic tool. The third subsection focuses attention on the field of economic 
development in developing countries and its use of social capital, particularly the 
significant work of the World Bank's Social Capital Initiative. The review of social 
capital literature concludes with a brief exploration of current criticisms of the concept of 
social capital, including criticisms of how the concept has been used and promoted by 
and within the World Bank. 
History of the Concept 
As noted in the first chapter, the contemporary theoretical understanding of social 
capital has been shaped largely by three influential theorists: French cultural theorist 
Pierre Bourdieu (1984, 1986), who suggested social capital was used by the elite to 
maintain cultural and economic superiority; James Coleman (1988, 1990), a rational-
choice theorist who explored the use and accumulation of social capital, particularly as it 
relates to education and human capital; and Robert Putnam (1995, 2000; Putnam, et al., 
1993), who popularized the term with his empirically grounded research of Italy and the 
United States and who was the first to really explore social capital from a macro-level 
perspective. 
While these three men have done the most to bring the concept of social capital 
into the common lexicon and establish a logical framework for its use, as the concept has 
matured and developed more people are recognizing that the debates that have arisen are 
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not new. Many of the current controversies in social capital are intellectually traceable to 
key ideas of and differences between earlier sociologists and political economists such as 
Emile Durkheim, Max Weber, Karl Marx, Adam Smith, and Alex de Tocqueville (Fair, 
2004; Foley & Edwards, 1998, 1999; Halpern, 2005; Portes, 1998). 
Over the past 100 years, as the field of economics has matured and grown, the use 
and analysis of the term capital also has expanded. The traditional definition of capital 
focused on the characteristics of being valued, tradable, and useful for making a profit 
through its capacity to be productive. At first, capital was only equated with cash or 
stock. As the field of economics expanded, economists began to see that other forms of 
capital could be defined and measured as well. Researchers began to explore a broader 
set of definitions. In time, the concepts of physical capital (equipment and buildings), 
natural capital (land and resources), and human capital (education and skills of people) 
were added to the corpus of economics and became part of standard economic analysis 
(Field, 2003; Halpern, 2005). 
Once researchers embraced the idea of human capital as something measurable 
and of economic value (Becker, 1964; Schultz, 1961), it was not long before the idea of 
social capital began to gain popularity as a legitimate tool for economic and political 
analysis (Adler & Kwon, 2002; J. S. Coleman, 1988; Cote, 2001; Grootaert, 1998; 
Woolcock, 2001a, 2001b). The primary leap through which social capital came into 
relevance was through consideration of education and its role in enhancing human or 
cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986; J. S. Coleman, 1988, 1990). As interest grew in the 
relationship between micro and macro levels of educational attainment and micro and 
macro levels of economic achievement, researchers became interested in learning how 
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socio-cultural characteristics, including trust, beliefs, and cultural values and 
neighborhood/work relationships, related to a person or a country's educational or skills 
attainment. 
Economists and researchers from a variety of disciplines started to recognize and 
measure the value that social relations have in people's lives and how these areas relate to 
economic growth, both within a community and across communities. This diverse 
interest in social capital was nurtured almost simultaneously. Putnam and Gross (2002) 
note that in the years between Hanifan's original use of the word in 1916 and the 
publication of the seminal pieces by Bourdieu and Coleman in the late 1980s, the term 
social capital was independently reinvented by at least six authors. Even among 
contemporary scholars who employ the term social capital, the breadth and scope of what 
is considered "social capital" is extensive. Trying to cover all aspects and uses of the term 
is impossible to do in a literature review. However, a few books and articles are notable 
in this regard and are cited often in the literature (Castiglione, et al., 2008a; Field, 2008; 
Portes, 1998; Szreter, 2000; Szreter & Woolcock, 2004; Woolcock, 1998). 
So why has social capital generated so much interest? Schuller, Field, and Baron 
(2000) suggest a number of possible explanations. The most substantive of these 
explanations is that the academic world may be reacting to the hyper-individualistic, 
laissez-faire approach to market-driven economics and academia that has arisen over the 
past thirty years. The concept of social capital resonates with, and touches on, a variety of 
academic disciplines. It offers the possibility of a shared nomenclature across disciplines, 
whereas individual disciplines often get wrapped up in their own arcane theory and terms. 
On a more practical level, some of the social capital debates within the World Bank were 
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a result of those like Narayan-Parker, et al. (2000) who wanted to broaden the poverty 
alleviation dialogue to include voices of the marginalized and excluded, drawing on ideas 
and approaches from other social sciences, while others in the bank advocated for a 
purely technical econometric approach to policy prescriptions (Bebbington, et al., 2004). 
Portes (1998) has suggested that there are two sources that have driven the 
popularity and heuristic power of social capital. First, there is an emphasis on the positive 
rather than negative aspects of social relations, making it something politicians and 
policymakers can embrace. Second, the concept orients these positive elements into a 
broader dialogue of non-monetary forms of capital. This dialogue can be powerful and 
influential in its own right. But, because of the potential fungibility of different forms of 
capital, the dialogue also can blur the boundaries between social and economic 
perspectives, providing policymakers with less costly, non-economic options to address 
social problems. Portes (1998, 2000; Portes & Landolt, 2000) offers his work, in part, as 
a corrective to this over-emphasis on the positive. 
In one paper, Portes (1998) described four negative aspects of social capital that 
policymakers must take into account. Social capital can lead to the exclusion of outsiders, 
and to excessive claims on group members. These exclusions can lead to restrictions on 
individual freedoms, and eventually to downward leveling norms. Recent social capital 
literature almost always includes a section or perspective on negative social capital and 
Portes is the author most often cited in this regard. 
Before moving onto the next subsection, it is worthwhile to note that Portes 
(2000) makes a compelling argument to focus social capital research at the micro level. 
He has argued that a stronger theoretical foundation is in place for micro-level analysis, 
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thanks to the work of Bourdieu and Coleman. Portes (1998) believes that social capital 
analysis at the meso and macro levels is possible but that it requires a more thoughtful 
theoretical structure than what currently exists. He has suggested that Woolcock (1998) 
has a better theoretical grasp than Putnam (1995; Putnam, et al., 1993) regarding what is 
theoretically required to do meso-level and macro-level analysis well. 
Debates over what level of analysis is most appropriate for measuring social 
capital point to how complex and difficult it is to clearly define the term. As the concept 
has grown and matured, it has become more widely used and appreciated among an 
increasingly diverse set of academic disciplines. The use of social capital to explain 
cultural and social dynamics also has increased. There are a variety of social capital 
research questions now being explored by a number of different academic disciplines. 
Social Capital across Disciplines 
The explosion of interest in social capital across academic disciplines is well 
documented (Field, 2008; Halpern, 2005). This subsection briefly touches on key 
resources and findings from a number of different disciplines to indicate how widespread 
social capital has become. One word of caution is worth noting here. Because social 
capital is so widely used and so diversely defined, it is important to consider which 
instruments have been used to measure results and what shortfalls exist for each 
instrument or measure (Van Deth, 2003). 
In the business sector, Adler and Kwon (2002) offer a substantive list of the 
studies related to social capital and business and corporate practices, mostly in the 
developed world. The research suggests social capital influences career success and 
executive compensation; helps workers find jobs, creating a richer pool of recruits for 
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firms; facilitates inter-unit resource exchange and product innovation; facilitates the 
creation of intellectual capital and cross-functional team effectiveness; reduces turnover 
rates and organizational dissolution rates; facilitates entrepreneurship and the formation 
of start-up companies; and strengthens supplier relations, regional production networks, 
and inter-firm learning. It is clear that these studies focused on the positive aspects of 
social capital in the business sector. 
In the health sector, Kawachi, Subramanian, and Kim (2008) and McKenzie and 
Harpham (2006) offer edited volumes of social capital research in the fields of health and 
mental health, respectively. In the political and institutional realm, a major section of 
Castiglione, Van Deth, et al. (2008a) concerns research and theory in democratic politics 
and social capital, while others have explored social capital in relation to social and 
ethnic conflict (Bates & Yackovlev, 2002; Colletta & Cullen, 2002; Humphreys 
Bebbington & Gomez, 2006; Moore, 2005; Varshney, 2001). Both Field (2003, 2008) 
and Halpern (2005) commit entire sections of their books to exploring social capital 
research in the fields of education, criminal justice, healthcare, and economic well-being. 
It is clear that several academic disciplines find the construct of social capital 
useful for exploring different research interests and to address important research 
questions. One area that has received considerable attention is how the concept of social 
capital is applicable to exploring the complex challenges of global poverty and how 
social capital can be harnessed to foster economic development in impoverished 
communities. 
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Social Capital in Economic Development 
The use of social capital in economic development is central to this study and has 
been widely explored in the literature (Dasgupta & Serageldin, 2000; Fafchamps, 2006; 
Francois, 2002; Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2002a, 2002b; Isham, et al., 2002; Krishna, 
2002; Torsvik, 2004; Woolcock, 1998; Woolcock & Narayan, 2000). Interest in the 
concept of social capital by those working in international economic development has 
been spawned, in part, by the dire economic conditions of the world's poorest 3 billion 
people. Economic poverty and dysfunctional and oppressive political regimes affect 
millions of people. With scarce physical assets, people in poverty must cope with 
enormous challenges but often have limited choices. Yet every person in the world who 
participates in a social network possesses a form of social capital, and in particular 
circumstances this capital can be useful for productive purposes. 
Adler and Kwon (2002) point out the areas where social capital shares 
characteristics of other forms of capital. Social capital is a long-lived asset that can be 
purposefully invested in; it is something that can be used for multiple purposes (for 
example, friendships used to gather advice) and converted into other forms of capital (for 
example, using a friendship to gain employment); it can make other forms of capital more 
productive or efficient by reducing transaction costs; and it shares traits with physical and 
human capital in that it needs maintenance to remain useful. 
Social capital, like other forms of capital, requires personal investment of both 
time and resources to be most productive. Poor people may have plenty of time, but they 
often lack sufficient resources (or, in corrupt communities, adequate recourse) to 
maximize the full value of their social capital (Fafchamps, 2006). Nevertheless, evidence 
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is growing that social relationships play a key role in helping poor people cope with 
emergencies; occasionally take advantage of opportunities; and participate in life-cycle 
events, such as weddings, funerals, and festivals (Collins, et al., 2009; Rutherford, 2000). 
Woolcock and Narayan (2000) help trace the four major perspectives, or streams, 
found in the social capital literature pertaining to economic development. The 
communitarian view equates social capital with local organizations and civic groups. It 
considers social capital always to be positive; the more there is of it, the better off a 
community will be. The networks view seeks to balance the positive and negative 
attributes of social capital and stresses the importance of vertical and horizontal 
associations between people and the costs and benefits to individuals at the micro level 
that are inherent in intra-group relations. The institutional view takes a macro-level 
approach that treats social capital as a dependent variable and largely the product of the 
political, legal, and institutional environment in a country. The synergy view attempts to 
integrate the compelling components of the networks and institutional perspectives. 
Woolcock and Narayan advocate for the last approach, recognizing that both 
micro- and macro-level analysis and policy prescriptions are needed so that social capital 
at each level of society becomes complementary rather than competitive. This study 
focused on the networks view of social capital, exploring social capital at the micro level. 
However, this approach does not negate the value and necessity of the synergy view. 
World Bank Social Capital Initiative 
The literature detailed here suggests a growing interest in the concept of social 
capital as it relates to economic development. The World Bank played a significant role 
in encouraging this type of social capital research. In 1998, Denmark provided 
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approximately U.S. $1 million worth of resources to the World Bank to support social 
capital initiatives and to develop indicators and methodologies that would help promote 
and strengthen the concept of social capital. With this commitment, the Social Capital 
Initiative (SCI) was launched led by Ismail Serageldin (Dasgupta & Serageldin, 2000). 
The primary purpose of SCI was to create a supportive environment to encourage 
increased investment in social capital among developing countries. The SCI sought wide 
geographic coverage for their studies and wanted to ensure social capital was explored at 
the micro, meso, and macro levels. The SCI developed a number of resources, including 
research tools such as the Social Capital Assessment Tools (SOCAT), in support of 
interdisciplinary studies to further explore the role of social capital in economic 
development. 
In general, the literature surrounding the World Bank's efforts is well known. Not 
only was an extensive website developed, but several publications emerged outlining key 
issues and findings from important studies in developing countries. Some of these are 
described in Chapter 1 of this paper. Two books were published that made available to 
the public much of the conceptual and empirical work completed under the SCI 
(Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2002a, 2002b). For an informative look behind the scenes of 
the various issues and debates regarding social capital in the World Bank during this 
time, see Bebbington, et al. (2004). 
The World Bank's significant contributions to research efforts helped generate a 
number of important resources and research tools now used to study social capital in 
developing countries. However, the World Bank's approach and particular research 
efforts have not been without its critics. 
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Criticisms of Social Capital 
To obtain a broader understanding of social capital as well as the limitations of 
the construct as popularly conceived, it is important to highlight critical perspectives of 
the commonly held definitions of social capital and, in particular, criticisms of the World 
Bank's efforts under the Social Capital Initiative. Two often-cited critiques of the term 
social capital are from Nobel laureates in economics, Solow (2000) and Arrow (2000), 
who wrote critical introductory pieces in a major World Bank-sponsored book on the 
subject of social capital (Dasgupta & Serageldin, 2000). Arrow's criticisms centered on 
his belief that what was often referred to as social capital did not share the essential 
qualities of capital, whereas Solow felt social capital research was poorly and wrongly 
applied and weak in terms of theoretical heft and substantive empirical data. Sobel (2002) 
provides a careful response to these criticisms. He acknowledges points of agreement but, 
in the end, argues that the weight of evidence suggests social capital is a concept worthy 
of study that needs serious input from the field of economics. 
The criticisms by Arrow and Solow are criticisms by economists who believe the 
term social capital is not sufficiently robust for econometric analysis. At the other end of 
the political spectrum are critics like Fine (2001; Fine & Green, 2000) and Harriss 
(2002), who argue that social capital is being used by neo-classical economists to 
"colonize" other social sciences. These authors believe social capital, particularly in the 
hands of the World Bank, has co-opted the essence of social relations by using economic 
theory as a means to ignore, and indeed support, existing power dynamics that oppress 
poor and marginalized people (Sabatini, 2003). Furthermore, the critics suggest, social 
capital provides a convenient outlet to policymakers, like those in the World Bank, who 
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use the concept of social capital to minimize the economic and political changes 
institutions and governments should implement to overcome unfair and unjust 
circumstances. The critics argue policymakers assume people's social networks can or 
will create the required change at a lower economic and political cost. 
Fine and Green (2000) and others like Rankin (2006) direct their most significant 
criticisms towards the rational-choice, utilitarian theory of economics, which they argue, 
is basically asocial and depends heavily on methodological individualism. They fear 
efforts like the World Bank's Social Capital Initiative merely seek to quantify the social 
part of life. Woolcock (2001a) offers a compelling response to these criticisms. He 
suggests that short of a revolution, as advocated by Marxist theory, unfair power 
dynamics are best addressed by gaining a better understanding of why and how groups 
are included or excluded from power and wealth so that more resources can be directed to 
changing those power dynamics. 
For example, Knack and Keefer (1997) in their macro-level study found that 
social capital is most effective in fostering economic growth in countries where there is 
less ethnic polarization and less class polarization. Class polarization is most evident in 
national income inequalities. Policymakers interested in social capital and economic 
development must contend with these findings. It would be wise for them to enact 
policies that help minimize income inequalities in order to foster an environment that 
nurtures more positive social capital and, hence, potentially paves the way for broader 
and more sustainable economic growth. 
While the World Bank and its Social Capital Initiative became targets for those 
wanting to criticize or dismiss the prevailing use of the term social capital, another 
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emerging field in economic development, microfinance, found common purpose with the 
World Bank's definition and research efforts of social capital (Fernando, 2006; Van 
Bastelaer, 1999). It is to this field of research that attention now is turned. 
Microfinance 
Over the past forty years, a wave of innovation has flowed into international 
economic development and poverty alleviation efforts through the expansion of 
microfinance. Microfinance is the provision of financial services, primarily small loans 
but also saving and insurance services and products, to entrepreneurs living in poverty 
(Ledgerwood, 1999). Many microfinance efforts include a form of group co-guarantee 
mechanism to help ensure repayments of the loans. This group co-guarantee is an 
important form of social capital that has caught the attention of researchers in a variety of 
fields. Many microfinance efforts that rely on a group co-guarantee mechanism 
experience high repayment rates, sometimes reaching as high as 98 percent. Due to high 
repayment rates and the institutional income earned through interest charged, there is 
great potential to rapidly scale up operations. Such an approach, in many ways 
revolutionary among traditional poverty alleviation efforts, has enabled microfinance to 
reach an increasing number of people in a sustainable way. 
This section is divided into several subsections. The first subsection addresses the 
size and scope of the microfinance sector. The next subsection highlights the rationale 
for, and some criticisms of, why microfinance services predominately target and serve 
women. The following subsection addresses key research done on the impact of 
microfinance on poverty alleviation and women's empowerment, again with major 
criticisms and questions included. The next subsection explores specific social capital-
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related microfinance studies, followed by a subsection on the microfinance sector in 
South Africa that highlights the Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF). 
Size and Scope of Microfinance Sector 
While microfinance institutions have been around for some time, the past decade 
and a half has seen the microfinance industry grow in size, stature, and credibility. Key 
issues and debates concerning institutional designs and programmatic options and the 
size of microfinance efforts broken down by region, are explored more fully elsewhere 
(Armendariz de Aghion & Morduch, 2007; Daley-Harris, 2002; Daley-Harris & 
Awimbo, 2006; Helms, 2006; Ledgerwood, 1999; Otero & Rhyne, 1994; Robinson, 
2001; G. Wright, 2000). This subsection explores the global reach and popularity of the 
microfinance industry. 
During the past decade, microfinance has been trumpeted as one of the most 
successful instruments available for alleviating poverty (Foschi, 2008). The United 
Nations declared 2005 the Year of Microcredit. In 2006, two pioneers in the industry, the 
Grameen Bank and its founder, the economist Dr. Muhammad Yunus, co-won the Nobel 
Peace Prize. The Microcredit Summit Campaign in its 2009 State of the Campaign report 
announced that in 2007, more than 100 million very poor people were served by 
microfinance institutions and more than 80 percent of these clients were women (Daley-
Harris, 2009). 
Why the Focus on Women? 
There are several reasons given by microfinance institutions as to why they focus 
so much on serving women. First, females make up a disproportionate number of the 
poorest people in the world. Many microfinance institutions were started out of a desire 
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to serve poor people and to help alleviate poverty. Thus, these organizations choose to 
serve women clients in part to ensure they reach their target population (Todd, 1996). 
Two additional and very important reasons why MFIs focus on serving mostly 
women relate to women's track record in terms of repayment rates and how women use 
their business profits. Women have been found to more reliably pay back loans 
(Armendariz de Aghion & Morduch, 2007; Kevane & Wydick, 2001; Khandker, 1998; 
Khandker, Khan, & Khalily, 1995), an important issue for organizations that rely on loan 
repayments for institutional survival. Research also suggests that female clients are more 
likely than male clients to pass on additional income to benefit their entire households, 
particularly the children in the house (Duflo, 2003; Kevane & Wydick, 2001; Pitt & 
Khandker, 1998; Thomas, 1990, 1994; Yunus & Jolis, 1999). Such an investment in 
children can help sever the link to intergenerational poverty among chronically poor 
families (Hulme, Moore, & Shepherd, 2001), even if it comes at the expense of faster 
economic growth (Kevane & Wydick, 2001). This reality is critically important for 
poverty alleviation organizations seeking to change the lives of destitute families around 
the world. 
Another reason microfinance organizations serve mostly women is because of the 
organizations' interest in women's empowerment. As noted in the following paragraph, 
research suggests that women not only benefit economically through the provision of 
small loans and other microfinance services but that women are empowered in other 
ways through these programs. 
In a study of members of two microfinance institutions in Bangladesh, Hashemi, 
Schuler, and Riley (1996) found that the program alone may lead to women's 
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empowerment, even when women are not directly contributing to their family's support 
through their loans. Women are further empowered through the contribution of an 
income to the household, often leading to more respect and a feeling of "legitimacy" in 
the family unit (Cheston & Kuhn, 2002). And, the self-confidence gained through 
microfinance is linked to an increase in a woman's influence on decision-making 
regarding household expenditures and communicating with a spouse about family 
planning (MkNelly & Dunford, 1999). 
Critics of mainstream microfinance question whether women are more or less 
empowered in the household or community when they become a primary conduit for 
lending/borrowing (Goetz & Sen Gupta, 1996; Mayoux, 1995, 2001). Fernando (2006) 
suggests that the social impact of microfinance services in developing nations is a result 
of microfinance's ability to avoid explicitly threatening the social order while appearing 
to empower women through credit. 
Impact Studies Related to Poverty Alleviation and Women's Empowerment 
A number of impact studies have shown an important link between microfinance, 
poverty alleviation, and/or women's empowerment, at both the household and 
community level. Several authors summarize the findings, both positive and negative, of 
the most important (and methodologically sound) studies on the impact of microfinance 
services on women's empowerment and poverty alleviation (Brau & Woller, 2004; 
Cheston & Kuhn, 2002; Give Well; Goldberg, 2005; Morduch & Haley, 2002). In brief, 
the most substantial studies reveal a beneficial impact of microfinance on either client 
income (Alexander, 2001; Karlan & Zinman, 2007; Khandker, 1998, 2005; Pitt, 
Khandker, Chowdhury, & Millimet, 2003; G. Wright, 2000) or on a reduction in 
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household vulnerability (Karlan & Zinman, 2007; G. Wright, 2000; Zaman, 2004), while 
other studies show limited impact (Banerjee, Duflo, Glennerster, & Kinnan, 2009; B. E. 
Coleman, 1999). 
The question as to how much impact microfinance services can claim to have on 
poor people is hotly contested. Wright (2000) articulates well one of the key issues in 
microfinance: whether microfinance is a way to reduce poverty or a means to increase 
income. While these two concerns are often connected, they are, indeed, different. 
Poverty is closely associated with economic deprivation but poverty must be understood 
as something greater than financial shortages alone. 
Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen (1999) probably has done the most to broaden the 
discussion regarding how to define poverty. For Sen, a fundamental understanding of 
poverty includes the notion that a poor person is someone with limited options to live the 
kind of life he or she values. Sen cites as examples an employed handicapped person who 
likely has the means to enjoy a national historic site but is not able to because the site is 
not handicap-accessible, or a woman living in a wealthy home who cannot go where she 
pleases in town without being accompanied by a male relative, or, in the most extreme 
case, children living in a home of moderate income who are malnourished because of 
intra-household poverty. For Sen, true freedom cannot be measured by economic realities 
alone but rather must include an analysis of whether or not a person is able to choose to 
live the kind of life he or she values. 
Within the microfinance industry, several debates and disagreements surround the 
issue of impact. Morduch (Armendariz de Aghion & Morduch, 2007; Morduch, 1999, 
2000) offers the most comprehensive summary and best analysis of the key issues in 
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these debates. Advocates for a streamlined approach to financial lending argue that 
microfinance organizations should not spend precious resources on poverty assessment 
techniques or impact measurement studies because demand for loans is high at all income 
levels and repayment rates can serve as proxy measures that clients find the service of 
value. 
Related to this issue are criticisms that practitioners should not combine their 
financial services with additional services such as education and health lessons because 
eventually those services must be paid for by the clients through the interest rates charged 
on loans. Within the industry, there are debates and criticisms regarding what interest 
rates should be charged in each country and, more importantly, how the ownership 
structure of institutions should be designed. Ownership structure of microfinance 
institutions is important because it impacts who gains financially when institutional assets 
grow significantly and can be sold at a profitable price. 
Some critics of mainstream microfinance wonder if the target population is too 
limiting in its macro-impact on the economy because small entrepreneurs in developing 
countries often do not create a significant number of jobs (Karnani, 2007). Critics also 
question whether a primary emphasis on lending, particularly among very poor people 
who may have to use some of the loan for consumption purposes rather than as a business 
investment, is merely placing the households further in debt (Hulme, 2000; G. Wright, 
2000; K. Wright, 2006). 
A paper by Karlan and Goldberg (2006) raises some issues related to trying to 
isolate the impact of microfinance on clients (Give Well). The website where this paper is 
found offers its own summary of possible biases that can exist in microfinance studies. 
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When studies compare clients to non-clients, there are concerns about a qualification bias 
(those who qualify may be more capable), a participation bias (those who choose to 
participate may be more capable), and a location bias (the location may influence results 
if different areas are compared). Furthermore, when comparing new clients to mature 
clients, which is a common impact evaluation method among microfinance researchers, 
there are three potential biases: a survivor bias (only those most successful stay in the 
program to maturity), a "wait-and-see" bias (mature clients in the same region may be 
more likely to "jump" into a new activity versus clients who choose to join later), and a 
bias caused by changes in program characteristics (which can range from operational 
changes to changes in staff) (Give Well). 
In addition to impact measurement concerns, there are also concerns regarding 
who in a community should be targeted and served with microfinance services, especially 
in relation to households at different income levels. It is difficult for outsiders to know 
who in a community is capable of using a loan productively but, also, who is poor enough 
to qualify to receive services from a poverty alleviation organization. To address this 
challenge, microfinance organizations have developed poverty measurement tools to help 
them find and serve the neediest families (Simanowitz, 2000). 
Even the U.S. government, through its United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), has sought to find cost-effective poverty measurement tools that 
can be used by microfinance institutions (Van Bastelaer & Zeller, 2006). In South Africa, 
where the database that will be used in this study was generated, the legacy of apartheid 
has made this issue even more relevant because it has left the country with one of the 
highest income inequality rates in the world. 
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Social Capital and Microfinance 
Arguably, one of the key elements in the success of microfinance has been its 
reliance on social capital over physical capital as a means to help clients build wealth 
while keeping the institution solvent. A number of studies have shown a relationship 
between social capital and microfinance, particularly as it relates to the group co-
guarantee lending models, the most well-known microfinance methodology used by 
organizations around the world and among those serving the poorest clients. Some of the 
more relevant findings suggest that traditional societies may allow for more efficient peer 
credit contracts versus what is found in developed economies, because traditional 
societies rely more heavily on social capital. This reliance on social capital may be a 
result of being closer in proximity to one another and because of the greater flow of 
information that exists between parties (Udry, 1994). And, it could be that poor people 
don't have other assets they can leverage for economic gain such that they must rely 
more regularly on social capital alone. 
Not surprisingly, group lending models are found to correlate with high portfolio 
quality both when using real data (Cull, Demirguc-Kunt, & Morduch, 2007) and using 
game theory experiments (Abbink, Irlenbusch, & Renner, 2006; Cassar, et al., 2007), in 
large part due to the influence of social capital (Karlan, 2007; Larance, 2001). Some 
suggest, however, that this social capital impact is due more to negative social capital 
(pressure) than positive social capital (cooperation) (Ahlin & Townsend, 2007), or due 
more to vertical relationships (borrowers hoping for more loans from their microfinance 
providers) than horizontal ones (borrowers trusting each other) (Van Bastelaer, 1999). 
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These are important points for microfinance organizations to consider when looking for 
ways to build and sustain their operations. 
Small Enterprise Foundation 
The microfinance landscape in Africa, and in particular South Africa, is small but 
growing (Baumann, 2005; Buss, 2005; Helms, 2006). Mosley and Rock (2004), Collins, 
et al. (2009), and Karlan and Zinman (2007) provide ample evidence that South Africans 
living in poverty can benefit from access to affordable microfinance products and that 
there is a huge unmet demand for such services. This is true for financial services for 
business as well as household consumption needs. The largest and most influential leader 
in the microfinance sector in South Africa is the Small Enterprise Foundation. 
The Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF) is a nonprofit microfinance organization 
that began in the Northern Province of South Africa in 1992. SEF currently serves more 
than 50,000 clients via two major programs with a principal outstanding loan balance of 
R69 million South African rand (current exchange rate roughly R8:$l) (Small Enterprise 
Foundation, 2008). Ninety-nine percent of SEF's clients are females. SEF uses group 
solidarity loans and has received numerous awards and been recognized by several 
organizations as an outstanding microfinance institution achieving significant operational 
sustainability and deep poverty outreach. 
By June 2008, SEF had disbursed a total of 468,705 loans valued at R626 million 
South African rand. From inception to date, the organization's total bad debt write-offs 
amounted to less than 0.5 percent of cumulative amount disbursed. In June 2008, SEF's 
portfolio at risk greater than 30 days stood at 0.2 percent (Small Enterprise Foundation, 
2008). 
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In the mid-1990s, SEF investigated the poverty levels of its existing clients in its 
first established program, the Micro-Credit Programme (MCP), and found that these 
clients were wealthier than the population it was hoping to target via microfinance. 
Rather than close down MCP, SEF let it continue to operate but decided all new groups 
would be established under a poverty-focused program called the Tshomisano Credit 
Programme (TCP), which was established in 1996. Both programs still exist, but no new 
groups have begun under MCP. As of December 2007, MCP's active clients totaled 
15,677 and TCP's active clients totaled 30,063 (Small Enterprise Foundation, 2009). 
TCP uniquely utilizes a poverty-ranking methodology, Participatory Wealth 
Ranking (PWR), to identify which clients are in the bottom half of people living below 
the country's poverty line in each region. The PWR involves asking the community to 
map all the households in a village. At least three groups are created from among the 
villagers and, separately, each group is asked to define levels of poverty in their 
community and then rank each household in the village according to these levels of 
poverty. Results from the three independent groups are then triangulated and averaged 
and each household in the village is given an overall score. Only the households deemed 
to be in the bottom half of the houses below the poverty line are then recruited to join 
TCP and become clients of SEF (Simanowitz, 2000). 
SEF has chosen to narrow its client base to women and to initiate work only in the 
rural or poorest areas of South Africa's poorest provinces. Once an extremely poor 
geographic area is identified, SEF uses PWR to recruit only women of households 
identified by the PWR as being among the poorest in the community. SEF has been very 
successful in reaching its poverty level targets (van de Ruit, May, & Roberts, 2001). To 
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better understand the context of poverty in South Africa, the next section of this review 
introduces the reader to the literature on the topic. 
South African Poverty 
South Africa is a diverse country, rich in traditions and culture but deeply scarred 
by a century of oppressive and divisive laws that has led to severe economic disparity and 
a ranking near the top of the world's list of countries with the highest levels of income 
inequality (Armstrong, Lekezwa, & Siebrits, 2008; Woolard & Klasen, 2005). Decades of 
apartheid in a land endowed with vast mineral wealth created a country that has been 
horribly unequal, with white South Africans achieving a standard of living comparable to 
most developed countries while the rest of South Africa has suffered from impoverished 
conditions equal to that faced by some of the poorest countries in the world. The abolition 
of apartheid and the democratic election of Nelson Mandela as the first black African 
president of South Africa in the early 1990s did not, overnight, change the economic 
situation of most South Africans. 
This section begins with an overview of general poverty statistics for South 
Africa. The next subsection outlines poverty statistics for the province where SEF mainly 
operates. The subsection that follows details the government-sponsored cash grants for 
elderly poor people. The next subsection outlines the country's attempt to determine a 
national poverty line. The section concludes with an overview of relevant social capital 
research in South Africa. 
General Statistics 
Some of the basic statistics for South Africa reveal how unequal the society is, 
especially for people living in rural areas. According to the most recently published 
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statistics, the gross national income per capita is slightly more than U.S. $5,000 and the 
average life expectancy is just more than 50. Infant mortality is at 55 per 1,000 live 
births. The adult literacy rate is 82.4 percent and the percentage of the population with 
access to clean water is 88 percent (Armstrong, et al., 2008). These figures are relatively 
decent for a middle-income country. However, when the statistics are broken down by 
deciles, the stark inequality becomes visible. For instance, the poorest 40 percent of 
households, which constitute 55 percent of the population, accounted for only slightly 
more than 10 percent of the country's overall consumption. According to a recent study, 
33 percent of households consume at a level below the lower-end poverty line in the 
country and almost 53 percent of households consume at a level below the upper-end 
poverty line (Armstrong, et al., 2008). 
Where SEF Operates 
The Limpopo province, where SEF's services are most prevalent, contains the 
highest poverty rate of individuals, at almost 65 percent. The poverty rate among 
households in rural areas (54 percent) was more than twice the corresponding poverty 
rate among households in urban areas (22 percent) (Armstrong, et al., 2008). The data 
also suggest blacks and women, particularly female-headed households, were 
disproportionately more likely to be in poverty than coloreds, Indians, whites, or males, 
respectively (Armstrong, et al., 2008). These statistics reveal why SEF has chosen to 
offer its services to black females in rural areas in the poorest provinces of South 
Africa—it is because its mission is to alleviate poverty in South Africa. 
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Government Cash Grants 
There is at least one positive note in the data. The post-apartheid government's 
social agenda included providing cash grants to the poorest elderly citizens (Case & 
Deaton, 1998). The data show that these grants are making a positive difference in the 
lives of poor people, which coincides with what Collins, et al. (2009) also found in their 
investigation of the portfolios of poor people in South Africa when compared to poor 
people in Bangladesh and India. 
Determining a Poverty Line 
Researchers have sought, for some time, to help South Africa determine an 
appropriate poverty line so as to help the country better understand the extent of poverty 
in the county and to offer policymakers more informed data with which to make 
decisions to assist the most impoverished citizens (Adato, Lund, & Mhlongo, 2007; 
Alderman, Babita, Demombynes, Makhatha, & Ozler, 2002; Bhorat, Kanbur, & Human 
Sciences Research Council., 2006; Frye, 2005; Klasen, 2000, 2002; Van der Berg & 
Louw, 2004; Woolard & Klasen, 2005; Woolard & Leibbrandt, 2006). Some of the issues 
discussed in these reports and studies include whether it is best, when trying to determine 
levels of poverty, to track income, expenditures, or household assets, or to take a broader 
overall capabilities approach (Sen, 1999). Another concern is whether it is better to use 
an absolute poverty line or a relative poverty line. In addition to the poverty studies and 
measures noted here, there have been studies in the country related to measures of social 
capital and poverty alleviation. 
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Social Capital Research in South Africa 
Part of understanding poverty in South Africa is to consider the research done in 
the country related to social capital. See Moser (1999) for an overview of apartheid's 
influence on social capital in the country. Carter and Maluccio (2003) looked at social 
capital and its impacts on childhood health, finding that households in communities with 
greater social capital, as measured by the number of groups in the community, are better 
able to withstand economic shocks. Dyantyi and Liebenberg (2003) and Emmett (2000) 
focused their research on exploring ways to enhance community participation and civic 
action, comparing what community participation was like in South Africa pre- and post-
apartheid. Jung (2003) found that prior trust is not needed to encourage collective action 
in a community. 
A few poverty and microfinance studies in South Africa have focused on 
questions involving social capital research. Cassar, Crowley, and Wydick (2007) and 
Carter and Castillo (2003) used trust games to explore social capital in different ways. 
The former study found in both South Africa and Armenia that along with evidence of 
reciprocity, personal trust between group members and social homogeneity were more 
important to group loan repayment than general societal trust or acquaintanceship 
between members. The latter study found it is possible to develop measures that isolate 
altruism from trust and trustworthiness. 
In one social capital study in South Africa, led by Maluccio, Haddad, and May 
(2000), researchers conducted a longitudinal analysis of the relationship between 
structural social capital and household economic welfare over a five-year period and 
found networks were positively related to household economic welfare improvement. 
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However, additional studies using the same data set found that membership in groups is 
more economically useful to non-poor households and that the primary benefit poor 
households find in group membership is stabilization, rather than a mechanism for 
upward mobility (Adato, Carter, & May, 2006). A more recent longitudinal study that 
included measures of both cognitive and structural social capital among women in rural 
households in South Africa was the IMAGE/RADAR study (Pronyk, et al., 2006). 
IMAGE/RADAR Studies 
The University of Witwatersrand in South Africa and the London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine combined forces in a collaborative research effort 
entitled the Rural AIDS and Development Action Research Programme (RADAR). This 
group completed a study named the Intervention with Microfinance for AIDS and Gender 
Equity (IMAGE). Details of the original IMAGE/RADAR study and its findings are 
provided in the methodology chapter of this dissertation. 
Although RADAR was established as a partnership in health research with a 
primary focus on exploring ways to curb the spread of AIDS in South Africa, what made 
this health research unique was its partnership with a peer-lending microfinance 
institution, the Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF). SEF provided the microfinance 
services while IMAGE staff added an educational component on women's 
empowerment. 
During the three years of observation, approximately half of the participants in the 
original study participated in a microfinance intervention from SEF and an educational 
training module on women's empowerment from IMAGE. The rest of the villages were 
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served by the same services at the conclusion of the study. The use of SEF and its 
microfinance services was a deliberate choice by the RADAR team, which was interested 
in studying the impact of an economic empowerment initiative on sexually transmitted 
diseases and partner abuse. The details of this study and the initial results are provided in 
Chapters 1 and 3 of this study and also can be explored elsewhere (Pronyk, et al., 2006). 
The original study and rich data set of the IMAGE/RADAR study spawned a 
series of additional studies done by the team of researchers. Brief descriptions of 
additional studies and a summation of what they found are provided next. The primary 
additional research completed so far on the original data set can be divided into three 
major categories: health issues (primarily HIV/AIDS), women's empowerment, and 
microfinance-related research. 
Health Issues 
The research done on health issues explored the appropriateness of using 
randomized control trials when studying certain health matters (Bonell, Hargreaves, 
Strange, Pronyk, & Porter, 2006). Researchers also looked at socio-economic factors 
related to those most likely to engage in unhealthy sexual practices (Hargreaves, Bonell, 
et al., 2007), whether social capital is associated with HIV/AIDS (Pronyk, Harpham, 
Morison, et al., 2008), and the association between school attendance and sexual behavior 
among young people (Hargreaves, et al., 2008). Another study looked at how 
characteristics of sexual partners, not just individuals, relate to condom use and recent 
HIV infection (Hargreaves, et al., 2009). 
2 All members of the control group were offered access to SEF's microfinance services following the 
conclusion of the IMAGE study. This was not deemed controversial or of great concern since SEF's normal 
expansion plans would have required SEF to take years to reach all the villages that were included in the 
IMAGE study. 
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Briefly, the most relevant results of these studies are noted. The authors conclude 
that, in general, there are no major concerns that should prohibit the use of randomized 
control trials in health studies, but that there are a few specific situations when it might 
not be feasible or ethical, situations which relate to participation coverage and the 
availability of non-health benefits. The least educated adult women and young females 
not in school had higher HIV prevalence. Wealthier and more educated young people 
reported higher condom use and attendance at school was associated with lower-risk sex. 
Finally, in the study that looked specifically at social capital, the researchers 
considered both CSC and SSC separately. What they found was that for males and 
females in households with high levels of CSC, there was less risky behavior, lower HIV 
prevalence, and higher condom use. However, a surprising result was that for households 
with higher SSC, females had a higher HIV infection because they were exposed to a 
greater number of people through the networks. The authors conclude that the larger 
network of people associated with a household may expose the household's females to 
more risky sexual behavior. The results suggest that social capital is a complex and 
nuanced attribute that can have both positive and negative influences on individuals and 
communities (Portes & Landolt, 2000). 
Women's Empowerment 
The studies that centered on women's empowerment investigated a number of 
issues, including the connection between women's empowerment at the individual, 
household, and community levels in relation to the microfinance intervention (J. C. Kim, 
et al., 2007); whether or not the intervention increased communication skills of women to 
talk to young people about sex-related matters (Phetla, et al., 2008); whether or not the 
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intervention helped young people avoid risky sex behavior (Pronyk, Kim, et al., 2008); 
and whether or not social capital can be intentionally generated (Pronyk, Harpham, 
Busza, et al., 2008). In summary, the studies found that women who participated in the 
microfinance and education intervention showed consistent improvement in all nine 
indicators of women's empowerment and a significant reduction in intimate partner 
violence. Also, women who participated in the intervention increased the amount of time 
they spent talking to young people about sexual matters and the women's discussions 
shifted from vague to more concrete examples of risks associated with sex. Furthermore, 
young people in households that participated in the intervention, compared to the control 
group, were more likely to talk about HIV-related matters, to access free counseling and 
testing, and to reduce risky behaviors like having unprotected sex with a non-spouse 
partner. 
In the study that explored whether social capital could be intentionally generated, 
it was found that there were higher levels of both structural and cognitive social capital 
measures in the intervention group versus the control group, though confidence intervals 
were wide. The qualitative data in the study suggested increased collective action was 
useful in addressing community concerns in partnership with the police, health 
organizations, and other nonprofit organizations. This study was similar to the one done 
by a lead researcher in the IMAGE/RADAR study, Dr. Paul Pronyk (2006). Pronyk 
focused his dissertation research on the social capital data from the original study. He 
came to similar conclusions as the article noted above. Pronyk's dissertation is worth 
noting because of its influence on this study. It was in the discussion of further research 
in his dissertation that Pronyk suggested the need to further explore social capital and its 
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influence on economic welfare, which led to an interest in the topic that inspired this 
study. 
Microfinance 
The associated studies that used the IMAGE/RADAR data set to explore 
microfinance efforts focused particular attention on SEF's poverty outreach. One study 
offered a unique and novel approach to exploring poverty measurements. The researchers 
combined the qualitative data from the PWR interviews with the quantitative rankings to 
create a wealth index that combined both qualitative and quantitative data (Hargreaves, 
Morison, Gear, Makhubele, et al., 2007). The second study created three indicators of 
household wealth from the IMAGE/RADAR data (Hargreaves, Morison, Gear, Kim, et 
al., 2007). The first indicator used the PWR score only. The second indicator used 
principle components analysis to combine data from the household surveys. The final 
indicator used household survey data combined in a manner informed by the PWR score. 
The authors conclude that both the PWR score and the household survey offer a quick 
assessment of household wealth and that each technique has strengths and weaknesses. 
The two survey-dependent indicators showed a reasonable level of agreement in ranking 
households into wealth categories. However, there was limited agreement between the 
survey-based indices and the PWR-only index. The authors note the very different 
methodologies employed in each approach could explain the differences in the indices. 
Conclusion 
This extensive literature review of social capital theory, microfinance, the Small 
Enterprise Foundation, South African poverty, and the literature utilizing the original 
IMAGE/RADAR data set helps to situate this study into a broader context. While 
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research gaps and important concepts in the literature were explored in Chapter 1 of this 
paper, this literature review revealed the extent to which these various bodies of literature 
all speak to a concern to help people living in poverty overcome their conditions and find 
sustainable economic means to support themselves and their families. This study used the 
existing data set from the IMAGE/RADAR study in a new and unique re-analysis of the 
data in an attempt to contribute something of value to households in rural South Africa 
that are trying to overcome impoverished conditions. The research design and 
methodology used to accomplish this objective is explained in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN, METHODOLOGY, AND LIMITATIONS 
As the literature review in Chapter 2 notes, the IMAGE/RADAR study has 
provided researchers with a rich data set that has proven useful in addressing a number of 
important research questions. Since the original study's completion, a number of different 
methodologies have been employed to analyze the data set from a variety of angles for 
various research purposes (Bonell, et al., 2006; Hargreaves, Morison, Gear, Makhubele, 
et al., 2007; Jan, Pronyk, & Kim, 2008). This study used the original IMAGE/RADAR 
data set to help fill research gaps in the social capital literature noted in the first chapter 
of this paper. 
This chapter describes the research design of this study and the specific 
methodologies that were employed in the re-analysis of the data set. The chapter begins 
with an introduction of the World Bank's Social Capital Assessment Tool (SOCAT) and 
how the tool has been utilized by the institutions that came together to implement the 
original IMAGE/RADAR study. The chapter continues with an explanation of the initial 
design and implementation of the original research program and describes the primary 
results of that study. The description of the original study sets up the next section of this 
chapter, which is a description of the analysis and methodologies used in this study. This 
chapter concludes with a list of the dependent and independent variables used in this 
study as well as a summary of the limitations and significance of this study. 
World Bank's SOCAT Tool 
As noted in other chapters, over the past decade the World Bank has invested 
heavily in articulating and empirically verifying the concept and measurement of social 
capital as an asset that has value to people and communities (Grootaert, et al., 2004; 
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Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2002a, 2002b). The World Bank has conducted a number of 
country-level assessments, analyses, and reports that explored the value of social capital 
as a productive community asset (Dasgupta & Serageldin, 2000; Isham, et al., 2002; 
Narayan & Cassidy, 2001). World Bank-sponsored studies and reports continued to 
suggest a relationship between positive social capital and increased economic welfare. At 
the macro level, this notion was first popularized in a book written by Putnam, Leonardi, 
and Nanetti (1993) that suggested current economic development differences between 
northern and southern Italy were related to differences in historic levels of social capital. 
A growing chorus of people began to advocate for increased investments in social capital 
as a means to address the severe economic challenges present in many of the least 
economically developed countries (Bebbington, et al., 2004; Francois, 2002; Woolcock & 
Narayan, 2000; Woolcock & Radin, 2008). 
As interest in the theoretical and practical application of the concept of social 
capital increased in the mid- to late 1990s, the World Bank dedicated significant amounts 
of resources to the creation of survey tools in an attempt to measure social capital in 
meaningful and rigorous ways. One of the first tools created and validated for this 
purpose was the Social Capital Assessment Tool (SOCAT) (Krishna & Shrader, 1999, 
2002). Portions of the SOCAT have been used and modified by researchers involved in 
international development to study how different types of social capital, including 
cognitive and structural social capital, factor into people's lives at different levels 
(Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2002b; Krishna, 2007, 2008; Pronyk, 2006; Pronyk, 
Harpham, Morison, et al., 2008). 
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IMAGE/RADAR Study 
Two groups that have utilized the SOCAT instrument are researchers from the 
University of Witwatersrand in South Africa and the London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine. As noted in the literature review, researchers from the two 
universities joined forces to create the Rural AIDS and Development Action Research 
(RADAR) program. From June 2001 to March 2005, RADAR facilitated a major study in 
the Limpopo province of South Africa, the Intervention with Microfinance for AIDS & 
Gender Equity (IMAGE) study (Pronyk, et al., 2006). 
The IMAGE study set out to explore HIV/AIDS and intimate partner violence 
among rural South African women. The research utilized a prospective cluster-
randomized trial and combined a group-based microfinance intervention with a training 
curriculum focused on women's empowerment and HIV/AIDS. Eight villages in the rural 
Sekhukhuneland District of the Limpopo Province in South Africa were chosen and 
matched together by size and geographic distance (accessibility) to a central major urban 
area. Each of the four village pairs received a randomized assignment to determine which 
village became the treatment village and which village became the control village 
(Pronyk, et al., 2006). In the original IMAGE study, the RADAR research team 
employed portions of the SOCAT instrument to facilitate a better understanding of how 
social capital and women's empowerment interacted, both with the spread of HIV/AIDS 
and with a possible decline in intimate partner violence (Pronyk, 2006). 
Ethical Review 
The study protocol underwent peer review at The Lancet (03/PRT/24), was 
registered with the National Institutes of Health (NCT00242957), and gained approval 
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from ethical review committees at both the University of Witwatersrand (South Africa) 
and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (UK). None of the villages in 
the study had access to microfinance services prior to the study and, upon completion of 
the study, all villages received access to the services. 
Focus on Poorest Villagers 
The original study was conducted from June 2001 to March 2005 in the rural 
Limpopo Province of South Africa. The area is near a platinum mining belt and is 
densely populated. Each of the villages was located between 2 and 20 kilometers from a 
major trading center (Pronyk, Harpham, Busza, et al., 2008). Out of almost 10,000 
households initially identified for the study in the eight villages of the IMAGE/RADAR 
study area, only households that qualified for the Small Enterprise Foundation's (SEF) 
target population (the poorest half of households below the nation's poverty line in each 
village, as determined by the villagers in a village-level, wealth-ranking exercise that is 
further described in the literature review) were included in the IMAGE/RADAR study for 
both the intervention and control groups. Thus, all of the participants in this study were 
among the poorest half of households below South Africa's poverty line at the start of the 
research. 
Focus on Women 
Additionally, because of SEF's normal microfinance operating procedures, all of 
the primary participants in the original study, and consequently in this study, were 
women. Once a woman was identified in the treatment village as willing to participate in 
the microfinance and education intervention and the IMAGE study, a list of households 
in the matched village was randomly chosen. Researchers would then visit the selected 
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households in the matched control village until they were able to find a woman in a 
similar age group as the SEF client (18-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56+) who was willing to 
participate in the survey. Follow-up surveys were conducted approximately two years 
following the baseline survey (Pronyk, 2006). 
Total Number of Participants 
As noted, the IMAGE/RADAR longitudinal study targeted future clients of the 
Small Enterprise Foundation. The original purpose of the study was to assess the impact 
of a structural intervention that combined a microfinance program with a training 
curriculum focused on women's empowerment and HIV/AIDS. Loans were provided to 
the women enrolled in the intervention group and a participatory learning and action 
curriculum, Sisters for Life (SFL), was integrated into the loan meetings (Pronyk, et al., 
2005). 
As noted, participants in both the control and intervention villages were matched 
by age and further sub-divided into three groups that were labeled cohorts: direct 
participants and matched controls (cohort one), randomly selected 14- to 35-year-old 
household co-residents in all eight villages (cohort two), and randomly selected 
community members in all eight villages (cohort three). Only data from cohort one were 
used in this study, since this is the cohort that directly participated in the microfinance 
and education intervention and senior females were the only ones who answered the 
social capital-related questions. The total number of villages in the study was limited by 
geographic scope; time required to recruit and follow up with participants; and the need 
to recruit all eligible households before expanding, balanced by the ethical consideration 
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of withholding the intervention from the control villages for an extended period of time 
(Pronyk, Harpham, Busza, et al., 2008). 
Trained female facilitators conducted the surveys. At baseline, successful 
interviews were completed with 843 participants in cohort one; 1,455 participants in 
cohort two; and 2,858 participants in cohort three. Two-year follow-up rates among 
participants in the intervention and control villages, respectively, were 90 percent and 84 
percent for cohort one and 75 percent and 71 percent for cohort two. Three-year follow-
up rates for cohort three were at 58 percent in the intervention group and 63 percent in 
the control group. For the main analysis, all outcome variables were coded to be binary at 
the individual level (Pronyk, et al., 2006). 
Results 
Primary outcome variables employed in the original study were experience of 
intimate partner violence—either physical or sexual—in the past 12 months by a spouse 
or other sexual intimate (cohort one), unprotected sexual intercourse at last occurrence 
with a non-spousal partner in the past 12 months (cohorts two and three), and HIV 
incidence (cohort three). In cohort one, experience of intimate-partner violence was 
reduced by 55 percent. However, the intervention did not significantly affect the rate of 
unprotected sexual intercourse with a non-spousal partner in cohort two. Furthermore, for 
cohort three, there was no significant effect on the rate of unprotected sexual intercourse 
at last occurrence with a non-spousal partner and there was not a significant reduction in 
HIV incidence (Pronyk, et al., 2006). 
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What Has Not Been Studied in Initial or Subsequent Studies 
There have been a number of follow-up studies using the original data set. At 
least twenty journal articles or dissertation studies, many that are described in the 
literature review, have analyzed all or portions of the original data set and been published 
in a variety of academic journals. The majority of the studies utilize the EVIAGE/RADAR 
data set to address research questions related to healthcare issues, particularly in terms of 
HIV/AIDS, as well as women's empowerment concerns and poverty measurement 
techniques. A few of the studies, in particular the dissertation work completed by Pronyk 
(2006) and a collaborative article published in Social Science and Medicine (Pronyk, 
Harpham, Busza, et al., 2008), have sought to analyze the social capital data in more 
detail. However, even in these more in-depth social capital studies, the analysis of the 
data maintains the distinction between intervention and control villages as a dependent 
variable and limits cognitive and structural social capital measures to binary 
considerations. 
Relevancy to the Proposed Study 
This study re-analyzed a portion of the data from the IMAGE database, using only 
information from participants in cohort one to explore the relationship between measures 
of social capital and economic empowerment as measured by a change in the value of 
household assets. The methods that were used for this study are described in detail in the 
methodology subsection. This study involved the use of an existing data set that followed 
a particular research design and protocol when the data were collected. Therefore, the 
analysis of the data, and the choices made for methodological approaches to the data, 
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became the primary drivers for distinguishing this study from the others that already 
existed. 
Restatement of Research Questions 
Before introducing the methods that were used in this study, it is helpful to restate 
the three primary research questions used in this study. The following questions guided 
the re-analysis of the IMAGE data set: 
Among women in rural South Africa, to what extent was variation in the value of 
household assets over a two-year period: 
1. Explained by select demographic variables? 
2. Associated with an initial structural social capital score and/or an initial 
cognitive social capital score? 
3. Associated with a change in structural social capital score and/or a change in 
cognitive social capital score? 
The next several sections describe the research design of this study and the 
specific methodologies employed in the re-analysis of the data set. 
Additional Analysis 
Because the primary research questions showed nothing of significance, 
additional analysis was done on the data. The additional analysis included non-linear 
analysis, specifically polynomial and reciprocal fits for several of the independent 
variables, and principal component analysis for both structural social capital and 
cognitive social capital measures. 
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Original Research 
Due to the design of the original study, only women and only households that 
qualified for the SEF target population (the poorest half of households below the nation's 
poverty line in each village) were used in this study. Follow-up surveys were conducted 
approximately two years following the baseline survey. Survey results from a total of 739 
women who were interviewed at both baseline and follow-up were used in this study. 
Methodology 
The data for this study was analyzed as follows. First, new variables were created 
that corresponded to totals at both baseline and follow-up for the following data: Total 
Asset Accumulation (figures listed in South African rand); a cognitive social capital 
(CSC) index, from 0 to 7; and a structural social capital (SSC) index, from 0 to 69. Three 
additional variables were created for each participant, containing the differences in scores 
between the follow-up and baseline totals for Asset Accumulation, CSC score, and SSC 
score. Finally, a microfinance and education index, from 0 to 4, was created to describe 
how involved a participant was in the intervention at follow-up. 
One of the independent variables tracked closely during the analysis of the three 
primary research questions was whether or not a woman participated in the microfinance 
and education intervention, which was true of women in four of the eight villages in the 
study. This variable was considered in two ways: as a binary variable, by whether the 
woman was in an intervention or control village, and as a continuous variable, by the 
level of intervention the woman received. The woman received a 0 score if she was in a 
control village, a 1 if she was in an intervention village but not participating in SEF at the 
time of the follow-up survey, a 2 if she was a member of SEF at follow-up, a 3 if she was 
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an active member of SEF at follow-up, and a 4 if she was a leader of SEF at follow-up. It 
was important for this study to recognize the influence of the intervention on the various 
measures being explored. However, because the women chosen in the intervention 
villages opted into the microfinance program but the women in the comparison villages 
were chosen to participate, selection effects were likely present and difficult to account 
for (Armendariz de Aghion & Morduch, 2007). 
Three primary regression models were used. The unit of analysis for the 
dependent variable was change in the value of household assets over time. The first 
regression model addressed the first research question of this study, which involved 
running select demographic variables as independent variables. The second regression 
model addressed the second research question, which involved including the CSC and 
SSC original scores as independent variables in the analysis. The third regression model 
addressed the third research question, which involved including the changes in CSC and 
SSC scores over two years as independent variables in the analysis. An additional 
regression model was used to determine the effect of the depth and length of participation 
in the intervention on all of the considered variables. Finally, non-linear regression 
analysis, specifically polynomial and reciprocal fits for several of the independent 
variables, was conducted on research questions 2 and 3, as well as principal component 
analysis on both the structural social capital and cognitive social capital indices. 
Dependent Variable 
Please reference Appendix A, the summary chart of research questions and 
methodologies, to see the variables to be used in this study in chart form. 
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The dependent variable used in this study was the total change in value of 
household assets. This data came from questions H402-H410 (baseline) and HH402-
HH410 (follow-up) of the IMAGE household surveys (see Appendix B and Appendix C), 
which asked if people in the household owned any of the listed items and, if so, how 
many items were owned, and for the larger items, the age of those items. The value of the 
assets, in South African rand, was determined by conducting a survey among 76 people 
to determine the value of the different items listed. The values of the assets were gathered 
between the baseline and follow-up surveys so as to minimize the effect of inflation on 
the amounts. This study considered the total value in South African rand of a household's 
assets at baseline and at follow-up two years later for the following assets: a) cars or 
motorcycles, b) televisions, c) Hi-Fis, d) refrigerators, e) bicycles, f) cell phones, g) cows, 
h) goats, i) chickens. 
Independent Variables 
The independent variables used in this study included select baseline demographic 
variables of the individual, her baseline scores on a cognitive social capital index and a 
structural social capital index, and changes in her scores between baseline and follow-up 
for both cognitive social capital and structural social capital. 
Demographic Variables. The primary demographic variables used (Research 
Question 1) were: 
1. Age—age of female head of household at baseline 
2. Marital status at baseline—never married, married, separated or divorced, 
widowed 
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3. Level of education at baseline—no education, completed primary or less, 
completed more than primary 
4. Duration of local residence at baseline—fewer than 10 years, more than 10 
years 
5. Village size and accessibility to urban area—Two of the eight villages were 
labeled small and inaccessible; four of the eight villages were labeled medium and 
accessible; two of the eight villages were labeled large and accessible. 
6. Initial PWR score at baseline—a one-time score done at baseline of study, with 
the higher the score, the poorer the household (as ranked by village members 
themselves). All the households that participated in this study received a baseline score 
somewhere between 67 and 100, with 25 percent of participating households scoring a 
100. 
Cognitive Social Capital (CSC) Index. A total of seven questions from the 
senior female survey made up the CSC index. One point was added to a person's CSC 
score for every answer that was deemed to represent social capital. Based on answers to 
each question, an aggregate score of between 0 and 7 was tabulated for each woman and 
treated as a continuous variable. The overall score was taken at baseline and at follow-up 
to determine a person's initial score (Research Question 2) and a person's change in score 
over two years (Research Question 3). 
Structural Social Capital (SSC) Index. Several questions from the surveys 
concerned levels of involvement in different formal and informal groups. A list of 
questions was provided for the interviewer to ensure the different types of groups were 
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covered during the interview process. The lists were modified between the baseline and 
follow-up surveys based on the responses given in the baseline survey. 
In this study, 1 point was given for general membership in a group, 2 points for 
being an active member of a group, and 3 points for being a leader in a group. No points 
were given if a woman was not a part of a specific group. This same ranking was used by 
members of the original research team in later studies (Pronyk, Harpham, Busza, et al., 
2008). Based on answers to each question, an aggregate score between 0 and 69 was 
tabulated for each woman and treated as a continuous variable. Scores were tabulated at 
baseline and follow-up to determine a person's initial score (Research Question 2) and a 
person's change in score over two years (Research Question 3). 
Number of Respondents and Software Used for Analysis 
Data from the IMAGE data set of senior females who completed both the baseline 
survey and the follow-up survey was used for this analysis. Of the 745 total participants, 
six participant responses were discarded because of incomplete information for at least 
five of the variables explored, leaving a total of 739 participants for this study. The data 
from the IMAGE/RADAR study was analyzed using SPSS software. The data from all of 
the surveys were combined and placed into SPSS by the research team of the original 
IMAGE study and the data were sent to me in electronic format. 
What Was Unique? 
There were two unique aspects of this analysis of the IMAGE/RADAR data set 
that addressed gaps in the social capital research noted in the first chapter. One of the 
unique aspects of this study was that the analysis remained exclusively focused on the 
individual micro level rather than being aggregated up to the village, or meso, level. A 
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second unique aspect of this study was directly tied to the first unique aspect. Because the 
study focused analysis at the individual household micro level, CSC and SSC scores were 
analyzed as continuous variables rather than treated as binary scores, thereby increasing 
the scope of possible analysis. 
In summary, this study sought to fill research gaps in the field of social capital 
while also providing useful information to researchers in the microfinance sector. This 
longitudinal study explored the relationship between micro-level cognitive and structural 
social capital measures and the value of household assets over time. The analysis used in 
this study was unique in the social capital sector because of its focus on micro-level 
analysis and its use of continuous variables. Still, there were limitations to the overall 
scope of this study. 
Limitations of the Study 
While this research offered new insights into the relationship between social 
capital and economic empowerment among rural South African women, there were limits 
to what this study was able to address. The first, and probably biggest, limitation came 
from using an existing data set. This prohibited controlling how questions were 
structured, asked, and recorded. The exclusive focus on women and on the poorest 
households in the villages prevented having a broader analysis of gender and socio-
economic status related to social capital and changes in the value of household assets. 
The data set contained little cultural diversity and limited socio-economic variety. Thus, 
an extensive analysis of asset accumulation and social capital, differentiated by various 
levels of wealth and cultural or geographic diversity, was impossible using the existing 
data set. This limitation was particularly unfortunate for this kind of social capital study 
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since South Africa has one of the most culturally diverse national populations and one of 
the highest levels of income inequalities of any country in the world. 
An additional limit of this study was a limitation that is widely acknowledged in 
most microfinance-related research: self-selection bias among those who choose to 
participate in a microfinance program (Armendariz de Aghion & Morduch, 2007; Give 
Well). In the control villages for the IMAGE study, participants were randomly selected 
to be interviewed. However, in the intervention villages, the participants who were 
surveyed were the women who had chosen, and took the initiative, to join the SEF 
program. 
Another limitation of this study was that the intervention involved combining a 
microfinance component and an education component, making it impossible to determine 
if microfinance alone or the educational component alone, or perhaps the unique 
combination of the two, had the most influence on changes. Additional research done in 
the area by the IMAGE/RADAR team suggests that the microfinance component had 
greater influence on the economic status of the household. However, the educational and 
microfinance combination had greater influence on all areas of women's empowerment 
while still impacting the economic status of the household, albeit in a smaller way than 
the microfinance-only intervention (J. C. Kim, et al., 2009). This research was unable to 
answer if the value of household assets may have varied, either in a positive or a negative 
direction, if one could have studied the separate effects of the microfinance and education 
components. 
The overall timeframe used to collect data in the original study was an additional 
limit of this study. In the original study, changes in asset accumulation and social capital 
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measures were tracked over a two-year period, thus limiting the analysis of this study to a 
two-year timeframe. A five-year timeframe, with regular measurement intervals, would 
have allowed for a more definitive analysis of the impact of social capital on household 
economic assets. This is important because households in severe poverty often experience 
wild fluctuations in assets from year to year (Hulme, et al., 2001). A five-year timeframe 
would have provided a clearer picture of the overall economic condition and changes of 
each household in the study. 
A final limitation of this study, a study that centered on the value of social 
networks and relationships, is that this study utilized quantitative analysis only. While 
linear quantitative research can clarify definitions and theories by helping to sift out what 
is and what is not conceptually important and measurable, a mixed-methods study would 
have provided a more robust analysis of the issues examined (Schuller, et al., 2000). 
Time and cost constraints prohibited adding a qualitative component to this particular 
study. However, it is worth noting that qualitative research was conducted in the original 
study, but only in the intervention villages, and these sources were referenced during the 
study to gain greater context (i.e. see Chapter 7 of Pronyk, 2006). 
In summary, there were a number of limitations in this proposed study. Several of 
the limitations either directly or indirectly related to the fact that this study was a re-
examination of an existing data set. Additional questions or changes to the surveys or 
research design were not possible. The study focused exclusively on women and on rural 
households deemed to be among the poorest households in a poor province of South 
Africa, while covering a two-year timeframe. The concentration on women and the 
narrow band of household socio-economic levels, while admirably and understandably 
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focused on the poorest and most marginalized South Africans, did limit the ability of the 
findings of this study to be generalized. Meanwhile, the two-year timeframe between the 
pre-test and post-test surveys limited the breadth of possible economic impact analysis. 
Even with these limitations, however, this study explored much, some of which is 
detailed next. 
Significance of the Study 
This research offered a glimpse into social capital's ability, or lack thereof, to 
help improve a household's economic conditions. The significance of this study is 
twofold. For one, many people involved in economic development and poverty 
alleviation recognize the positive changes that can occur in families that are able to 
increase their household assets (Attanasio, Szekely, & Inter-American Development 
Bank., 2001; Moser, 2007). It is important for researchers and practitioners alike to know 
more about how a person's demographic variables, structural and cognitive social capital 
measures, and changes in social capital measures relate, at the micro level, with changes 
in the value of household assets over time. 
A second aspect of the significance of this study centers on the microfinance and 
education intervention. The microfinance sector lacks good research data from 
experimental studies, in part because organizations and researchers do not have the time 
to create comparison groups that will not receive services until years later (Armendariz 
de Aghion & Morduch, 2007). Experimental studies are more common in the health 
sector. Since the original IMAGE/RADAR study was designed to explore health 
measures but included a microfinance and education intervention for half of the villages 
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in the study, the data set offered a platform to explore the impact of the microfinance and 
education intervention (Pronyk, Hargreaves, & Morduch, 2007). 
The results of this study offer microfinance practitioners a better understanding of 
how people with differing and variable levels of social capital respond to microfinance 
services over time. In particular, this study offered an opportunity to better explore the 
role of structural social capital and cognitive social capital among women clients in 
relation to the level and length that these women participated in a microfinance program. 
Such data should help microfinance institutions design more appropriate outreach and 
poverty alleviation efforts and financial products. 
Conclusion 
In summary, the analysis offered in this study provides policymakers and 
practitioners a better picture of the interaction between measures of cognitive and 
structural social capital and the value of household assets over time. The results of this 
study, combined with the results from other social capital and microfinance studies, can 
be useful to people exploring how best to allocate scarce resources to build and 
encourage social capital and enable households to accumulate productive assets. The 
methods that were selected to address this study's research questions were unique, but 
they addressed an identified gap in the social capital literature. It is the author's hope that 
the results from this study will contribute in a tangible way to helping poor people around 
the world utilize positive social capital resources to benefit their families and help move 
them out of poverty. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS 
This study sought to offer additional analysis of an existing data set to help 
address a number of the research gaps noted in the statement of the problem section of 
Chapter 1. This study explored changes in household asset accumulation over time, using 
an accumulated asset index, and considered how changes in the index related to a number 
of variables. These variables included primary demographic variables and measures of 
cognitive social capital (CSC) and structural social capital (SSC) at the micro level. 
Interview responses for 739 women were used for this study. 
This chapter presents the key results from the analysis done for this study. The 
chapter begins with a section outlining the overall frequency counts of the data, including 
the frequency of CSC indicators selected. The next section provides descriptive statistics 
compiled from the data, including the SSC indicators ranked by mean score, and a 
Spearman rank-ordered correlation analysis of key variables. A section then follows that 
details the results for each of the three primary research questions of the study. The 
chapter concludes with the results from additional analysis done on the empirical data. 
The additional analysis included non-linear analysis, principal component analysis, and 
an additional regression analysis done on the extent and length of a woman's 
participation in the microfinance and education intervention. 
Frequency Counts 
Table 1 displays the frequency counts for selected demographic variables. The 
ages of the women ranged from 18 to 96 (M = 42.50, SD = 11.66). The most common 
marital statuses were "currently married / living as married (42.5%)," "never married 
(28.0%)," and "widowed (20.7%)." Most (89.4%) lived in their local residence ten or 
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more years. More than half (61.7%) lived in "medium sized" villages and fewer 
respondents lived in "large (26.9%)" or "small (11.4%)" villages. The median amount of 
education for the sample was "some primary schooling." About half (51.8%) of the 
sample had participated in SEF microfinance efforts. Of the half who participated in 
microfinance, 111 (29.0%) were leaders and 80 (20.9%) were active members (Table 1). 
Table 1 
Frequency Counts for Selected Demographic Variables (N = 739) 
Variable 
Age at Baselinea 
Marital Status at Baseline 
Baseline Duration of Local 
Residence 
Village Size 
Schooling Level at Baseline 
Category 
18 to 29 
30 to 39 
40 to 49 
50 to 59 
60 to 96 
Never married 




Under ten years 











































Schooling Level at Baseline 
Participation in Microfinance 
Amount of Microfinance 
Participation 
Category 
No formal schooling but 
literate 




Attended technical / 




































Table 2 displays the frequency counts for the respondent's initial cognitive social 
capital (CSC) indicators sorted by the highest frequency. The most frequently endorsed 
initial indicators that scored 1 point on the CSC index were "if fire destroyed your home, 
would people in village you do not know at all shelter you for two weeks (37.5% of 
respondents indicated yes)," and "would neighbor contribute time to a community project 
(37.5% of respondents indicated yes)" (Table 2). These two questions capture a perceived 

















Frequency Counts for Initial Cognitive Social Capital (CSC) Components Sorted by 
Highest Frequency (N = 739) 
Component n Percent 
If fire, people in village you do not know at all would shelter 
you for two weeks 
Would neighbor contribute time to community project 
Confidence to raise enough money for four weeks of food 
If fire, people in village would lend you R50 to buy clothes 
Ability to survive crisis is better than 3 years ago 
Would neighbor contribute money to community project 
The entire village would work together 
Table 3 displays the frequency counts for the respondent's follow-up cognitive 
social capital (CSC) indicators sorted by the highest frequency. The most frequently 
endorsed follow-up indicators that scored 1 point on the CSC index were "ability to 
survive crisis is better than three years ago (52.2% of respondents indicated yes)" and 
"would neighbor contribute time to community project (41.9% of respondents indicated 
yes)" (Table 3). Of special note is the sharp decline in the frequency of support for the 
CSC indicators "if fire destroyed your house, people in village you do not know at all 
would shelter you for two weeks (from 37.5% of respondents indicating yes at initial to 
19.4% indicating yes at follow-up)" and "if fire destroyed your house, people in village 
would lend you R50 to buy clothes (from 35.9% of respondents indicating yes at initial to 
17.3% indicating yes at follow-up)" (Table 3). The frequency of these two CSC 
indicators for fire declined while the frequency for the other five CSC indicators went up 
from baseline to follow-up, suggesting that there has been a decline among households of 
perceived solidarity in the village if faced with a tragedy. However, the other forms of 
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social capital, including the question regarding one's ability to survive a crisis, all 
increased. This may indicate that women in these communities were feeling more 
confident in their own ability to manage a crisis rather than relying on the community to 
help. 
Table 3 
Frequency Counts for Follow-up Cognitive Social Capital (CSC) Components Sorted by 
Highest Frequency (N = 739) 
Component n Percent 
Ability to survive crisis is better than 3 years ago 
Would neighbor contribute time to community project 
Confidence to raise enough money for four weeks of food 
Would neighbor contribute money to community project 
If fire, people in village would shelter you for two weeks 
If fire, people in village would lend you R50 to buy clothes 
The entire village would work together 
Descriptive Statistics 
Table 4 displays the descriptive statistics for the respondent's initial SSC 
indicators sorted by the highest mean ratings. The level of participation in each of these 
networks was rated using a four-point metric (0 = Non-member to 3 = Leader). Highest-
rated participation was for "church (M = 0.98)," "Stokvel (or savings club) (M = 0.23)," 
and "prayer group (M = 0.21)." In Table 4 and also in Table 5, readers will note a number 
of references to burial societies, some termed local and some termed large. 
To better understand the importance of burial societies, Collins, et al. (2009) 
















acquiring life insurance (better termed funeral plans). Because of the breadth of AIDS in 
the country and the important role that funerals play in South African society, almost 
80% of all South Africans have some form of formal or informal funeral insurance, with 
many people having multiple accounts. The burial societies vary in size and scope, from 
local village-level to larger programs run by funeral parlors or financial companies; these 
local burial societies typically function by others bringing water, firewood, and money to 
support funeral arrangements when someone dies, while the larger burial societies 
function more like formal insurance policies. 
Table 4 
Descriptive Statistics for Initial Structural Social Capital (SSC) Components Sorted by 
Highest Mean Rating (N = 739) 
Standard 
Component Mean Deviation 
Church 
Stokvel (or savings club) 
Prayer Group 
Political Group 
Burial Society (3) 
School Committee 






Credit/finance Group (Not SEF) 




















































Component Mean Deviation 
Women's Group 
Burial Society (4) 
Cooperative 
Trader's Association 
Burial Society (2) 
Burial Society (1) 
Parent Group 
Note. Component ratings based on a four-point scale: 0 = Non-member to 3 = Leader. 
Table 5 displays the descriptive statistics for the respondent's follow-up SSC 
components sorted by the highest mean ratings. Again, the highest-rated participation 
was for "church (M = 1.43)," followed by "local burial society 1 (Af = 1.13)," and "large 
burial society 1 (M = 0.55)" (Table 5). It is important to highlight here two changes 
between baseline and follow-up. First, for the top five highest-ranked networks at both 
baseline and follow-up, the mean score for each group increased from baseline to follow-
up with the exception of political group, which remained unchanged in its mean score 
while dropping out of the top five groups at follow-up. Second, the emergence of 
increased participation in the burial societies is noticeably higher at follow-up. This could 




Descriptive Statistics for Follow-up Structural Social Capital (SSC) Components Sorted 
by Highest Mean Rating (N = 739) 
Standard 
Component Mean Deviation 
Church 
Local Burial Society 1 
Large Burial Society 1 
Local Burial Society 2 
Prayer Group 
Stokvel 
Large Burial Society 2 





Community Policing Forum 
























































Note. Component ratings based on a four-point scale: 0 = Non-member to 3 = Leader. 
Table 6 displays the descriptive statistics for select other variables. These 
variables include the initial, follow-up, and change scores for total asset accumulation, 
abbreviated as TAA, CSC, and SSC. There are three results worth noting in this^table. 
First, the change in total value of household assets (M = 687.07) is not large for a two-
year period. The amount 687 Rand at the time of the study was equivalent to roughly 
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U.S. $100. Second, the change in the mean score for initial CSC and follow-up CSC 
actually declined slightly over the course of the study (M = -0.02). This suggests there 
was virtually no change in the perceived levels of trust and solidarity among the women 
in the study. Finally, there is more than a doubling of size between the mean score for 
initial SSC score and the mean score for follow-up SSC score (M = 3.21). These last two 
results suggest that the rural women in South Africa were more likely to join and take 
leadership positions in networks or groups than they were to change their perceived 
levels of trust and reciprocity within the community. 
Table 6 
Descriptive Statistics for the Dependent Variable and the Primary Independent Variables 
(N = 739) 
Variable 
Initial Total of Asset Accumulation 
Follow-up Total of Asset Accumulation 
Change in Total of Asset Accumulation 
Calculated Average PWR Score for Household 
Initial CSC 
Follow-up CSC 
Change in CSC 
Initial SSC 
Follow-up SSC 
























Note. Change Score = Follow-up minus Initial 
CSC = Cognitive Social Capital 
SSC = Structural Social Capital 
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Table 7 displays the results of the Spearman rank-ordered correlations for selected 
variables with four important financial indicators. These indicators were the initial, 
follow-up, and change TAA scores as well as the initial calculated average household 
participatory wealth ranking (PWR) score. While some of the variables in Table 7 
showed significance for the first two financial indicators, the last two financial indicators, 
which were the primary indicators used in this study, showed no significant relationship 
to any of the 18 selected variables. These results suggest that significant correlations 
among the variables existed at both the baseline and follow-up but that no consistent, 
measurable correlations exist from the changes that occurred between the two surveys. 
The respondent's initial TAA score was positively related to the follow-up TAA 
score (rs = .65, p < .00), and negatively related to the TAA change score (rs = -.27, p < 
.00) and the PWR initial score (rs = -.18, p < .00). In addition, the respondent's initial 
TAA score was higher for respondents who: (a) were married (rs = .14, p < .00), (b) had 
more education (rs = . 17, p < .00), (c) had higher initial SSC scores (rs = .16, p < .00), and 
(d) higher follow-up SSC scores (rs = . 11, p < .01). Moreover, the respondent's initial 
TAA score was lower for respondents who: (a) were separated (rs = -.09, p < .05), (b) 
were from smaller villages (rs = -.09, p < .01), and (c) were not from large-sized villages 
(rs = -.08,p<.05)(Table7). 
The respondent's follow-up TAA score was positively related to the TAA change 
score (rs = .41, p < .00) and negatively related to the initial PWR score (rs = -. 17, p < 
.00). In addition, the respondent's follow-up TAA score was higher for respondents who: 
(a) were married (rs = . 12, p < .00), (b) had more education (rs = . 13, p < .00), (c) 
participated in the microfinance training (rs = .08, p < .05), (d) had higher initial SSC 
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scores (rs = .10, p < .01), (e) had higher follow-up SSC scores (rs = .15, p < .00), and (f) 
had higher SSC change scores (rs = .12, p < .01). Moreover, the respondent's follow-up 
TAA score was lower for respondents who: (a) were widowed (rs = -.08, p < .05), (b) 
were from smaller villages (rs = -.08, p < .05), and (c) were not from large-sized villages 
(rs = -.08,p<.05)(Table7). 
Table 7 also provides Spearman correlations for the respondent's change in TAA 
score and the initial PWR score. However, neither of these financial indicators was 
significantly related to any of the 18 selected variables (Table 7). Again, this suggests 
that although clear correlations existed between some variables at both baseline and at 
follow-up, the changes that occurred among the women in the study are not correlated 
with the 18 variables selected for the primary analysis of this study. 
Table 7 
Spearman Rank-Ordered Correlations for Selected Variables with Financial Indicators 







Change Calculated Avg. 
In TAA Household PWR 
1. Baseline TAA 
2. Follow-Up TAA 
3. Change in TAA 
4. Calculated Average 
Household PWR 





Baseline Level of 
Education 




_ 27 *** 
_ ig *** 
.17 * * * 
1.00 
41 *** 

























Baseline -Up Change Calculated Avg. 
Variable TAA TAA InTAA Household PWR 
Village Size -.09 ** -.08 * 
Small Village a 
Moderate Sized Village 
a 
Large Sized Village a -.08 * -.08 * 
Participation in 
Microfinancea .08 * 
Baseline CSC 
Follow-up CSC 
Change in CSC 
Baseline SSC 
Follow-up SSC 
Change in SSC 
*p<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.00. 
a Dummy Coding: 0 = A^ol = Yes. 
TAA = Total Asset Accumulation 
PWR = Participatory Wealth Ranking 
The evidence presented in the first two columns of Table 7 is not surprising. 
Women with higher total assets at baseline were correlated with higher total assets at 
follow-up and negatively correlated to a higher poverty score at baseline. Furthermore, 
women with higher levels of education and women who were married were correlated 
with a greater value of total assets at baseline, while women who were widowed or 
women who were living in smaller villages were correlated with lower total assets at 
baseline. In general, economic poverty is more common among single-headed households 
and among households with low educational achievement. 
Many of the results from the follow-up TAA score are similar to what was found 
in the initial TAA score, with the addition of positive correlations between higher asset 
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accumulation among women who participated in the microfinance and education training, 
as well as higher asset accumulation among women with higher initial SSC scores. 
However, as noted above, the dependent variable for this study was the third column, 
which was the change in total value of accumulated assets. For the primary analysis of 
this study, no significant correlations were found as the next three tables, which relate 
directly to the three research questions that guided this study, will show. 
Primary Research Questions 
The tables and descriptions that follow outline the results of each of the three 
primary research questions. The regression model used for every question is detailed 
before each table and the meaning of the results from each regression model is 
summarized following the presentation of the table. 
Research Question 1 
Research Question 1 asked, "Among women in rural South Africa, to what extent 
was variation in the value of household assets over a two-year period explained by select 
demographic variables?" Multiple regression analysis was employed to answer this 
question by using the overall change in value of household assets as the dependent 
variable and a number of select demographic variables as independent variables in the 
equation. 
Table 8 displays the results of this analysis. The overall 10-variable model was 
not significant (F = 1.42, p = .17) and accounted for only 2 percent of the variance in the 
respondent's change in value of household assets score. 
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Table 8 
Prediction of Changes in the Value of Household Assets Based on Demographic 
Variables (N = 739) 
Estimated 
Variable Co-efficient t-statistic 
Intercept 




Baseline Level of Education 
Baseline Duration of Local Residence 
Moderate Sized Villagea 
Large Sized Village a 

























*p<.05. **p<.01. ***/?<.00. 
Full Model: F (10, 728) = lA2,p = .17. RL = .02. 
a Dummy Coding: 0 = No 1 = Yes. 
PWR = Participatory Wealth Ranking 
The results of this regression indicate that none of the primary demographic 
variables had a significant correlation with changes in the value of household assets. The 
only variable that shows a significant correlation is initial PWR score, which is not 
surprising given that household assets and a community ranking of a household's poverty 
level would capture similar things. This means that changes in the value of household 
assets cannot be explained by any of the select demographic variables considered. 
Research Question 2 
Research Question 2 asked, "Among women in rural South Africa, to what extent 
was variation in the value of household assets over a two-year period associated with an 
initial structural social capital score and/or an initial cognitive social capital score?" To 
answer this question, another regression model was constructed and another multiple 
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regression analysis was conducted. This particular regression analysis used the overall 
change in value of household assets as the dependent variable and the initial CSC score, 
the initial SSC score, and the demographic variables from Question 1 as the independent 
variables in the equation. Table 9 displays the results of the analysis conducted to answer 
Question 2. 
The overall 12-variable model was not significant (F = 1.26, p = .24) and 
accounted for only 2 percent of the variance in the respondent's change in value of 
household assets score. 
Table 9 
Prediction of Changes in the Value of Household Assets Based on Demographic 
Variables with Baseline CSC and SSC Scores (N = 739) 
Estimated 
Variable Co-efficient t-statistic 
Intercept 




Baseline Level of Education 
Baseline Duration of Local Residence 
Moderate Sized Village a 
Large Sized Village a 
Participation in Microfinance a 
Baseline PWR 
Baseline Cognitive Social Capital 




























*/?<.05. **p<.01. ***p<.00. 
Full Model: F (12, 726) = 1.26, p = .24. RA = .02. 
a Dummy Coding: 0 = No 1 = Yes. 
PWR = Participatory Wealth Ranking 
CSC = Cognitive Social Capital 
SSC = Structural Social Capital 
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The results of this regression indicate that neither the initial CSC score nor the 
initial SSC score had a significant correlation with changes in the value of household 
assets. This means that changes in the value of household assets cannot be explained by 
either an individual's initial CSC score or her initial SSC score. 
Research Question 3 
Research Question 3 asked, "Among women in rural South Africa, to what extent 
was variation in the value of household assets over a two-year period associated with a 
change in structural social capital score and/or a change in cognitive social capital 
score?" To answer this question, another regression model was constructed and a third 
analysis was conducted. This regression analysis used the overall change in value of 
household assets as the dependent variable and the overall change in CSC score, the 
overall change in SSC score, and the demographic variables from question 1 as the 
independent variables in the equation. 
Table 10 displays the results of the third regression analysis. The overall 12-
variable model was not significant (F = 1.29, p = .22) and accounted for only 2 percent of 
the variance in the respondent's change in value of household assets score. 
Table 10 
Prediction of Changes in the Value of Household Assets Based on Demographic 
Variables with Change in CSC and SSC Scores (N = 739) 
Estimated 
Variable Co-efficient t-statistic 
Intercept 
































Variable Co-efficient t-statistic 
Widoweda 
Baseline Level of Education 
Baseline Duration of Local Residence 
Moderate Sized Villagea 
Large Sized Village a 
Participation in Microfinance a 
Baseline PWR 
Change in Cognitive Social Capital 
Change in Structural Social Capital 
*p< .05 . **p<.01. ***p<.00. 
Full Model: F( 12, 726) = 1.29, p = .22. R2 = .02. 
a Dummy Coding: 0 = No 1 = Yes. 
PWR = Participatory Wealth Ranking 
CSC = Cognitive Social Capital 
SSC = Structural Social Capital 
The results of this regression indicate that neither the change in CSC score nor the 
change in SSC score had a significant correlation with changes in the value of household 
assets. This means that changes in the value of household assets cannot be explained by 
either an individual's change in CSC score or her change in SSC score. 
Additional Analysis 
Since the results of the primary research questions showed nothing of any real 
significance, further analysis was done for three reasons. The first reason was to ensure 
that the data were looked at from as many different angles as possible to determine that 
the researcher was not overlooking any important relationships. Another reason further 
analysis was done on the data was because social capital studies that previously had 
explored this data set used theory to drive the creation of the indices for structural social 
capital and cognitive social capital. This researcher felt it important to add an 
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empirically-driven dimension to the data analysis to capture a broader, more robust 
analysis of the data. The additional research included both non-linear analysis, 
specifically polynomial and reciprocal fits for several of the independent variables, as 
well as principal component analysis for both structural social capital and cognitive social 
capital measures. 
A third reason for doing the additional analysis was that the initial research found 
that not all of the women in the original intervention villages participated fully in the 
intervention. In other words, among the women in the villages where the intervention was 
offered, not all who began as members of the microfinance institution were still members 
of the microfinance organization at the time of the follow-up survey; consequently, they 
had not received the full impact of the intervention. Therefore, the intervention variable 
was modeled in two distinct ways for this research. 
For the original research questions this variable was considered as a binary 
indicator of whether the woman was in an intervention village or in a control village; 
however, for the additional analysis done in this study, a new "intervention" variable was 
created as a continuous variable, one that was determined by the length and level of 
participation, or "dosage," that a woman received of the intervention over the course of 
the study. Operationally, this meant that a woman received a 0 score if she was in a 
control village, a 1 if she was in an intervention village but not participating in SEF at the 
time of the follow-up survey, a 2 if she was a member of SEF at follow-up, a 3 if she was 
an active member of SEF at follow-up, and a 4 if she was a leader of SEF at follow-up. 
Interested readers can refer back to Table 1 of this chapter for an overview of the 
distribution of this continuous variable. 
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Non-Linear Analysis 
The non-linear analysis focused on the data from the second and third research 
questions. Both polynomial and reciprocal relationships for the initial and change scores 
of cognitive social capital and structural social capital were explored. In the additional 
analysis, no non-linear relationships were found; in fact, the non-linear analysis resulted 
in a worse fit than the linear results already presented in tables 8, 9, and 10. 
Principal Component Analysis 
Principal component analysis was conducted for initial and follow-up measures 
for the seven survey questions that related to the cognitive social capital index and for the 
23 survey questions that related to the structural social capital index. This included 
comparing a number of different ways that individual variables could load on identified 
factors. Most of the analysis completed for these indices was not significant enough to 
explain any variations. However, for the initial cognitive social capital measure, there 
was one grouping of two questions that proved moderately significant (t = 2.22, p < .05) 
in relationship to change in the value of total assets. These two questions were focused on 
a fire scenario. The questions were "if a fire completely destroyed your home, would you 
be able to turn to people in your village you do not know at all to provide you with 
shelter for 2 weeks while you make other long-term arrangements?" and "if a fire 
completely destroyed your home, would you be able to turn to people in your village you 
do not know at all to borrow 50 Rand (about $10) to help you buy some clothes after the 
fire?" 
A cognitive social capital index formed from these two fire questions from the 
initial survey shows a significant relationship to a positive change in the value of 
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household assets over the two-year timeframe of this study. Specifically, women who had 
an initial higher level of cognitive social capital according to this two-question index 
were more likely to have positive growth in the value of their household assets. This 
finding suggests that at the baseline, women who felt a greater sense of community 
support in times of emergencies were able to increase the value of their household assets 
over time. One possible explanation for this is that women who are less worried about a 
catastrophe putting their families in dire circumstances may take greater financial risks 
that lead to greater financial returns to their households. 
Microfinance Dosage Analysis 
Table 11 shows the results of the microfinance dosage variable in relation to the 
original CSC and SSC indices for initial, follow-up, and change in score measures. The 
largest relationship was found to be between follow-up CSC (r = .31, p = .00) and follow-
up SSC (r = .39, p = .00), and between change in CSC (r = .14, p = .00) and change in 
SSC (r = .30, p = .00). This suggests that the women who participated longer and took 
more active leadership roles in the microfinance intervention both expanded their social 
networks (beyond the microfinance intervention, which was not part of the SSC index) 
and increased their trust and sense of support among the community during the research 
period. 
Table 11 also presents results from the two primary questions in the original CSC 
index that were positively related to the microfinance dosage level. These questions were 
"confidence to raise enough money for four weeks of food" (r = .35, p = .00) and "ability 
to survive crisis is better than 3 years ago" (r = .36, p = .00). This result suggests that the 
women who participated in the microfinance intervention for the entire study period and 
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who were most actively engaged in the program responded with a greater confidence in 
being able to get the support they needed to deal with a crisis in their family at the time of 
the follow-up survey. 
Table 11 
Prediction of Changes in CSC and SSC Scores and Changes in CSC Index Scores based 
on Microfinance Dosage (N = 739) 
Participation in Dosage of Microfinance 
Microfinance a Participation at Follow-up 
Initial Cognitive Social Capital 
Follow-up Cognitive Social Capital 
Change in Cognitive Social Capital 
Score 
Initial Structural Social Capital Score 
Follow-up Structural Social Capital 
Score 
Change in Structural Social Capital 
Score 
Confidence to raise enough money for 
four weeks of food 
Ability to survive crisis is better than 3 
years ago 
*p<.05. **p<.Ol. ***p<.00. 
a Dummy Coding: 0 = No 1 = Yes. 
Note. Dosage is determined by length and depth of participation 
Coding: 0 = Did not participate 1 = Participated at start but not in program at follow-
up 2= Participated at start and member at follow-up 3 = Participated at start and active 
member at follow-up 4 = Participated at start and leader at follow-up 
Conclusion 
In summary, the results from the three primary research questions for this study 
suggest that a change in the value of household assets is not significantly influenced by 
either initial or changes in cognitive and structural social capital measures as originally 


















assets was not influenced in a significant way by any of the primary demographic 
variables selected. Thus, one possible explanation for these findings is that the change in 
the value of household assets was an insufficient measure to serve as the only dependent 
variable for this study. Furthermore, results from the additional analysis done for this 
study offer the possibility that further exploration of these ideas can yield useful 
information for people and organizations interested in poverty alleviation. An 
interpretation of how this study fits into the overall social capital and microfinance 
literature as well as a discussion of possible policy implications are offered in more detail 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This longitudinal study sought to explore the relationship between household 
asset accumulation and measures of cognitive and structural social capital among 
impoverished women living in rural South Africa. My previous work experience in the 
nonprofit sector and a lifelong interest in and commitment to poverty alleviation led me 
to study the effectiveness of different approaches to educating and empowering women. 
Roughly half of the women in this study participated in a microfinance and women's 
empowerment educational endeavor, which served to increase my interest in this topic 
because of my previous ten years of work experience in the microfinance industry. In 
addition, I have a personal history in southern Africa, having lived for six years of my 
childhood in Swaziland and six months of my senior year of high school in South Africa. 
Therefore, I was interested to learn more about the role social capital, particularly in and 
among women, plays in household economic growth and what, if any, relationship 
microfinance participation has to changes in the value of household assets over time. 
This study re-analyzed survey results from 739 households in an existing data set 
from a 2001-2005 study conducted in eight villages in South Africa. Three research 
questions drove the initial analysis for this study. The three primary questions involved 
examining the relationship between changes in the value of a household's assets and: 1) 
select demographic variables (Research Question 1), 2) initial scores for a cognitive 
social capital index and a structural social capital index (Research Question 2), and 3) the 
overall change in scores for a cognitive social capital index and a structural social capital 
index (Research Question 3). Multiple regression analysis was used first to consider the 
relationship of demographic variables to changes in the value of household assets and 
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then to explore the relationship of changes in the value of household assets to initial 
scores and to changes in scores of both cognitive and structural social capital indices. 
Results of the analyses conducted with the regression models developed to 
explore the study's three research questions were not significant (p = .17 for Research 
Question 1, p = .24 for Research Question 2, and p = .22 for Research Question 3), and 
the variables accounted for only 1.9 percent of the variance in the respondents' change in 
the value of household assets for Research Question 1, 2.0 percent of the variance in 
Research Question 2, and 2.1 percent of the variance for Research Question 3. Further 
analysis was conducted to explore the potential existence of a non-linear relationship 
between the variables and also to apply principal component analysis to consider a 
variety of index options for both structural and cognitive social capital measures. While 
no results of significance were found in the non-linear analysis, there was something of 
significance found using the principal component analysis. Of the seven questions used in 
the survey to capture cognitive social capital indicators, two questions held together to 
form an empirically grounded cognitive social capital index that was found to be 
significantly related (t = 2.22, p < .05) to changes in the value of household assets over 
time. Even this relationship was moderate, however. 
Finally, an analysis was done to explore differences in the length and depth of 
microfinance participation among the women in the study from the four villages that 
received the intervention. This analysis was done to explore how a woman's 
microfinance involvement over the study period related to personal levels of cognitive 
social capital and structural social capital. This additional analysis revealed moderate 
significance (p < .001) between a women's involvement in the microfinance and 
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education intervention and changes related to initial, follow-up, and changes in CSC (2% 
- 9.7% variance explained) as well as measures related to initial, follow-up, and changes 
in SSC (6% - 15.4% variance explained). These moderate findings suggest that women 
engaged in microfinance efforts for several loan cycles are more apt to trust and support 
others and more likely to join social networks over time. 
This chapter explores and situates the results of this study in the context of 
existing social capital and microfinance literature. Ideas and recommendations for future 
research also are provided. The chapter continues with an exploration of policy 
suggestions and implications for microfinance and poverty alleviation practitioners. The 
chapter concludes with a final recap of the entire study. 
This Study's Results and the Social Capital Literature 
The primary results of this study differ from the results of other major social 
capital studies focused on impoverished communities, though, as noted in Chapter 1, this 
study's techniques and approach also differed from earlier studies. In Indonesia and 
Tanzania, Grootaert (1999) and Narayan and Pritchett (1999), respectively, found that 
social capital correlated with an increase in household expenditures and income per 
capita and with a higher level of household assets. In South Africa, Maluccio, Haddad, et 
al. (2000) found that various measures of social capital correlated with an increase in 
household income. 
This subsection explores possible explanations as to why the primary model 
found no significant relationships. First, the dependent variable's robustness is analyzed 
in relationship to the broader literature and how poor people live. Next, the independent 
variables are explored in more detail. The exploration of the independent variables leads 
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to a concluding report on results from the empirically-based research done for this study 
that found a moderate but significant correlation between two cognitive social capital 
questions and positive changes in the value of household assets. 
Dependent Variable May Be Insufficient 
One explanation for the lack of significance associated with the models developed 
to answer the three primary research questions of this study could relate to the dependent 
variable used, which was change in the value of household assets. There are at least four 
significant issues related to this variable that need further exploration. 
First, the change in value of household assets covered only a two-year period. 
Hulme, et al. (2001) suggest that chronic and extreme poverty is best measured over a 
five-year period because the assets/income of poor people can vary significantly from 
year to year. A five-year timeframe, with regular measurement intervals, could allow for 
a more definitive analysis of the impact of social capital on household economic welfare, 
as was the case in the South Africa study conducted by Maluccio, et al. (2000), which 
found a positive and significant effect between social capital measures and increases in 
per capita household expenditures after five years. Another social capital study that 
covered at least five years was the seven-year longitudinal study of social capital in India 
by Krishna (2007), which found that village-level inequality in land ownership (the 
primary driver of productive wealth in the area) was significantly and negatively related 
to raising the stock of social capital at the village level. 
A second possible explanation for the lack of significance associated with the 
models used to address the three primary research questions of this study is that cultures 
like those found in rural South Africa are more community-oriented than individual-
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oriented. Hence, people in such cultures may frown on the notion of a person investing 
newfound wealth in accumulating household assets. Rather, there may be social pressure 
for a communal sharing of financial resources through an expectation that one fulfill 
certain cultural obligations. For example, many people in South Africa contribute a lot of 
personal financial resources into community-run burial societies (Collins, Morduch, 
Rutherford, & Ruthven, 2009), a cultural obligation that provides a social safety net and 
generates communal goodwill but does little to generate a financial return or build 
household assets. 
A third possible reason for the results evident in the models used to address this 
study's primary research questions relates to the new government's grant support for the 
poorest and most elderly households in the country. It may be that the grant program has 
had such a significant financial impact, in terms of changes in the value of household 
assets, on all households within the villages of this study that asset valuation differences 
generated by changes in social capital are negligible by comparison and, consequently, 
difficult to detect. In other words, the economic impact of the government initiative on all 
households in this study may have muted any possible relationships between increases in 
social capital and increases in the value of household assets during a limited timeframe. If 
this is the case, then a longer timeframe for the study and access to a more diverse set of 
household welfare measurements, such as household expenditures or income, might have 
provided enough additional and robust information to be able to tease out changes in 
household welfare related to social capital, irrespective of the government grants. 
There is a fourth possible explanation for the lack of statistical significance 
evident in the primary research model used for this study. The point made in the previous 
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paragraph suggests that the government's largess may have functioned as an overarching 
equalizer among the communities studied. It is equally plausible that the existence of 
widespread structural inequality in the country (South Africa has one of the highest rates 
of income inequality in the world) dampened any noticeable influence that localized 
social capital had on people's economic welfare. Portes and Landolt (2000) rightly argue 
that evidence of local cooperation among people should not negate the need to look at the 
larger structural issues that may prohibit a group of individuals from benefiting from their 
bonding networks. It could be that South Africa's macro-level economic inequality at the 
time of the study was far greater than what existed in Tanzania or Indonesia at the time of 
their social capital studies, thus potentially explaining variations in the findings between 
this study and the other major social capital studies done in developing countries. 
Independent Variables May be Insufficient 
While it is useful to consider the possibility that in this study the dependent 
variable was insufficient to capture important changes in household welfare, it also is 
worthwhile to examine the independent variables used and to further explore their 
construction. For example, consider the original designs of the cognitive social capital 
index and the structural social capital index. Initially, these indices were constructed as 
continuous variables to maximize variation, which was driven, in part, by the fact that 
previous studies had explored these social capital measures only in a binary fashion, and 
only at the meso level. In earlier studies (Pronyk, et al., 2008) and in the initial 
construction of variables used to address this study's primary research questions, the 
indices for structural social capital and cognitive social capital were pre-defined based on 
theoretical considerations. However, the results in these studies that were significant were 
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mediocre at best in terms of reliability measures for the indices. The additional research 
conducted for this study offered an empirically-based approach to structuring the indices. 
This allowed for the data to determine which factors best held together for each index, 
something that has been done in other social capital studies (Brehm & Rahn, 1997). 
Empirically-Based Analysis Shows Significance 
The additional empirically-based research conducted for this study led to the 
finding of one important significant correlation between a two-question index for CSC on 
the one hand, and a positive change in the value of household assets over time on the 
other. Haddad and Maluccio (2003) found in their South Africa study that social capital, 
defined as group memberships alone (structural social capital) had a positive effect on per 
capita income. The authors suggest, however, that there is no evidence that social capital, 
defined as trust (cognitive social capital), is correlated with income generation (p. 593). 
While the study presented in this paper focused on household assets rather than on 
income per capita, the additional analysis found a significant correlation between a two-
question cognitive social capital index and an increase in the value of household assets. 
By using principal component analysis, two questions among the seven were 
found to hold together in a CSC index and were shown to have significant correlation to 
change in the value of household assets. The two questions concerned a scenario whereby 
a woman was asked if she felt she could ask people in her village whom she did not know 
(strangers) for help in the event that her house burned down. One of the questions asked 
if she would be able to find shelter for two weeks while making long-term arrangements 
and the second question asked if she would be able to borrow 50 Rand (about $10) to 
help buy clothes. A woman received one point on a cognitive social capital index for each 
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of the questions to which she replied in the affirmative that she could receive help in her 
village from people she did not know at all. Since the two primary cognitive social capital 
questions used in this revised index relate to trust among strangers, this finding 
contradicts evidence presented by Haddad and Maluccio, which suggested that trust 
factors do not significantly relate to measures of household welfare. 
This Study's Results and the Microfinance Literature 
This study has demonstrated that a moderate but still significant relationship 
exists between a greater degree of microfinance participation and increases in measures 
of CSC and SSC, at least for the women who were the research subjects for this study. 
When using a Spearman Rho correlation, two of the seven questions used in the original 
CSC index showed the strongest relationship to the measure developed to track the depth 
and length of a woman's microfinance involvement. It is important to remember that 
these women were living in households that were among the bottom half of households 
below the country's poverty line. 
The two CSC questions most positively related to the microfinance participation 
measure were positive changes in the number of women who indicated that their 
"confidence to raise enough money for four weeks of food" and "ability to survive crisis 
is better than 3 years ago" increased. These findings support the notion—as much of the 
microfinance literature suggests—that microfinance is less about increasing household 
wealth, and more a means whereby households are better able to withstand economic 
shocks and mitigate against unforeseen risks. (Karlan & Zinman, 2007; Wright, 2000; 
Zaman, 2004). The results also coincide with results from another South Africa study, 
which found that poor households benefit from group membership more in terms of 
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income stabilization than as a mechanism for upward mobility (Adato, Carter, & May, 
2006). 
Among people living in poverty with very little hope that their circumstances 
might change, reducing risks, especially risks that may affect their children, appears to be 
more important than accumulating assets. If it is true that poor people might prefer to 
invest in things to help mitigate household risks rather than in physical household assets, 
it follows that the use of the value of household assets as the sole dependent variable for 
household welfare limited the primary research questions of this study from potentially 
capturing other important changes in the lives of the women in this study. 
One word of caution to conclude this subsection: Women who participated in this 
study and who gained access to microfinance services through the Small Enterprise 
Foundation actually began the study with higher levels of cognitive social capital and 
structural social capital. Therefore, a question remains: Does microfinance attract and 
only work for those already strong in social capital or does microfinance in itself 
facilitate an increase and additional strengthening of social capital among the women 
served? Unfortunately, this study is unable to definitely answer that question. 
Ideas and Recommendations for Future Research 
In terms of the questions surrounding structural and cognitive social capital, this 
study's analysis of the existing data set is fairly extensive. However, if additional 
research were conducted beyond what was done for the original data set, more 
possibilities of future research would open up that could utilize the original data set for 
comparison purposes. For instance, to begin to explore an answer to the question raised in 
the previous paragraph it would be useful to track the women who participated in the 
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control villages of this study and find out which of the women eventually joined the 
Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF) when services were first offered in their villages, and 
look to see which ones continued to participate in SEF for at least three or four loan 
cycles. Armed with this information, a researcher could address the self-selectivity bias 
common in microfinance studies because he or she would be able to go back and 
compare in all eight villages only the women who were inclined to join and participate 
long-term in a microfinance intervention when it is first offered. A researcher could then 
explore how these two groups differed in terms of social capital and household welfare 
measures during the original study period, when roughly half of the women were given 
access to an intervention of microfinance and education and the other half were not. 
Another useful way to build on the work done in this study would be to replicate 
this study but add a mechanism to regularly track household per capita incomes and 
expenditures. In this way, knowledge of household welfare could be expanded to include 
not just household assets but household incomes and household expenditures as well. 
This broader analysis could provide information on social capital's relationship to 
household welfare from a wider perspective, possibly providing clues as to how rural 
households in South Africa invest, and what they invest in, if provided with additional 
resources via an economic intervention. 
While it is important to consider how the original study could have expanded to 
include a richer data set, this study also suggests that additional research among social 
capital researchers and microfinance practitioners is warranted. For social capital 
researchers, it is clear more research is needed that compares and contrasts the influence 
and effect of social capital among different socio-economic groups. For instance, a five-
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year or more longitudinal study that tracks household, or micro-level welfare (via 
changes in income, expenditures, and assets) and captures both cognitive and structural 
social capital measures at various wealth levels would likely yield rich and useful 
information regarding how social capital relates to household welfare at different levels 
of wealth in a particular region. 
Microfinance practitioners and researchers can use the results of this study to 
launch a deeper investigation into various issues important to the sector. For example, a 
person interested in studying the impact of social capital measures on microfinance 
operations might want to explore how social capital measures among women differ 
between those participating in a group solidarity microfinance program and women 
participating in an individual-based lending program. Studies also are needed to further 
explore how changes in social capital measures relate to a woman's depth and length of 
participation in a microfinance program. This study offered an initial look at this issue, 
but analysis was limited because the control and intervention groups were not equally 
matched in terms of baseline measures of cognitive and structural social capital. The 
initial inequality present between the control and intervention groups limited this study 
from being able to fully explore the impact of the microfinance and education 
intervention alone on changes in social capital measures. 
Policy and Practitioner Implications 
The analysis offered in this study provides policymakers and practitioners an 
additional look into the role of social capital in household welfare, particularly in the 
context of rural South African women. The methods employed in this study found no 
significant correlation between changes in the value of household assets and measures of 
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cognitive and structural social capital. These findings suggest that social capital appears 
not to play any role in household asset accumulation, at least not among women in rural 
South Africa, which may concern proponents of increased social capital investments. 
Furthermore, microfinance advocates may be disappointed in the results from this study 
that suggest participation in a microfinance and education effort did not have a significant 
influence on changes in the value of household assets over time. However, policymakers 
and practitioners who support social capital investments and microfinance efforts should 
not be too discouraged about this study's findings because of the methodological 
challenges and data limitations acknowledged in this study. 
That said, the additional analysis done for this study suggests there is at least one 
area of support for microfinance efforts. More resources should be invested in helping 
microfinance practitioners lower their rates of clients leaving the program. As this study 
notes, women who stayed active and engaged in a microfinance program for at least two 
years were able to increase their structural and cognitive social capital. When this 
knowledge is combined with what has been found in other social capital studies, 
including studies of longer duration in South Africa that found a correlation between an 
increase in measures of social capital and an increase in household per capita income and 
expenditures (Haddad & Maluccio, 2003; Maluccio, et al., 2000), it can be argued that it 
is economically advantageous for poor families to have women remain involved and 
engaged in microfinance services. 
Hopefully, this study also will encourage practitioners and policymakers to 
further invest in research that explores the positive and negative influences of social 
capital on the economic and social welfare of communities and, in particular, minority 
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groups within the communities. For instance, the role that microfinance participation 
plays in increasing a woman's social capital may also lead to exclusionary and 
discriminatory practices toward others by the women in the microfinance program. 
Microfinance organizations such as SEF must be vigilant in their attempts to expand 
access to their services for the people who have been most marginalized in a society and 
to redouble their efforts to keep these marginalized people participating for several loan 
cycles in order to offer the social capital benefits that come with long-term involvement 
in a microfinance endeavor. 
Finally, it is hoped that this study will encourage those who study social capital 
theory and who seek to apply social capital measurement tools to find more ways to 
collaborate across disciplinary boundaries. This study shows the value of sharing ideas, 
resources, and data sets across disciplines. The original study was primarily a healthcare 
study, but the research in this study applied an economic analysis to the data set, offering 
new insights into the relationship between social capital measures and the value of 
household assets. The microfinance industry would do well to look for more 
opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration and analysis, particularly in studies that 
have data sets, like this one, that include well-established control and intervention groups 
and longitudinal data. 
Final Recap 
This longitudinal study explored the relationship between household asset 
accumulation over time and measures of social capital among impoverished rural South 
African women. The study re-analyzed an existing data set from a 2001-2005 study done 
in eight villages in South Africa. The original study investigated the impact of a 
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microfinance and education intervention on the prevalence of HIV/AIDS and intimate 
partner violence. This study re-analyzed interview responses from 739 households in the 
original data set and used multiple regression analysis to explore the relationship between 
measures of cognitive social capital (CSC) and structural social capital (SSC), and 
household economic welfare as measured by change in the value of household assets over 
time. 
The models used first considered the relationship of select demographic variables 
to asset accumulation and then explored the relationship of select social capital measures 
to asset accumulation. Results for the study's three primary research questions revealed 
that for the overall multiple-variable models, there was no significance (p = .17, p = .24, 
and/? = .22, respectively), and the variables accounted, respectively, for only 1.9 percent, 
2.0 percent, and 2.1 percent of the variance in the respondents' change in household 
assets score. Further analysis done of the microfinance participation by degree of 
involvement reveals moderate significance (p < .001) in measures related to initial CSC 
(2% variance explained), follow-up CSC (9.7% variance explained), and change in CSC 
(2% variance explained), as well as measures related to initial SSC (6% variance 
explained), follow-up SSC (15.4% variance explained), and changes in SSC (8.8% 
variance explained). Finally, a principal component analysis done on the CSC and SSC 
measures found that two questions among the seven questions that made up the original 
CSC index held together well and showed moderate significance (f = 2.22, p < .05) in 
terms of household asset accumulation. These two questions related to a woman's trust 
that strangers in a village would help her household in time of personal crisis. 
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This study suggests that most social capital measures do not have a significant 
relationship to household asset accumulation. However, this finding runs counter to 
findings in other social capital studies done in impoverished communities that suggest 
increases in social capital lead to higher levels of economic welfare in terms of household 
expenditures or household income. At least some of the disparity between the results of 
this study and prior studies may involve this study's methodology and, in particular, its 
measures. Social capital researchers and microfinance practitioners are likely to find the 
analysis and results from this study informative but also potentially controversial. 
Clearly, social capital and household welfare are concepts that are difficult to 
define, measure, and evaluate. And, while this study offers little in terms of better 
understanding the relationship between social capital measures and household welfare, 
there are at least two important things this study has accomplished. First, this study has 
provided a clear example of the limitations of doing a study using an existing data set. 
Important information, such as household expenditures and household income, which 
was needed to further explore research questions that emerged out of the primary 
research questions, was limited by the lack of relevant data available in the existing data 
set. 
Second, it is clear that social capital, which relies on the give and take of social 
relationships, is in need of better metrics to capture its overall impact. Many social capital 
and economic development studies rely heavily on quantitative analysis alone. And yet, 
social capital is essentially social in nature. A nebulous definition also limits the 
understanding of the concept of household welfare. Household welfare that is narrowly 
defined by economic variables such as assets, or even the more appropriate income or 
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expenditures, is unable to distinguish the quality of life for individual members in that 
household. Broader categories and terms, and related measurement tools, are needed to 
improve the understanding of what causes household welfare to change for the better or 
perhaps change for the worse. 
The lack of definitive conclusions in this study may spawn an interest in 
developing more reliable social capital and household welfare measures in order to more 
effectively capture what changes do or do not take place among households and what 
causes those changes. As noted in the introduction section of this dissertation, economic 
poverty is hard on people. Misery and obstacles abound for people who live on less than 
one dollar a day. But it is clear that social relationships are valued among people at all 
economic levels. 
This study was one attempt among many that are required to begin to identify 
how social capital is used by poor people to change or improve their circumstances. 
Much more work is needed to better understand how poor people can leverage what 
resources they do have to move their families out of abject poverty substantially. 
Although my study was personally disappointing in that I found little of significance to 
report, the process I went through and the knowledge I gained in the process will remain 
an invaluable resource to me as I continue to commit my life, career, and research 
interests to finding solutions to the complex challenges of global poverty. 
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Table Al. 
Summary of Research Questions and Methodologies 
Research Questions Data Elements Statistical Tests 
All three questions Dependent Variable Diff TotalAssetsValue 
= difference between 
Total Value of Primary Assets the total value of assets 
at baseline and at 
This data comes from questions H402- follow-up. 
H410 (baseline—BL) and HH402-HH410 
(follow-up—FU) of the IMAGE household 
surveys. The Total Asset values at BL and 
at FU were determined by multiplying each 
of the items the household owns by a 
monetary value for that item in brackets 
below, which was determined between 
both surveys using a sample of 76 
households. The value of all of the items 
was then calculated to determine a total 
household asset value (in South African 
rands). 
1. Cars or motorcycles—<2yrs old 
[33,281], 2-6 yrs old [19,610], >6 yrs old 
[10,930] 
2. Televisions—<2yrs old [1,343], 2-6 yrs 
old [810], >6 yrs old [489] 
3. Hi-Fis—<2yrs old [1,874], 2-6 yrs old 
[1,172], >6 yrs old [697] 
4. Fridges—<2yrs old [1,687], 2-6 yrs old 
[1,107], >6 yrs old [661] 
5. Bicycles—[197] 
6. Cell phones—[572] 
7. Cows—Number owned [1,783] 
8. Goats—Number owned [251] 
9. Chickens—Number owned [21] 
The Difference in Household Assets was 
calculated by taking the difference between 
the Total Asset value at BL and the Total 
Asset value at FU. This amount 
represented the dependent variable for the 
primary research questions. 
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Research Questions Data Elements Statistical Tests 
1. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
explained by select 
demographic variables? 
Independent Variables 
The Demographic Variables used from 
Senior Females and Village Data at the 
Baseline of the Study 
Age at baseline [F101] 
Marital status at baseline [F105] 
Level of education at baseline [HlOOf] 
Duration at local residence at baseline 
[F112] 
Village size and accessibility to urban area 
at baseline [VillNum]—two of the eight 
villages were labeled small and 
inaccessible, four of the eight villages were 
labeled medium and accessible, two of the 
eight villages were labeled large and 
accessible 








2. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
associated with an initial 
cognitive social capital 
score and/or an initial 
structural social capital 
score? 
Independent Variables 
Baseline Cognitive Social Capital (CSC) 
Score 
Based on answers to each question, an 
aggregate score of between 0 and 7 was 
tabulated for each woman. For each of the 
7 questions, only one answer among the 
available answers receives a point. All 
other answers received a zero for that 
question. 
1. F302—answer of 1 received point 
2. F303—answer of 1 received point 
3. F304—answer of 5 received 1 point 
4. F501[d]—answer of 1 received point 
5. F502 [d]—answer of 1 received point 
6. F503—answer of 1 received point 
7. F504—answer of 1 received point 
Multiple regression 
analysis was run on the 
data to see which 
independent variables 
related to changes in 




Research Questions Data Elements Statistical Tests 
2. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
associated with an initial 
cognitive social capital 
score and/or an initial 
structural social capital 
score? 
Initial Structural Social Capital (SSC) 
Score 
Zero points were given if the participant 
was not involved in a group. One point was 
given for general membership in a group, 
two points was given for being an active 
member of a group, and three points was 
given if the woman was a leader in a 
group. A total of 23 groups was available. 
Based on answers to each question, an 
aggregate score of between 0 and 69 was 
tabulated for each woman. 
In addition to looking 
at variables in a variety 





1. F201b-F221b, including F216b 1-4, but 
excluding F206 
"As I read the following list of groups 
please tell me which answer best describes 
your involvement in the group: You belong 
to this kind of group, You are an active 
member in the group, You are a leader in 
the group presently." 
F201: Farmers' group 
F202: Traders' association 
F203: Cooperative 
F204: Women's group (non-finance/credit) 
F205: Credit/finance group (not SEF) 
F206: Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF) 
F207: Political Group 
F208: Church 
F209: Cultural association 
F210: Neighborhood/village association 
F211: Parent group 
F212: School committee 
F213: Health committee 
F214: Water/waste 
F215: Sports group 
F2161: Burial society (1) 
F2162: Burial society (2) 
F2163: Burial society (3) 
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Research Questions Data Elements Statistical Tests 
2. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
associated with an initial 
structural social capital 
score and/or an initial 
cognitive social capital 
score? 
F2164: Burial society (4) 
F217: Civics and TLC 
F218: Stokvel 
F219: Prayer group 
F220: Traditional healer association 
F221: Other 
3. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
associated with a change 
in cognitive social 
capital score and/or a 
change in structural 
social capital score? 
Independent Variables 
Change in Cognitive Social Capital (CSC) 
Score 
Based on answers to each question, an 
aggregate score of between 0 and 7 was 
tabulated for each woman. For each of the 
7 questions, only one answer among the 
available answers received a point. All 
other answers received a zero for that 
question. The overall score was taken at 
baseline and after two years to determine 
both a person's initial score as well as a 
person's change in score over time. 
1. F302 + FF302—answer of 1 received 
point 
2. F303 + FF303—answer of 1 received 
point 
3. F304 + FF304—answer of 5 received 1 
point 
4. F501[d] + FF501[d]—answer of 1 
received point 
5. F502 [d] + FF502[d]—answer of 1 
received point 
6. F503 + FF503—answer of 1 received 
point 
7. F504 + FF504—answer of 1 received 
point 
The difference in an 
individual's CSC score 
and SSC score between 
the two surveys 
represented the primary 
independent variable 
analyzed for this 
research question. 
Diff CSC score = 
difference between the 
total CSC score at BL 
andFU 
Diff SSC score = 
difference between the 
total SSC score at BL 
and FU* 
Multiple regression 
analysis was run on the 
data to see which 
independent variables 
related to changes in 
the value of assets over 
the study period. 
In addition to looking 
at variables in a variety 
of ways separately, a 
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Research Questions Data Elements Statistical Tests 
3. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
associated with a change 
in cognitive social 
capital score and/or a 
change in structural 
social capital score? 
Change in Structural Social Capital (SSC) 
Score 
Zero points were given if the participant 
was not involved in a group. One point was 
given for general membership in a group, 
two points was given for being an active 
member of a group, and three points was 
given if the woman was a leader in a 
group. A total of 23 groups was available. 
Based on answers to each question, an 
aggregate score of between 0 and 69 was 
tabulated for each woman. 
The overall score was determined at 
baseline and at follow-up to determine both 
a person's initial score as well as a 
person's change in score over time. 
l.FF 200b: Group Membership, but 
excluding FF206 
"As I read the following list of groups 
please tell me which answer best describes 
your involvement in the group: You belong 
to this kind of group, You are an active 
member in the group, You are a leader in 
the group presently." 
FF208: Church 
FF216A1: 'Large' Burial society 1 
FF216A2: 'Large' Burial society 2 
FF216B1: 'Local' Burial society 1 
FF216B2: 'Local' Burial society 2 
FF216B3: 'Local' Burial society 
FF205: Credit/finance group (not SEF) 
FF206: Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF) 
FF207: Political Group 
FF218: Stokvel 
FF209: Cultural association 
FF219: Prayer group 
FF291: Electricity committee 
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Research Questions Data Elements Statistical Tests 
3. Among women in 
rural South Africa, to 
what extent was 
variation in the value of 
household assets over a 
two-year period 
associated with a change 
in structural social 
capital score and/or a 
change in cognitive 
social capital score? 
FF213: Health committee 
FF214: Water/waste 
FF292: Ward committee 
FF293: Community policing forum 
F220: Traditional healer association 
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Nomoro ya motse 
Household No, 
Nomoro ya lapa 
PART l : I M l RYIEW SET IP 
Visit 1 Code Initials 
Visit 2 : Code Initials 





Entire Household ab-ieat for extended peiiod 
Refused 
Dwellmg destroyed 
2 No competent respondent at home 
4 Posiponed - Airanged time for interview 
6 Dwelling vacant! not a duelling 
8 Not found 
PART 2: INTERVIEW INTRODUCTION 
Hello, my name Isi- " , I am from the Health Systems Development Unit at Tintswalo Hospital. I would like to explain 
to you a little about the work we are doing, and then if you agree Yd like to ask you and your family some questions. 
Thobelar Is'ma la ka ke " ", wa iefqpa la iss 'Ihabolh ya tss mapheiot Health System dgvetepinmt mtii / sepeflel&ig s$ Tintswalo. Kg mix go le hlahsetiis ts wioshcmo u
:oo re 
o dtrago, gapx gsk dumzia k$ tla mia ga b&stsha wma Is ba klapn is gago dlpouishe s« mmztbva. 
Describe HSDU and Radar fHlafosa HSDU le.RADAR 
Explain why we are working in this area / Hhhsa la&aka lago skomsttt nagvng 
Wish to interview all 15-35 yr olds in 'she house confidentially / Kgmiyoga ga 
boledfsans le baths hao im nagc i? menpzagaya magamga 15 le 35 ka 
septming 
TeH die interviewee JKSS? long ike interviews will Jake. Each c. 30oiins. / Be. bctss 
g-srg pohdtetWQ kea tebaka <** !<? km. 
Describe the goals of the IMAGE sasdy / Waiosa dimhla kgclo i$a IMA GE Study 
Explain informa&ofi Sons household head will be •confidential / Hlalosa gore 
tskedim$$h& go&wa telapsng ie® k& ssphiri 
Explain that taking part is entirely vohmlary -' Hlaiosa g&?& go ts&i karate gaze. 
kgiipeisrsv-
Ask if there are any questions - sxsd answer questions / Sotsisha gore go mi® 
dipoisiso, arabii dipctsiss. 
I confirm that The Consent Statement has been read to the interview**1 
and that he/she understands and consents to participate in the interview Sigtied: Dare: 
PART 3 : INTERVIEW DETAILS 
Date of Interview : 
Time Start Interview : Time finish Interview: 
Who interviewed, tick all present * 
Household Head 
Partner of Household Head 
i ] 
11 
Other Household members 
Give no, of main respondent 
Interview conducted in Language : 
PART 4 : INrKRVIF.W C LOS!"RE (COMPLETE VI END OF INTERVIEW"! 
Thank you for your time. 
Re tehoga nako ya gaga. 
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H100 : Household Members 
Stating with the HOUSEHOLD HEAD, list all the people who are 
members of this household, including : 
All household members who are currently usually sleeping here. 
- other household members who are permanently resident here but are not 
currently staying at the house, 
- domestic staff who sleep here > 5 nights per week 
anyone else stavina here currently, and who has been here for > 4 weeks 
Go thama ka hlo%o ga Ulitpa, r&f$ matefro ka mcka a klapa. g$ 
Knmoka bao bti rebolaga mo gri bictis. 
Bao ha dulago mo mc-smrg eftte ha sa Juiego ka 
BzsriQmi ba ka lapeng bao ba fvbrjago mo, 
mazhegc agofeia S ka bzke*. 
E mv?ipv3 yo adutgo mo ga biais, gaps a Mk mo 












































Max level of 
sc&ooiiag 













A {1} Usualy sleeping si the house in last rcsrt! ' Atbhs go rosas 'm mlsrsg ftg«ecfeg p go feia), 
{2} Usually sisspns; *say tern &s noyse 31 last TSK^I ? ASs^s go rafcaia fcastte (fcgwedsig ya rgo feta) 
B (T) Household Sead (Talasa]:J Hfeso ya ieiapa;. i$si} Mother/ Mms, (Fj Fame? / Nst, (BY Brother i Biiti. 
( i ) Sster< 3esi, (8) Son / Moma._ (D) Oau^ter / Mor*sdJ. {Hi Husband / îoieKane m mmns., jW;.) 
Wife rko. 1 / Msiekans * a irasssd! a?3 fiiatfcomo. (W2) Wife no-2 etc.,., (in Usfe&KSi / Moiha fela, ̂K) 
Reined m£mc£y fc-/ niaitage ? Utofco ka l&'sy.sk?, ( f Jf Fifing Tenant / O ̂ tsniiss, [Qj Query, [X) 
Unj^am ? a go Isefeege 
C {U} Mâ s i Umm.. if) f$mz% i fifcsadi 
D (1 j .Neva* ̂ &*ft&3 / Gasa mes *a n/atwa/Ryaia. {2} Msmsd a isvir^ 35 Rsarrieg >; O r,ystss€^yM3s 
gt*a 0 p^la e team s ^sfsaifefoye&e, 0 ) 0?ve?oed sr Separated / Hla^^^ia^lafg/ kgaogansswe. (4 j 
E (11 Ci#r&j&y assi^ng sclwd / Tc^s ssfcalfc. [2f Not cyfrsn&j-"«seizes! / A i e tset^ sefcc£ ga fc|a!5 
F ()) No fst^sai scî oc f̂eg. i l ^ a s / A s* 0 tssne SSKC^E, (2) ^3 ^ s ^ i sctedif^ ; i^ra-te / A se 0 tsans 
59^-^a, sfela casgafis ̂ s n^assla, P) Soine primary / s^siosg fase fefe: i4) Csn^ete^ primary fsjaritiarc! 
51 / selfGfo sa t5ss {^a t f i wa S)( (5i Seme sacorssiary»' s«co^afy fe^s, (6; Co-niiDle&a sscorsdsry 
{^tendard 10 J sns&iculaisn} ? feciss secondary (jr^aK 'as ^some). (7) ASendsd I Tssrs techrjic^ / 
vo t̂Jiona? >' Sra=if5̂ g ^§ege: (S) Attended UrKverssty / Tssne Ursiversiry 
G \\\ Self $mj^oys(i in sgBCtiKare / !**oiperey 90 tsa te^o. t2) Se? empSsye^ in nsn-vsp! ente^prtse -
rsgisfereij byslness / ̂ 095?^;? Hgwebcng e ̂ §<tf3di5r>i?«^c eseng es Eef̂ s. f3| Sfr̂ f snipioyed m mn-
fson eRtsfj^i^ - ynrsfstgred Susinessfes) / Woicere^ Kgs^cmg sss figwiKSsSwsg^ ese?sg sa stno. 
(4) S&idsfit / MsKSuti, (5) SaiadsS •&&&& • Sfesrs-me wago isiisfwa, (6) DaitssSic :*0Jfesr ,F Msshomi wa 
kagss . 
G coal... j?i iiR6?T^oy&iJr. ^fc?ic ?br a pfe. often does <&&&%> sessafia!or cori^a^s*o?fe / Gs 0 shEsr>£, 
0 ny/sksRs ̂ e msshsns. a Sets G^sna mesframo ys isfeakanyana:. {2) Ui^^s^oj-scs, i^Nsig fer 3 jso. 
occasioRaffy gKs any C33iial, seasonal c? ssntrsd «or^ / Ga. a 3jtcme:.o ny^ka ^cstona, odi?a 
3105, rarefy <x ftevsr r̂ ad aniy «ons airing the fast year.* 3a 0 sJKsme, OnyaKana ̂  !̂&:?tos5io -gs se?fts 
W3 onc^a *no ngageng wage feta, {'3 j UnwiS^ to a/orfc, relics 2f gjo yotsig to &s «fC3kiT!g / Ga ona 
maiNemiseisoago shon^s, 0 logsse rncshomo g^33 0 sa!& VD ̂ s?myar^ gors c^a shsar^, (11} Unabis 
to wade (naruiisapl / !3m S^OAS QS scorns rs^clei. 
H - ASK ABOUT EACH G&E ^J TURfJ - (t) State pension I MCJeatei. |2> Chgd granf« o»w 
govsir^srit fe&nsfa • Tshefete ya c-afia gsts tnishs gois*s mmushsng, (3- Rlvate / wesde pess&n .i 
pheishsne ya 'Ros^o '̂iORg, (4) ^iiisnca^ ^ s fen? nsm household f?sn5t«r i Dsnj^o ?sa d&sfctkte 
getsss gs feao ssego &a ^lapa. (5) Moa ^arsaS .gifts from nc« ?imisaho!d meo5t>&r} Ompho is&o sage 
Esa diishs^s ^>fesa gc bao es^a tss te&sa, Sfy Sscsamg dividends ^cm ffwssmier.^ .< Asngg*is 
cJiKa?̂ o 92 tsws ho d'^eeisjso ̂ 3 tj&eSefe, U) Racesv^g sKHwy ̂ roni a bysiagss / A^sgeia &n«iefe 
got?* fcfftfgsong {Sj Q*hsr •sffij^e of fmndsl 3^cme ̂  Tse &rsgm<s tsa meî o?30 ys ditset?o tsa 
dfeshefets;sfa 'm m*&,. List ail if scrs / A 90 ssfe, mads (93} 
! - ASK ABOUT EACH ONE itf TURN - (1) "masts w f̂ fsmfeer c* ifidms^s eowetf* i n$x& §ofca isioko 
la kesniii ya mediate. (2) 'Webber of diie% fsr^y1/ Leisko 3̂ &a ^o^iste, (3} "yemfe&T of iccai 
gevsmfiistst or coursed s&yayre" >r iefesko la sisjfe-sNs ws sefeg^e gs^3 koml g^s^'e ys smsrro. {&) 
'TradESG-nal fieaisr / Ngska ya ssf^o: {5) "r^gsstsr \ paster ^ Mon*fe} [S| ̂ Srsfceert: <ter&f; Jsfcag wa 
ie&o lags ?eKi^ bjala.. (7) "Edycaied prefessfeRsr / Sa*^te^: (8) *C*che- c*ne^ / Mor^ wa se^slc sa 
bsna, (9) 'Ssnicr P^err^er of 3t tes! Dr^ansaSsn or sodsrf ? L^oko «legofe ia Biekgahie. ssctseng. if 
rsons / a gs sete.. m:s?k (99) 
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H200 : Important Incomes 
I previously asked you about whether the people in this household are working, receiving pensions or grants or bringing money into the 
household hi other ways. Think about all of the last year. Over the course of the whole of last year what were the two most important 
sources of income for your household. This means which two sotirces of income could this house not have survived without. These incomes 
may be regular incomes, or one off incomes. They could be things that are coming in now. or other incomes that people had during the year, 
e.g. from seasonal work. 
Mo rnikong efetiim'g he go hotzisifse gore ekaba barho ba ka mo gae ha a shomas ba amogefa tshelete ya moteitts, goba go thslm tsheletc ka "lopzi'g ka 
mekgiva e mangwe. Nagano hi xgtvaga wa go feta . Mo ngwaga wa go/cm kg methopo efe s mebmli ya ditseno e boklohxa ka mo lapeng. Sieo se era gam 
nth le dissert® tse teiapa hhs le ka so pkologe. Ditsevo tse S:aha tea ka mehla, goba tsa nafovana. E kaba dilo teeo di fiago gone. biale., goba ditsena tsco 
hatha ha di amogelago mo gare ga r.gwaga. 
1 
^ 




X~ Wno'.e Hauzeholii7 
l&lapii ka maka 
H300 : Dwelling Details 
The next questions I will ask yon will be about, the main dwelling you and your household currently live in .... 
Dipotsishc t$e tatebg& di mafeapi le mo weaa le ba lelapa la gago it duiago gona. 










Nationality of the head of the household 
Bodula bja klogo ya iesapa 
In total, for this household, how many rooms are there that are used for 
cooking, sleeping, eating, general living 
Ka kakaretso ielapa Je naie diplmphos'i tee. kae tsso di shomisknvago go apsa, go 
roboto: go Jo, legodula ? 
Does this household have land on which it grows its own produce? 
A/a lelapa le, Is nose tshemo e bo jalang dijalo hoyona° 
Do you pay rent for the land on which you live ? 
Le lefeia rente ya lefeio ho ie duiago go lona 
What are the walls of the main 
dwelling primarily made of? 
Mahoto a mo le duiago gana a agihve ka 
eng fkarabo e teefela) 
[One answer only] 
How does the household get its 
water'? 
Le kwetsa meetse bjang? 
Xodes,,;/-
1 = South African 
2 = Mozambican 
3 = Zimbabwe 
4 = Other /' Tse dmpve 
1 = Yes / En 
2 = No / Aowa 
1 = Yes / £« 
2 = No / Aowa 
1 = Mud and Sticks/AfoiB iediphatma 
1 = Mud bricks without Cement / Bmna ua xebu aago it Mtts»e ka sanaxto 
3 = Mud bricks cement covered / O t t o so me hi aa thibelsvtt ka sammte 
4 = Block bricks without cement / Dr-am aa block-tsa jo s> tiiibitsxt ka ;amm1c 
5 = Block bricks cement covered / Diicna ss biocktsago tkibsaxaka summit 
6 = Face bricks / Ditma as nysuymn 
7= Other / !i« dingtn 
1 = Tap in plot / Pompiya ka gae. 
2 = Tap in the village ' Pompiya motseng 
3 = Borehole 
4 = Collect rainwater < Leagelersa -/neese apma. 
5 = River or stream / Nokeng 
What sort of toilet does the household have? 
Le shomisha nrtawana ya baitkomeh ya nwhura mang? 
Is the household supplied by electricity 
Le naie Mohlagase ka mo gae? 
In the last 2 months have you done any work on renovating, building on or 
improving the house in anyway ? 
Mo dikgweding tsg 2 tsa go/eta le kits !a leka go tsesholoska, go kaanafatsaa, 
goba go katolosha nrlo yalena ka tsela o ngws? 
1 = Modem with flush / Ya meets 
2 = Pit latrine /' Ya w.olete 
3 ~ N o facility- / Gaegoim 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No / Aonn 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No / Aawa 
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H400 : Household Asset List 
Do people living in the household owu any of the following items. 











Any land / Naga 
Cars or motorcycles / Koioigoha 
SS'Juithlithii 
Televisions / Television 
Hi-Fis 
F r i d g e s / Setsidifatsi 
Bicycles /st^cies 
C e l l p h o n e s /Sella tnekeng 
C O W S SDiigoma 






i=smaliJr>ymymm: 2 = medmm/magctreng, 3 = 
larse / kgalo 
1 =< 2 yrs old, 2 = 2-6 ws old, 3 =•- 6 yrs old 
1=< 2 yrs old, 2 — 2-6 yrs old, 3 => 6 yrs old 
!=''-• 2 yrs old, - = 2-6 yrs ©Id,3 => 5 yrs old 
1=< 2 yrs old, 2 = 2-6 yrs old, 3 => 6 yrs old 
H500 : Credit and Savings 
These questions will be about some issues related to this household's savings and borrowings 






Does the household head or household 
head's partner have a bank aeeotmt ? 
A/a hiogo ya Jelapa goba m&IskaKe wa gaga-e onals 
bank account (boboloksla bja tshelete. pankeng) ? 
Does the household head / partner 
currently owe anyone money ? 
A kiogaya lefapo goba nwlekanewa gcgws a 
kolota motho yo mor.g\vs ttshelete'* 
IF YES. 
To whom do you currently owe money? 
Ge me gore go bjaie, 
Ke bamang hao ba kalatwaga ? 
[List as many as necessary] 
Imagine the response of the Household 
Head if he / she desperately needed to get 
RJO to pay an official body back by the 
end of the month for the household. Would 
this be .... 
Akatryc pheroio ya Mogoya leiapa ge a nyakega ho 
fuwana RSO go iefeZa lelapa lagagwe ho lekala la 
senrmusho mafelehng a kgwedl, A so e kabo.... 
Codes-,;. :•: 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = N o / AcM'a 
9 = D o n ' t kiWW >ga ke tse.be 
99 = No response / A gona karabo 
1 = N o / Aova 
2 = Household head / Hlogoya klapa 
3 = Partner of Household head / 
Moiekane wa gagn'e 
4 = B o t h / Bobedi bja bona. 
1 = Friend / Mokgotsi 
2 = Bank / Punka 
3 = Relative / E rnengwe wa !e!cko 
4 = NGO or Credit Organisation / 
NOO goba Mokgahlo wa go adimisha 
ditshelete 
5 = S h o p o r Store / Lebenke'o 
6 = Money Lender / Machonna 
7 = Other / tie (tingyve 
1= N o p r o b l e m / E ka sebe besthada 
2 = Possible, but inconvenient / Go 
ka kgenega, cjela nth le. tetete 
3 = Possible with real difficulty / 
Goka kgonega ka hoima 
4 = I m p o s s i b l e / Go ka;e kgpnege 
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H600 : Food Security 
The next two questions will ask about whether your household has eaten recently. 





During the last month, how often have 
most of the family had a meal that 
consisted of pap alone, bread alone or 
worse ? 
Mo kgyteding ya gajhta, ke go kae mo Lelapa 1c 
jelego rfijo gcmme eh hogobefela,borotkofela 
goba ka tlcze ga moo ? 
While living in this house and during the 
past month have vou or aav of vour own 
children sone without food or had a 
reduced amount to eat for a single day 
because of a shortage of food ? 
Go dufaxg galena ka ntlongya le mo kgweding ya 
gafsia ekaha, wena gaba e mongive wa bona ba 
gaga o ih a hlwa nrle h dijo goba gova gofakotsa 
seroto sa dijo tea gajcwa ka letsa tsi !e tee ka ieba 
ka la thaaWioya dijo? 
Codes 
1 = Never / Amra 
2 = Once only / gates facia 
3 = A f e w t i m e s / Nako s ?n-enyo}w 
4 = O f t e n / Kgqfctsakgatersa 
9 9 = N o r e s p o n s e / ga gona karabo 
1 = Never / Amm 
2 = O n c e o n l y i gpuejteia 
3 = A f e w t i m e s / Nako « nyenyane 
4 = O f t e n / Kgafettakgafetsa 
99=No response / ga gona karabo 
H700 : Perception of own wealth, outlook for the future and recent crises 
Finally in this questionnaire, I am going to ask you about your own perceptions of how your household is doing 






How would you describe the wealth 
of your household within this 
village? 
Oka klalosa bjang bokumt 'bohloki bja 
lelapa la gaga- mo matseng 9 
Think about the last year in 
comparison with other years. 
Would you say that things have 
been , 
Gapadiskiska ka ngwaga wa go/eta 
gannne o bapetse le mengxvaga e mengwe. 
O kare alia di be di... 
During the last 6 months has 
anything happened to this 
household which has a 
serious negative effect cm 
how the household 
operates? 
Dikgweding tse 6 tssfetileng go 
kite g*a direga se sengim ka 
lapeng, seo se diiitego gore dilo 
dise sepele ka zzkwaneio? 
Codes; ^/:j::'jjrWh'-
1 = A b o u t t h e s a m e a s m o s t p e o p l e / O swaim le bar.tshi bja bathe 
2= A b i t be t t er o f f than m o s t p e o p l e I 0 kaone go bmtshi bja hatha 
3= A bi t w o r s e o f f than m o s t p e o p l e / Ofase kudu gofeta bantshi bja 
badio 
9 9 = N o r e s p o n s e / ga g&xa karabo 
1= G o i n g wel l / Sepela gabotse 
2= G o i n g about normal ly ; Sepela gaboaana 
3 = G o i n g b a d l y / A di sepele gabatse 
9 9 = N o r e s p o n s e / ga gona karaho 
1 = Death or serious illness of an adult household member < Lehu gobs go swale ga 
e ntor,g*A-e e mogc-io ka mo hpeng 
2 = Death or serious illness of a child household member i LeM goba ga Iwafo ga 
ngwana katno lapeng 
i = Unexpected loss / cessation of a reliable source of income to the household i 
Tahfege'c yeo esa Iciehmgo.' Go fcdiskwa ga ditseno tee tshepilwevg tsa lelapa 
4 = Serious problems occurred as the result of a natural disaster < Mathata a 
magalo ao a hlotsw&go ke thlaga 
5 = Unexpected large payment had to be made / Tefefo e kgolc eo esa lets'/wage 
% = Other / Tse OTjvw 
99 = No event: Ga go selo 
If YES, give brief details 
Ge els gore go bjala, hlalosa ka boripana 
btieniewer; NOK go hack and complete the final sections ofthefraiilpnge of this interview. 
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Niwioro ya mates 
Household No. 
Nimwro ya kipa 
PART I: INTERVIEW SET I P 
Household Situation: _ 
Visit 1 : 
Visit 2 : 





1 Interview completed 
3 Entire Household absent fc 
5 Refused 















i more numbers i£ the baselkc hwusdseid wt -sUt\ mamm m this duelling and ifec head of' the hms&.*kMd 3S mil ihc mt& 
riaot? members i*£ ih-i1: baselks fecmsehsUi an* -m*! is sides? m ifaU dwelling bus the Ibeaa ef* the h^jsi'fn^d has eb^n^d 
the. basfelifie hoasebsld is no ^suger cgsfefem &i this dw^Liisg, md fhs -ilweiUn^ is vaemu 
OK: basa-lisc hosseholii- b- sio longer rssi<&fU at this dwirifep, but shsse arc r&rs peopic living hem 







2 N« competent respondent at home 
4 Postponed - Arranged time for interview 
6 Dwelling vacant / not 2 dwelling 
8 Met found 
PART 2: INTERVIEW INTRODI < HON 
Hello, my name is 1 am from the Rural AIDS and Development Action Research Programme. We are based in 
Praktiseer Township and our head office ts in Acomhoek at Tintswaio Hospital. 1 would like to explain to you a little about the work we arc 
doing, and then if you agree I'd like to ask. you and your family some questions iTkabela, leina la ka ke , Re -soma te 
riwkgtihlo wo o hitswago RADAR Ofisiya rena e Praktiseer nmuanmg ya 616 gomau ofisi e kgolo e Acornhoek sepeiieieng ha Tintswaio ke 
lla rata go hlatosa ga nnyane ka mosamo wa rena, gomme ge o dumela ke tic. rata go te botsisa dipatsiso te ha lapa la gago. 
DBSCrfteRAD.«.f/flatoJ3 8:UM« 
Explain why wt> aa> *°v«:rkisg in this ari>a / Hhkxa ijjwka kizo -ikmiek txigtng 
Wish to ifitervk'w aU people that w£ iMsrvis.*wed in the household previously 
coniideattaly 
Ibti the iotervieu'ee how 3on̂  the interviews &-UI take, f-ach c. .?Omins .' 8a bvrse 
gore pvkdimne ke-ji tehikti *V te ka<:. 
DescrUs the goals of fc IMAGE siirfy / HMssa dlmiihi igobi ua IMAGE Smdy 
Ask if them ms any <|t£astis>ns> - mid stiswet questions / Bamtte yaw gv nate 
Hand atw an lMACUStitdvlaformatitits Sheet 
Read the Informed Consent Statement and answers any questions. If the intervum er gives unambiguous and clear consent. t« he involved, then sign 
below. 
I confirm th;«t The Consent Statement has been read ti* the interviewee 
and tint IU-/<IR- utiderstands and consents to participate in tlie Interview Signed ' . Date 
PART 3 : INTERVIEW DETAILS 
Date of Interview : 
Time Star t Interview ; 
Interview conducted in Language 
Time finish In te rv iew: 
. (l=Sepedi, 2 = Other) 
l ' \ K I 4 : I N H . U M I . U f L o M / R i : . C O M P L E T E VI f M l O l I N T I . R M E U • 
Thank \ ou for your time. 
ke lehjga n<.ik<! \\> cut)-' 
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HHIOO : New Household Members 
Starting with the HOUSEHOLD HEAD, list, all the people who are new members or have been member's of this household since the last interview, 
including; 
- All household members who are currently usually sleeping here. Other household members who are permanently resident here but are not 
currently staying at lbs house. Domestic staff who sleep here > 5 nights per week & Anyone else staying here currently, and who has been here 
for > 4 weeks 




























































8sa> bah ft** 
g&mi mo 
(V) 
21 Hi Ssvssgratian •'* fefeatfepste* ?ao {ij Strth =f pefega 12 \*.} Gi&migf'sSafi £2$ 0ea& (9$) MS sp?sJ?csfc?e 
¥ {1) ¥*s f £e {2} N$ ? Avm 
A ('5 Usual! ytJsepina a! the ^ous? in issi mwfa ; A ŝha §& isfeasa fca ̂Scn^ (ka^eing ya go feia), (2) Usu&'iy E&epssg away ffsm &e houss in Usi frK8i& / Afe:&a KJ 
•refers isjttle'^gwfi^ng ya go 'eSai 
B Cu Koasehc^ £-633 (TataRSj *' H!O$D ya Seises. {3M| Mc&er ? Mms. (^} ? a9?e?; Mai {3} SrcsJfcsr ;• Euti: (2) S&le?; Jes?, (?) Son .' M^f^s, (D) Daughter / Versed,
 !M't 
Hw%m$ i Mstefcase wa rnonsa. jV^) Wife m. 1 • MsieXar* wa mesas; wa skaters. (W2j Wife m.7 ete..,: (U) UswsisiKi / Vfcs&o feia, ;R) ReiaJed jnsifes^ &/ m^isiw 
C ^ ) Mat* cMsmn.. {¥) remits / Mssadi 
D {1J Nwer raifria^ i Gase nke ws fiysiwamyafe.. [T; htlsni+ti at fpam a m&ri&£
 !< 0 systsweffiyefe? gc^5 £ j^ea « ^ e o rvye^e^yese, \ 3) C^«;fc*S c# Separate; 
H iaisiiSftiHiiSiî Bfsr fepo^sflfiwe. [<} VfitismA t ̂ jjhisfSfMs îoigg s î 
E C1) CurT?Rf!j' dties^ri? schc-ai > Tse^a E ĉcia. (2) i fe caresUy si s^rtc?; A fee t^n« sskcio ja ^sis 
f "i (1) Has sltftfid'es seta® with©*: internal a*! 3«fĵ g Ih? lasi ysa? /o tse?!* seiefe- ^fe!? gs ^ c t s s iwngw*spog wa gs fejs-125 Hss atesisaKhgoi issth ^ i n ^ 
•i?!t6rr̂ ii<«RS / s is ess s* isJc *5 §3 fcgsotsa *:a sf^fi^a a mzxitysve, ?3 J Has atSetisfftif £Wec« wtJh fsajsr ifi ietf^l^E / o Sse»e s«ic-3fe fe5 g^ ̂ gaslsa fca jrtsifta!* a 
fBayo^ (̂ > Nel gjjfjiiisafe^ /<S-3 gosa sefo (39) Not g^ii-sbSt;" r& wsjfSfE* 
f (!; l̂ g lo«r^ itho^ing., liiata?; / A *e c awe £g«s=;o. j 2) ^s toraf tdic^in?, ittwsiei A se a tj«*e sekois, efeia skga^a 90 ^tsaia (3) Sanw prmsary; sekifoss fsse 
feia. -̂ J Qsm$tfa& f&imvf (ssantî S 5) * cs&c&s sa ?ase(mph«cwa 5). (5's £'c^« se^ri!iir>' .'secsrjiarii fe:?, (gl Coispteifts sscofi^y (sfŝ aisfsS V3; m5tejĉ .siscf8s' 
«a. tKis, C3) Sslf aTi?!^*S is fl<3s-fg?$ e^feprise - unf«#ssesssl *iis;PreE£tss-J' Woip&&i fcgss«feosg s^a n^a^rshw^o esar?? ea !ffn&, (4J Stufertt .* Sfeigiati, (5} 
Gf? tiwffia ka hkiga get IstqiQ .w fe mmokm ka mma a lehpit go 
Kiwwka bae ba mb^hga mo %& i>jaU. 
Hao hi 4uiago mo tmtecHg cfsla tei m dtt'egta ka 
kiapeng gafcjaie. 
Hashomi ba ka kipmg baa ha mbakx.$& mo, 
mashsgo ag0 feta 5 ka bek?< 
.£' mtmpw >w adidga mo fa b$ate, gape *? btfe mo 
i&b>£ki< tsaga feus tse 4. 
Y& m&ngwe y& t bikfo ki&k.& la lapa te go tioga $e «?• boiediMma 
le km hx mathiwo a swtmetoego go isea diftlatmitswego ka 
gtidtmti, vfeia go $€ m k bjeh>. 
6 COB:. ... (1) Ucsesr^osrid, ikjc4fĴ a i<s a jab. ©fien ^ M G cs^iial, ssaac-nâ  or censract work / Q& 0 ̂ .om*. orsyakana is ^cs^Kn^. 0 feia oshoma ^M-hcnoo -^ 
istsaikaisyaria, (Sj Usne^'plepi. lossta^ fcr a jsfe, sccssiensiSy gets s^y casual, ss3S3ns! •c? contract wo?% j Go 0 £hornef0 syaka tenshsrna,. cjdira r^shemo o 
fpc^g-*e Is 0 frisn'*g wa lebasasyafvaj* w« safco ya Iwrne-Jglians (3) Uremss^yed. !o^-ng fc? s job. rarefy or ^eraf had ar̂ y mw, dartr-g ;^e i;as* y&sr £ Ca 0 
G^SS?€'. Onya^aaa le-ajosiheaio §.amnH »a shci*?* ?5!o fisagefg wa.go feta, ('0) Utv&'iHirg to j*crk. refefed ŝ r loo young ts-be wo&irvg.' Ga ons wsehemsetes 
a^o^:C?^5:, oibgetse?r:os^ms§3fcao?aleyofi5apr3yan«aorf o^ashonis, dT|Urablsro*si^^r^ jcap} ' /0^^fr«gosh{ j^a{.se^f i ie) , 
H • ASK ABOUT EACH OJ4£ |iN TyRW - (1) State peRyors ̂  MSWHS*, (2) Chii'd g«:«t c? f̂ Kef ^svttRPsisRt fetfleM * Tshsiete j s batsa icjaba *h;ysho ga*awa. 
sninyibosffl, 0} Prjiate r w^rk pMjsecf? / shetshe?)* ya ̂ osshoETfong, (4) Fsnafsciai! gifts f*om nor? househafd rnemfcef f Oiimpho isa «JitaH«?8te gotiw* gs bac 
esffgo fc:a le!«pa, f5j J te R̂-arsaa:! gifts tei iwn Ksus^icS^ ̂ *^:be;r .j 'DsnpKc! taeo segs tsa dflsh«?ate ̂ jtswa go bag essgc fea yaips. ($) Rece^rsg 
disfkigii'ds ^iss mwstrnsriS I Afn?gd« dikarclo go tffiA'S ho^peetetso tss Tjheisie, (7) Receivtrig mcfi^y from a bysimess 1 Asiisgefa t^siele gotsw ^gwebc^g 
{§* OSier sotirse sf finarstianrfssme / Tss ̂ in^we tsa ^elh&po ya dNsetra ?sa diEsl»]ete(els U ?noKa). list sl f f t icns 'Agsseio, iTiairk^Sj' 
3 - ASK ABOUT EACH ONE iM TURN - (1 j 'Indursa or sne^be? of :?idyr4a!s eourŝ iei" >; N^i^a gofea feio^c Ss ^cmHi ;ya mcshaJs. (2) "^mb*r of chiefs iaragy^ 
t*k*i>ia ka rsicshsle, (3j *^en&er crises! ̂ vftmrftent arc&und st?«c^fe:';" teblto ia treRasiiowa sei«ga« ^ b * fc^iiti «ngrwe ya ̂ (Tisha, $ } *T«sd&nai 
hsa^s?' .s" Ngaks ya ?etso; 0 i minister f pssfer'./ Mcryli. i6' ''S'h?feeeR wane?' i Use® wa Isfeio ^ags ;^ i *a bjaVa, f?) 'Educated prcfessisnaf / Ssruttg?, (3) 
'Creeps cAne?'' / S.^?^ wa Bei;ob sa b^a ; |S) "Sfrsior memfeff? of a ioc.^ opganisatien &r aocJety';' Leblio l« f^olo!» ^ckgahio mcijeng. If rssne / a so 
3sio, ms-^ (3SJ 
W Essmat* 1ft& arpoiKst b Rands thaS has beers s^snt m dothisg and ^ot^sar »sr tĥ & trjuiMdaal in the â§£ jear. liic&fde sfeHrig ccsis. spdesss-tsef items-
^ircf :s ^aSte or ms^rj -dc^es at Home. ? 4 A'3/3ys ishmts yea 0 ks bago o & ssmisitze ks tfkwte go c&spa/s /'e die's fs« mo&o ksotse ks 0 fee RK> 
/saafssfeff? ss* go- fe?a. Aisnhe '& hfefete ys ®&zkl &s>bs go ?<xi$3 hs d>ngwe iss 4i^sro ks §ae. 
V{1)Yes/fe^N3.'Aow5 
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HH1.00 : Demographic events leading to changes in household composition 
HH101 : Out-migrations of people no longer 
household members 
HH103 : In-migrations of new household 
members 
m Pale gf move 
Ijgismsi la go thga 
Where moved to 
0 Ik kae 
OMi 
Jteason im move 
OM2 
ID Date of movs 
Letmm ta go itega 
Where moved fmm Reason ftar move 
Lebahi la. %a tk*%a 
1M2 
OM J (1.) IMAGE Village {2} Other aea arauml / in Borgensfort (3) PoMcwane {•*) 
Ne&prai£ (5) Sii^lporf 0 ) kr&tenfitirg (7) LysJenburg (H>) <MMr Limpopn (11 t 
Other Mpufaaiaiga <i 2> Gatteng {! 3) Otter South At riea (i 4 > Oilier nan Souiis 
Africa <W) No response- / onknovn 
OM2 its Ma.nlass 
business /mosimii 
ohafeitatks / U 
afo m Otter . 
> Employment / 
i lyti rfhago (5) 
IM 10) IMAGE Village (2) Other aa*a around / in Burgersfort <3) Mokwane (4) 
NelspraiE f5) Sieelport (6) Risertburg <7j tydenburg (Ii» Other Limpopo (f i j 
OtherMpumaiariga 02) Gastte%' {BH)therSost!h Atriea (14)OihenH>B &Mh 
Africa I91)) M& respond / tmkao&n 
IM2 (t) Marriage or asltahitaiiors/i^m^s ^ u f*; *fo4; mmo^ <2> ?<mrykiyrnem / 
business i1 mosamv / bgvtt'ba (3) i<i*nitirig/ .'taw |4) Disasteriba'tima bja lihaga (5) 
SebxiHag '' ukaki (6) Rustling / Tih/>knnwki fea ?.Jhmt>?> bmui *:? mwwiuti o 
wvngwe ge ha stma mvMeikiwu'di ya smwmso (7) ACvOraparwing ianii'V ?gv 
kmuhiga !? lapa ($) Drrorcs/ l ihslo (9) Ofc r / Js*: dinpir 
@*» No response / srlarowa 
HH102 : Deaths of people no longer 
household members 
HH104 : Births of new longer household 
members 
ll> Date of death 
Lemnxz ki 
tehu 
Death Type hsohuka wa khu Dl 
(t) Accidentsikoui or 
(2) Non-Acelifental/ <• segap fa>»i" 
ID Date of biah Ideality of motor 
Samara y<i mmu 
BI 
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HH105/6 : Orphans and fostering 
Children are particularly vulnerable if their parents die or go missing. We wani So learn something about how often this 
happens, and what happens to these children when this situation arises / Bona ba ba koising g? basswatii ha bona ha hiokafetse goba s>< ba 




Are there any children (those under 18 years) living in this household for 
whom one or both of their parents have died or are untraeeableWE kaba go 
nate bana (ha ka iiase ga menginaga e IS) baa ba dulago ka mo bao 
motswadi goba batswadi ba bona ba hlokofetsego goba ba timeletsego? 
If NONE, wri te a X in the top left box 
Of the children listed above, were these children members of 
this household anyway, or were they taken in by this household 
raatnlv because of what happened to their parents?/G» bona bao 
ba lego ka mo godimo, e kaba ke maloko a lelapa k goba, le ba 




Give code, below child 
number 
1 = Household member 
2 = Taken in 
9 9 = No response 
HH200: Important Incomes 
i previously asked you about whether the people in this household are working, receiving pensions or grants or bringing money into the 
household in other ways. Think about all of the last year. Over the course of the whole of last year what were the two most important 
sources of income for your household. This means which two sources of income could this house not have survived without, These incomes 
may be regular incomes, or one off incomes. They could be things that are coming in now, or other incomes that people had during the year, 
e.g. from seasonal work. 
,W,'!««M«s> tttttteix U1 n'> t\mtiiM non tLi'K'i hstlKi i\i ia m<* j>ih> ha a sh'wva, r.i amiKvU isfiUtt w «ii".'<"«<>, e ,tui s>rlh-Lt t,h?!e!e kaliptifka 
trtkiisa t mti*zne \ji'^^ihi tit;wm;it *tt* e*>/*/w W<> « ^ u , j ^ ua i><>fthi ** nvrftop*' if*' t weHd> %a das, mi ^ bvhUkna hi *?,** ktrinx Se" \t p , i ?<<n 
<uL' u diht>!t>ne kl,ipa lire le La w phoifw DLUno tw Aubo aaHi mehlj x-tha i\a natvwmi f~kithaS,!ti m<-tii ,'/«."> «<«« bjdU nvt\i du.\en<>iv > 







t teer tbe/ Hiahiw Fraanci i / 























2. t ' J i is t ! Si 
vLV.'il 
IVrk.* • TK. 
r^'i.'fiina *tr 
> <m> fa i ^ 
» t«1h3i* dii 
"K U V ^ l l L 
\* i Hh.'f 
^ . . t t u t B S 






11 U, B 
r rm t r 
1 X. 
* I 













0 ) Mini sis 






C; i Secarifif 
m Pax&a 
iW> Taxis 
? ;tn fti&iiDs 
KaJaJ'sati !r«Jitvta 
s ^ O f e r 
Ccmpk^sr il'Woik 
ivpc. = Ri«(ifci:r paid 
?&ff!\0tm£iA 
Ctlsirwias. mm. (X) 
Job 
I H i \ * 
r i 
U L i r 
t K U * X 
IJr u r t 1 1 . i *~ 
4 T h. 
5 ( hi r * n 
d. L i R. | fit 
S rtis 
t t \ ^ X^X 
" ** turtr J^ iJ 
t f l r 
Mi. tun- ty\<^!JX t 
) Mjou^ r 
>J UtfKf 
CeiTipl^s tf Work tvpe = 
Bss?:ila:r psii-a eraptevssijsi 
OtlKiwtse-., .isaik fXi 
L o c j t t i m 
B r 
t u 
Ki ~ i r S 
E U i \ 
M \ ( l b 
tfi 
* r "i "U i 
s •" rt 
r l up \\ 
\ U P * 
<<» n*"̂ -
, i , r 
Q'sispleiB if * ! s ; k lyps = 
R^^aiar p-did 
SS^SoVHieTit 
Ollfififvisa-, ssafk ;X i 
IVn^ion 
t>pe 
S l * 
|N. I n O l 
: i n . t 
-* ^ p ' J t . 
p ES> t il 
t hiM 
f %ar 
4 1*I«>J3 C 
< ' J i t 
'» K.^f *«(.ri"n. **s 
p M i 
J"i U l k " 
CVf-nipfeiE; if 
!ne«n*: T ! ^ 
= R'VlSiO!; 
stated 
Mioii.*enterpnse t) pe 
î If U 
" } l f \ . f Xl 
. S Itn ^ t t A 
f i A i l *• 
Mi* M m -
v ^ ^ i f i p*-
Vf! " i t i {«. 
^ J E t. hs. 
* f k f J i t i p 
v \iV A JtStL 
" bu i j *J r i«t d 
1 \ O v s - r P r r 
•̂  > n £ i h 
tJk.! 




I B f i 
J l J 
S r i * , * 
i^a. *• f Is Ki l r 
i *• f>, ifa.T 
f t ft p t ft U I \ V 
r p i m. { f t e 
( ^ w s i rnjii > 
K r 
tr 
v = v 
r J H j - j , . ^ 
I3on.it.oo 
source 
f ! f PfiTi^if 
Oi S'isi&r 
(Ij. BB>JIKT 





|7j o a ^ r o t m 
Rflaejd 
CatupfeJi? if 
EtiasjTK t y p e = 
T^lftGtJOS 
OthLTwisfi, j s t^ 'k 
a? 
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HH300 : Dwelling improvement details 
The next questions 1 will ask you will be about the main dwelling you and your household currently live in .... 








Estimate the amount of money that h.i<. been spent in renovating or 
improving this household during the last year, ALanya nliekti- \co o ka 
haw f SiMiii&'umt: go katwujafsti m!r> \a t?UQO mo r.^Hagent; ua go A-'". 
Does this household have land on which it grows its own produce'? 
A fa iehpn te, k nak nitemo e bajakmg difith fe> ytma? 
What are the walls of the main 
dwelling primarily made of? 
Maboio a mo le duutgo gatui a agiiwe ka 
t'Hg (karuba e tee feint 
[One answer only] 
How docs the household get its 
water? 
1c' kwetsumeets?, hjimg'* 
Codes 
Give value in rands R 
i = Y e s / & 
2 = N o / AoKa 
i = Mud and sticks / »»*a k diphaaiiu 
2 = M u d Bricks without cement / Diuna aa tmku tm go x tkibttswrka sttmeme 
3 = Mtld bricks c e m e n t c o v e r e d / Diana aa malm »a tMbelsmi ka sanume 
4 = B l o c k bricks without c e m e n t / Duma tm blodi tm m>setktbtiswe ka samfttte 
5 = Block bricks cement covered / IMV-.-M cm ikx± aa go * » . « ka sasunac 
6 — F a c e bricks / Dkena txe nyi'nyane 
7= Other / r.« A J M 
1 = Tap in plot / Pompiya ka ffl«. 
2 = Tap in the village / f'ompi ya mom-rig 
3 = Borehole 
4 = Collect rainwater / Leageietsa meets? a pula. 
5 = River or stream / Nokeng 
6 = Buy water / 
9 9 = Other / 
What sort of toilet does the household have'? 
Le shomuhii rnkmana ya himhomekt ya mohuta mang? 
Is the household supplied by electricity 
Le ttak M&hlagaw ka mo gite? 
1 = M o d e r n wi th flush / Ya meets 
2 = Pit latr ine /' fa molese 
3 = N o facility / Gae gona 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2= N o / A awa 
HH400: Household Assets 
Do people living in the household own any of the following items. 









C a r s Or m o t o r c y c l e s / Katoigohasethuhulku 
T e l e v i s i o n s / Tekvisim 
H l - r l S / Seyatewoya 
F r i d g e s / Setsklifstsi 
Bicycles iBkycks 
Cell phones /&&?««<?«£ 
Number owned 





/ 2-tiyrs old) 
Palo 
Number owned 
(Large e kgato! 




C O W S tDikgotm 
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HH500 : Credit and Savings 
These questions will be about some issues related to this household's savings and borrowings ... 






Does the household head, or household 
head's partner have a bank account ? 
Afa hhgo ya leiapa goba moUkane »'s gagx-e utmle 
bank account {hoholokela bjti tdiekte patikertg}? 
Does the household head / partner 
currently owe anyone money ? 
A hlitgi) ya leiapa goba molekttrse «a gagwH' t> 
kolota mmhw w> mongwe tskeirte? 
IF YES, 
To whom do you currently owe money? 
ire eie gore go hjede, 
Ke hitmung ban ha keshmmqe, ? 
[List as many as necessary} 
]=MentioDed 
2=*Not mentioned 
Imagine the response of the Household 
Head if be / she desperately needed to get 
R50 to pay an official bt>dy back by the 
end of the month for the household Would 
this be ..,. 
Akattya pkeiolo ya hhgo ya leiapa ge a ayakega ho 
fumana R50 pi lefels kdapu kigagwe ki:> kkata la 
semamsko mafeklmtg akgwedi, A se e kaba... 
Codes I 
1 = Yes / ¥,€ 
2 = No / Aowa 
9 = Don ' t know / ga ke tsebe 
99 = No response / A gonakarobo 
1 = No/Aowa 
2 = Household head f Hkigoya /<<-%"» 
3 = Partner of Household head / 
Molekane wa gagwe 
4 = Both / Bohedi bki hams. 
1 = Friend / Mokgom 
2 = B a n k / Panka 
3 = Relative /Enumgwe wa leloko 
4 =* NGO or Credit Organisation / 
NGO goba Mokgahlo wa go adimiska 
ditsheleu 
5 = Shop or store / Ltber&ek 
6 = Money Lender / Machonisa 
7 = Other / tse ding we 
1= N o problem / E ka sebe bothaths 
2 = Possible, but inconvenient / Go 
kii kgtmego. efela ntie le iehdtt 
3 = Possible with real, difficulty / 
Gokii kgonega ka baima 
4 = Impossible / Gokmekgonege 
HH600 : Food Security 
The next two question*, will ask about whether your household has eaten recently. 





During the iasl nionth. how often have 
most of the family had a meal that 
consisted ol pap alone, bread alone or 
worse .' 
l/o k H- At iii i.; <i a t;o U to, ks ga kae mo IMapa le 
ittego ift/,< •i»mmeek bogobefela.imnnho fete 
WiH* ka I/^H i*£" moo ' 
While living in this house and during the 
past month have you or anv of vour own 
children pone without food or had a 
reduced amount to eat for a single day 
because of a shortage of food ? 
Go dulting galena ka mlong ye le mo kgweding m 
go few tkaba, wena goba e mtmgYM wa buna ba 
gago o ih a Mwa rule le ttijo gofxt gf.ma ge,jhkoim 
si'rolo sa dijo tsa gojewa kit tetsa tsi le tee ka leba 
ka in thaeieto ya dija? 
Codes 
1 = Never/.t,-«<j 
2 = Once only / gaieejeeia 
3 = A few times / Nako e nyenyane 
4 = Often / Kgqfemakgiifessa 
99=No response / ga gona kamho 
1 -= Never/,4«»'<s 
2 — Once only / gaieejeeia 
3 = A few times / Naka « nyenyane 
4 = Often / Kgqfetstikgafeaa 
99=No response / ga genu kamho 
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HH700 : Perception of own wealth, outlook for the future and recent crises 
Finally in this questionnaire. I am going to ask. you about your own perceptions of how your household is doing ... 







How would you describe the wealth 
of your household within Shis 
v illage? 
Oka Mafosa bjang bofoumi / btMoki bja 
lekspn ta g&go ma molseng ? 
Think about the last year in 
comparison with otter years. 
Would you say that things have 
been 
Oopodhbashakangwaga wagofeia 
gamme a bape&e *V mengu-aga e mengwe. 
O hire dih rfi be di... 
During the last 6 months has 
anything happened to this 
household which has a 
serious negative effect on 
how the household 
ope rates? 
l=Yes. 2=No 
Dikffoedmg ise 6 be faileng ?o 
k ik gwa direga .se seng m' ka 
taping, MO .ve diriirga gme dita 
dise sepeie km takwmielo ? 
Codes 
S= About the same as most people / 0 swana fe bomstdbja hatto 
2= A bit better off than most people / 0 kaom> go bimishi bja hatha 
3= A bit worse off than most people / Ofase kudu go fern bmtisM bja 
batho 
9 9 = N o response / gagoiuikarabo 
1= Going well I Sepda mbtasg 
2= Going about normally / Sepeia gaboutema 
3= Going badly / A di stpele gabotse 
99 = No response / ga g<ma kes-abo 
i. = Death or serious illness of an adult household member / LeJm goha go iwala ga 
e mcmgwe e magalo kit m<> kipeng 
1 = Death or serious illness of a chi Id household member / Lehu goha go iwata ga 
ngteumi kama ktpertg 
3 = Unexpected loss / cessation of a reliable source of income to the household/ 
Tahiegete wo em kwlvago / Go fidishwa ga ditsemt !,K sxhepUweng !sa kiapa 
4 = Serious problems occurred as the result of a natural disaster / Mathaia a 
magafo aa a hknsv.v»o ke ihiago 
5 = Unexpected large payment had to be inade / Tefeio « kgoto eo esa k'ehvago 
8 = Other/ 1st dmgii-e 
99 = No event / Ga go xelo 
It" YES. give brief details 
Ge elf gore gs bjala, hlalma m boripcma 
HH800 : Screening for mineworkers regarding possible lung disease 
\m person tirtan or worn mi who his wot Kid on a miru. iscruifkd ts have i incite il bencht c \ t imnitnn n find out w bethel 
there is mv (.vtdiixc oi lun^dtst tst. dut to tile tnhihtion of dost W irk n l tkd luna dis t ise t t iten found in i rmu mmtrs 
who ux. sufkiin from i t r l r n i bccnlredcd t t i pulmmtrv tubeaul»si Ail those who hiM. worktd in i mine and ha\ t K e n 
tic k d lor tubcRulo is >h( uki (x. ex unititd c^ul irl\ i 




H.H801 H is j m hou chi ld -i mlxr mtl t o r k n i k . at a t\ (. >mt in tu x w tk d it a mint, h&ila 
tial a tk a nu s, i a a i u t idi 
Itth v i th JU. t Y t> iK •» v 1 tlus. th i 1 s n t l i l l 
a f n a l h e t u t * / 
C o d e s 
1 - > L S 
2 = N 
9 = D n t 
k i u \ 
Ihci a numh.t 1 i.l nies m Sekhukhuriel aid which a L p t u t l h f t k i n t r r a m i nd ths. d *tt s an. kn »n t th i fcr tirkm in 
the L lime Climbs it heldatPuku u.r Turn Ratknt in HC B sh t ih spi l iMiu i l hock ind Mc^klcntur h pnd Th 
cvi uniti rs a Itce \ p r In mts should make b cktn H th rkaast lim tthah |.i<\nics th ^ n u i Whtnihi.% Ut i d t rtxanitn uoi 
ippli utt h uklhnn vithth m their id 11 ok md t a l tbl pt t t ddre It »«c\ hive J x t n u n whi h p s \c thui mnm s rvit tht\ 
hu ldbnn Ihcm Indmdutls wh in le ncx tmit^d mih p u m v i i m f i i r \ x imn t<nc\ t r \ t» u h I h s wh htvt tutn 
t Id th tthc\ d3nttluve c n ens tibi disease should hoik lor i rep i t tAunn ton \i\ ui whih s n n trap! t tlaim irne dshelp 
t btuipavment h tld emet one i th elimts md lift, hct his pre hi n 
( *. Iks i u i U k L b i n n i «* «• b ik i k h. i n *_ T k 
I r I K «e t ti H< h t 1 pi i V * k \Uk i 1 ( «1 / / / I <i I h b t ra 
K k k i l l i < / it t, f e t, en in j / r U it C b u p 
p p * Oj B ie r b r l o t r % t. i \ i <* go 
i «. pt B a 11, " in r> ita 1 jp M kif i i U t I tie c 
S ^ I I i/j e t <• i a I tl h lie 
Interviewer : Now go back ami complete the final section!; of the front page of this interview. 
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yomoro yo morho kn motho 
PART 1: INTERVIEW SET UP 
Visit 1 : Code Initials 
Visit 2 : Code Initials 
Visit 3 ; Code Initials 
Codes 
1 Interview eoti^leted 





PART2 , INTERVIEW INTRODUCTION 
Hello, my name is . I am from the Health Systems Development Unit. We would like to do some 
interviews within your household. We realise this may take some rime so we want to make this as convenient for you as possible. 
We would like io question you about some things related to your own life and that of your family. Would you be interested in 
doing this - if so I shall proceed ? 
Thobela, Leina laka ke *' " wa lefapa la tsa tlhabolSo ya tsa maphelofHealth Systems Development Unit) sepetleng sa 
tintswaio. Re letnogile gore se seka tsea nakwniia re rata gore dire ka pejana. Re rata go ka boledishaaa le weua ka dilo tseo di 
amanago ie bophelo bja gazo le bja lelapa la gago.E ka ba o nale kgahleao ya go ka tsea karolo —ge eba go bjalo nka tswela pele? 
Describe HSDU and RADAR / Walesa HSDU is RAOAR 
Explain 'AtiV we are working in this area / Hlaloza mabaka ogashema matsexg no 
Briefiy describe wkit will be zsked in the questicnaasre < Hiamsha tfipotsiso rsm di t;a 
gv bemnva k$ haipewa 
Biplain mfensatioii will be confidestiai / Hiahsa gsrc- shedimzshc ®te ta setfim 
Check statable, cofifidearial stHromtdiagK /LebeJ&ki hffio Iw ezsgo lo tnaleb® 
Eipkia &at taking fart is entirely voluntary rHlalaia §&re go ism karolc gssii 
Ask if there are any questions - wd stsswer questions tBosisagare agona <8pos%G -
o Grabs dipotslso 
Tell the interviewee how long 2ae interview will take Ba bctsegorepc'wiHsam s !ki 
tsea mka e kns. 
I CQitfinn that Tbe Coa-seat Statement lias been read to the interviewee 
aatl that he/she understands and consents to participate in the interview Signed: Dale 
PART? : INTERVIEW DETAILS 
Date of Interview; 
Time Start Interview: Time finish Interview 
Interview conducted in Lauanaae : 
PART4 : INTERVIEW CLOSURE 
Thank you for your ame. I know we have covered seine personal issues today. I woukl like to go back over Ksnie of the issue? 
ifime jallang about diein\vtth you <' Ke fahega *-akc \a gago.Ke a tseha gomre botetje ka rje dingxre tja, ditaba -jo siphiri ija 
go tze dmgw? tja dihiha r.so re boiftzegc k<? rzona gommg ke tjee ?iako .ke betels Its wena ka rsona. 
I speed some 
? %o hoeia morago 
If disclosed problems irektaig to vtoIeKce. (i) Stress that n&-*2£ has the right to treat someone else thsi vesy (no otie deserves to be bearea -a- abased) 
Stress thsi she i» sttcsrig and las managed to survive tooi^ij seme &iScui£ csraaEsteBices. 
Givs I^rthe retesrsl infaroaatisa 
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F i l l 
Age 
Bogota. 
Does she qualify for Young Person 




What is your first language'? 
Po'wlaya fax gag. 
Have vou ever been married or lived as beina 
married? 
O kite H:£? Hyahw goba wadula o km-e o m^tsw^ 
If ever Separated/Divorced. When did this 
h a p p e n ? /Geeleg&reletcgaognMswe/hiakma Secse 
dirsgih neng? 
Does she qualify for Q1000 onwards? 




1 = Y e s (age 55 or y o u n g e r ) / Ee (age SSoi-younger) 
2 = No (age 36 or older) /Amu tags-i6 or older) 
1 = South African 
2 = Mozambican 
3 = Zimbabwe 
4 = O t h e r ' Tse daapve 
1 = Tsonga 
2 = Sepedi 
3 = Sepulana 
4 = English 
9 = O t h e r / Tse dingwa 
1 = Never married /A se nke 
2 = Currently married / living as married / Nysiswe/diJao 
hire o fiyelwe 
3 = Separated / Divorced / Kgaogane/Hhlwie 
4 = Widowed / Mohfologadi. 
Give Month and Year 
EJb ng'Aagtf ie kgwed: 
1 = Yes (ctBTently married/living as married OR separated/divorced 
wi th in past 12 m o n t h s ) Ee ff\yezweMtia o ha-e o nyaswe GOB A le Kgaoganer 
Hsakincdikgivcding tsc 12 tsa go/eta) 
2 = No (anything else) / A&wa (go fseawgwc} 
If EVER MARRIED. 
How old were yon when you first got married 
Ge a kite n°<i ttytihva, Obz onale mc&gwaga e mefcae geo 
nynhi-a la mathomo^ 
If EVER MARRIED 
How old was your spouse at that time 
Ge oMU nw nyahvaMolf/kane M gstgo ab® a nale maxgwaga 
e mekae nakong eo? 
How many children have you had up to now in 
your life ? 
Bophsfong bm gago, gofihla ga hjale o nnie/bile haw ba 
kae? 
Do you want to have any more children during 
your life ? 




Give number / Ejhpah 
9S = No response / A gema ba-sbo. 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = N o / Aowa 
99 = No response / Agona karabo 
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F 1 1 2 
F 1 I 3 
F 1 1 4 
F 1 1 5 
F I I 6 
F I 1 7 
F l i S 
H o w long have vow been apetvicnient resident of 
th is village? 
Kg tmko e has oh. mcaudi mo motseng ? 
Where was your family living when you were 
b o m ? 
Mark oitfy one answer 
3a Jelepa la gmc babe ba dum kas. gs o helegwa 
[SWA YA KiJliBO E TEE FELij 
F o r h o w many mouths of the last year were you 
staying here? 
Mo ngimgeng vra go/eta ;ke dikgwcdi t;s kae tfso odi tserega 
odulamo? 
I f less t h a n 7 m o u t h s 
H o w was the pattern of your visits home in the 
last year ? 
Ge di safety m ", Obe a stela gas ka nK>kgvi*a efe mo 
ngwagsng wa gofeta ? 
If c u r r e n t l y m a r r i e d / l i v i n g as m a r r i e d . 
D u r i n g the past 12 mon ths , h o w m a n y months lias 
your partner been staying at this house ? 
&e. ele gore get bljale o r^elswe gobo o dufc o kare o ?tyemve, 
ke dikgn-zdi tse kae mo ngwageng \va go/eta sm molekmie 
KG gago a di ts#rego a dtila ka lelapeng? 
I f less t h a n 7 m o n t h s 
H o w was the pattern of your par tner ' s visits h o m e 
in the last year ? 
Ge di safet? is? " Mcfakarje wa gaga o be a erela gas ka 
moKgwa qfe mo xgwagengw&gojkla? 
D o either of you r par tner ' s parents live in the 
saute household as you? 
A/a batzw&di b$ molekane wa gage ba di/ia le Uma fax mo 
gas/sehpeng? 
Codes 
Number of years / Efixpah ya mengnvga. 
98 = since birth / J& balegetswe mo 
1 = Tins, house : Ntlongyona ye. 
2 = Gtlier house in this village / Ntfang e ngwe gona mo motseng 
5 = Other village in this region Motseng o moitgwe gona mo 
nagengye. 
4 = Oilier region in South Africa ' Nageng e ngwe gona mo 
South Africa. 
5 = Oafside South Africa i ka title gs South Africa 
Give no. of months 
Efa pate ya dikgsvedi. 
1 = Main ly weekends / Ma/mew a beke 
2 = Main ly month ends / Mafeitlo a kgwedi 
3 = Occasional extended trips / Ka macro ago amana le rmdira 
4 = Migrated in this year f O faidugile ngwogeng a 
5 = Other / Tsedfogwe 
Give no, of mon ths / Efapahyadikgwedi. 
99 = D o n ' t k n o w /Go he tsebe. 
1 = Main ly weekends / Mrft/aW hake 
2 = Main ly month ends / Mafeieio a kgwedi 
3 = Occasional extended trips / Ka maeto ago amana le nvsiiro 
4 = Migrated in this year / O kudugik ngwogeng o 
5 = Other / Tsedvigwe 
1 = Yes , bo th / Ee Ihobedi bjti bona) 
2 = Yes , o n e / Ee to ree> 
3 = N o / Atfwa. 
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F200: Group Membership 
Now I'd like to ask you about the groups or organizations, both formal and informal, that you belong to. As I read the following 
list of groups please tell me if you belong to this kind of group and how active you are m the group presently. 
Ga biah hs> da rata go g hatiisha mahapi fa dihl&pha goba mekg&hle mo mots&ig, ya sewgwera /ya s^mmush& ft? & ts&ago karolo go yono goba o fa go lehko 
fa yona, Ke. tfa bum mehuta ya dihiopha/Mohgahio.. gomme ke kgopela gore o mpatjmge o w hhko la sehlopha s.a m&huta woo, gape h gam o crslea k&rolo ka 
mokg&a ofe. seklphmgszo gabjale 
Note to interviewer: Some people attend meeting'; BOW and then out! would be considered 'members ' , whereas others are considered 'active* nod attend 
























Faniiers*: group';-;1 t:v:0i^::':~-'"':'--:''-'. 
Traders' association 
Mokgakh wa barefashi 
'•••: Cooperative;/. ~;;yi?-:i.;::- . H::yy 
Women's group (nou-fiiiance/credit) 
SohJopha sa basadi 
Small Enterprise Foundation 




'^Cultural a#»ciatioH'J: :«: yyi: 
'.S^gi»fo;>m'"&Sife':K-^iVa^.:--"iB.,i 
Neighborhood/Village association 
Makgahhwa mo morserig 
School committee 
Lek^tfa fa sekmo 
v; Health coiiiii |tte« J| 
^Lekgitiialstrnfmspfiek)3:.". :\>: %y ^ ; -^">; 
Water/waste 
Mokgatlc via tsa tnms 





.•^Pjayer group:::£:5 J.;::;. 
:SeMaphas&thaps!o ' yy\ ' yyyyy. 
Traditional healer association 
Mokgarfc w>j dmvakn tea setm 
Other 
B e drngav 
' N A M E :. ..: 
111 
F R E Q U E N C Y 
£-*&£* a week e>F3i3re 7 , 
-y'sssd-asexk^as^i •••.•.•.. 
SaaS-aviasr 




the ZK8.ip& she ieek: 
•••.306 ' l ^ S ffipSlailt'!"; ::.•;. 
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F300 : Community participation 
Now I'd like to ask a few questions about how much people in this community work together... 







Suppose a friend of yours in this 
village/neighborhood faced the following 
alternatives, which one would s-'he prefer niost? 
Arc ijeegcre Kogwera wa gago mo ?notem:g HW gerio ofiwa 
moxyctla wa go kgerka go tse dilatslaga, ke sefe sec aha 
ratago go se dira gomsa le £se dirigwe. ? 
If a community project, does not directly benefit 
yoisr neighbor but. has benefits for others in the 
village/neighborhood, then do you tliink your 
neighbor would contribute time for this project? 
(if the community project if not ordered by the 
chief/ 
Ge project ya sechaba e sa hole moagishcme W,T gxgo, efete e 
thiaha babang^e mo motserg^ o nagana gore aka irselenn krt 
nakcya gagwe tswciopeleng ya protect m^tgefeiaproject e 
5a laotws ke kgoshi) 
If a community project does not directly benefit 
your neighbor but lias benefits for others in the 
village/neighborhood, then do you think your 
neighbor would contribute money {say about 
10R) for this project? 
(if the community project is not ordered by the 
chief! 
Geprojeetya sechaba esa hale moagisliane uw gage, efela e 
thvsha babtmgue mo motseng, o nagarjz gore aka nts'tta 
tsheielcgo ihusha gore project e tsvrete pele? igefela project, e 
so laolws ke kgoshij 
If there were a problem that affected the entire 
village/neighborhood, for instance crop disease 
or floods, which scenario do you think would best 
describe who would work together to deal with 
the situation? 
Read mowers. Code only one response. 
Ge go ditega gore go be le bothata hjo bo arr.ago motse ka 
mokn, bjale ka blwetsi via dimela gpba mqfifla, ke mokg\*>a qfe 
nv o ha hhloshago hi ho'mcm baa ba tlago shoma mmogogo 
tekiska sesmo se? 
[KiLi D1KARABO, swayaphctom e teeMr*} 
Codes 
1 = Own and farm 10 hectares of land entirely by 
t h e m s e l v e s / A be le naga eo etegoya gagwe eo eka bago 10 
hectares ate mioshi 
2 = Own and form 25 hectares of land jointly with 
Oiie Othe r p e r s o n / Tena le babangwe babe ie f:aga eo elegoya 
bona eoeka bago 25 Hectares gptxme bae lernc bale rmnogo 
3 = D o n ' t k n o w / n o t S ine / A ke tsebe/a keno bennete 
9 = N o a n s w e r IA gona karabo 
1 = Y E S . W i l l c o n t r i b u t e t i m e / Ee, o tia Heelaaa ka mho . 
2 = NO. Will not contribute time/ Aaxa, A ka -e neehne 
ka fiaka 
S = D o n ' t k n o w / n o t S ine / A he tsebe/a kena honr.ete 
9 = N o a n s w e r / . i g o n a k s r a b c 
1 = Y E S , W i l l C o n t r i b u t e m o n e y / Ee, o tla neelana ka 
2 = NO. Will not contribute money / Aowa, A hi se 
neeiarre ka tshelete 
S = D o n ' t k n o w / n o t s u r e / A ke t;ebe.'a 'mria hormeie 
9 = N o a n s w e r / A gone karabe 
1 = Each person/household woiud deal with the 
p r o b l e m i n d i v i d u a l r y / Motko c mongyre le o mongwe o th 
ikemcla hotateng. 
2 = Neighbors among themselves / Baagishane ha tia 
thtistiana ka bobona 
3 = Local government/municipal political leaders 
w o u l d t a k e t h e l e a d / Ba mmttsho -na setegae 6tf tto re ela 
pete botkoteng hjo. 
4 = All community leaders acting together/ Baetapde 
ba motes krnnoka be shows tmnogo. 
5 = The entire village/neighborhood / Afose fe moka 
9 - Other fdescribeW Be A t w (Hlalosa). 
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F400: Household Dynamics 
Now I'd like to ask you some questions about yourself and your household,.. 





Have you personally e\-er worked for pay? 
(code full time, part time or casual as Yes) 
O kite HO shmna fca tnaiksmisheUo ago hwtxma mogohstefelo? 
Have vou personally worked for pav durinz the last 12 months? 
Me dikg'.vfiimg tie i ? tja go/era & kite washoma ka rvmhmdsketsc ago hamaria wogolo/icfelo? 
Codes . . 
1 = Y e s / Ec 
2 = N o / AmvG 
1 = Y e s / £<• 
2 = N o i Aowa 




info the household. How is your 
contribution viewed by: 
Gopodishizha ka tshekie yeooe rhsahago ka mo 
gne, tsheleteya gogo s bovrwo b/<mg ke: 
Think about all the unpaid work you do To 
support the household, such as alt the 
household chores you do (cooking, 
cleaning, fetching water). How is your 
contribution viewed by: 
Gopcdizh-iskr. kts meskoma yet? o&. dirago go tkekga 
hlava bjaU hr meskengwava ym fe gac eo o& 
dimgo nth 1$ go tefehvafgo apea, go kswckiizha), 
tnoshmMs wa gvgo o horcwa bjsng ke: 
Codes 
i _ Y i ' i ; • : . ' i i = : . . .^ -
- . : . : ; i - i v . r 
contribution to tlie household / 
Tshslete ya gago e bohhhta 
2 = Y'ou make some contribution to 
the household/ 0natescabt--gose 
dingwe ka telapgng 
i = Your work does not seem very 
i m p o r t a n t a t a l l / Tshmelyngage gae 
bcnrske ele bohlohia 
9 = Don't know/ not applicable / A fe 
tzehe/ A gona zefo 
Y o u r 
|"»r*rrcr 
H . . _- A 1 . ' 
(B) 
Odiei adults 
3* \ •• ' .-
Yourself 
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F500 : Fire Scenarios 
Imagine that your house has been completely destroyed by a fire. In this question we would like to know whether you feel you 
could tuni to certain people. 





What to ask ,.,::
 :p;~:, ,;:..:; 
To shelter you for two weeks while 
you make other long-term 
arrangements? 
Gore ha gaje bodulo teknna ya dfbeke tse 
pedi. ge osa dim ditokishetso tm 
lebakaiiyszia? 
To borrow 50 Rand to help you buy 
some clothes after the fee? 
Gore bo go adime R50 go go rtmsha go mka 
diapara ka morago ga mollo 
Codes^ : 
1 = Yes / £e 
2 = No / A&wa 
99 = Don't know 
/ A kg. tse.be. 













How confident are you that you alone could raise enough money 
to teed your family for lour weeks? - this could be for example 
by working, selling things that you own. or by borrowing money 
(from people you know or from a bank or money lender) 
O hva o tfate boirshepo hja gore tewa o le nnoshi oka kgona go kgohokefsa 
tshelete yeo e hi Jekmmgo go phedijha bo Mapa hgogo tgkano ya dibrwkc. rse 
mw, ekaba he, go rekisha dih fceo elego Isaq gago, go shorna g&ba go adima 
tsh®lete go bcMio boo oba Zsebago< goba ptmkmg goba go bo 
machomsa(haad!mishf ba tshelete) ? 
Would you say that your household's ability to survive this kind 
of crisis is better, the saute or worse as it was 3 years ago? 
0 bona bokgotri bja go ka tswglefc go lelapa la gago dirimgalovg \>m mohnta 
>w go h kaotm, go sixma goba gofokoga fatdu gofsra ???aig\vag3 % msnvo 
yogofeta? 
Codes 
2 = Very confident / Ke i&kepa kudu 
2 = it would be possible / moderately 
confident / Go ka kgenega 
3= Not confident at all / Ga kmo. 
hoitskvpo go sec. 
9= Don't know / Ga & tzebe. 
1 = Better/Kaone. 
2 = S a m e / Go a swana 
3= Worse / Ooafokoga 
9 = D o n ' t k n o w / Ga fe tsehe 
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F600 : Shortages. 
In the past year, have you or vow children ever gone without any of the following tilings you 'really needed' because of a shortage of 
resources (money): 














Diaparo %e disvm 
School uniforms 
Dfapara tja sekoto 
School fees 
TsheJeteya sekoto 
Fuel (for cooking / hearing)-'' 
Dikgong>'Parq$in,'wQhfagase hjale bjaie..Jgo aseafgore h rutkele/fufmunals} 
Basic household items (for cleaning, cooking, sleeping) 
Dirsy&kvia tjs bohhhva ka mfong irza go robala.go hhvckisha goba go apm) 
Health care (Direct or transport to get to a clinic/hospital) 
Tsa mapiieiofcimik/sepette kgansui goba zcnamehta sa goya CUnib'semtiete) 
While living in this house during the past year has anyone from your 
household gone to another house to ask for food or money because of 
a shortage? 
Mo ngwageng wa gofeta ge hbe fe ihda lelapeng :e: yo mongwe ka ma hkipeng o kih 
a kgopda dijo goba ishelere h:qpe?7g le icvgxe ka bake h tikaeJszo? 
Codes 
1 = Never / Aova 
2 = Once only / gaieefocla 
3 = A few times / Nako e nyenyane 
4 = Often / Kgqfeaakgqfeaa 
8 — Not applicable JA gorta selo. 
9 9 = N o response .- gagcrta mrabo 
l = Y e s / £ « 
^ = N o / Acwa 
9 = No response given / A gona 
karabo 
F700 : HIV / AIDS 
HIV/AIDS is becoming a much more common problem in many communities in South Africa. We would like to understand more 
about how households like yours are coping with the epidemic. 
HIV AIDS crhowa goba borbarn bjo!hia?legf:?god<ckjhkrgTsazcifhAfrfa Remtago~ebr, }!•..-:' • ' ' " - . ' V • :" _. • • r\ • :- "-•'--._- f . '•;'<""• 






I don't want so knowwho. but do you know of anyone who 
is infected with HIV or who has died of AIDS? 
O rscba e mongwe yo Gjfc&swsgo goba a boiaiMego ke HIV: AIDS? 
I don't want to know who. but to your knowledge, is 
anybody in .vow household living with HIV? 
M& ??yahsgo tesba gore ks mang , efela goya zeboya gaga go ^a!e 
mothoyo aphelago }&HI¥ka mo gas? 
111 the past year, have you discussed issues of sexuality or 
HIV/AIDS with your children? 
Mo vgwageng wu go tela aklle wa bioledishana h. bana ha gago mnbapi Is 
ihobaltmo gobaHW'AIDS 
Are there currently any orphans living in your household 
whose parents possibly died of AIDS? 
A/a ka mo gae govalc bana ba ditshrn'ona boo h diiago !e bona ,gomme 
ba'swadi ba bona ba hJokcfetze ka Uhaka la AIDS? 
Codes 
i = Yes. But Not A Friend or Relative / Eg, 
efcla esego mogwm-a goba isicko 
2 - Yes. Friend Or Relative / Ee, mogwera goba 
leloko 
3 = N o / .-knvs 
8 = Don't Know I A ke tsebe 
99 = No Response / A gona karabo 
i = Y e s / & 
2 = N o / Aova 
S = Don't Know / A ke tsebc 
99 = N o Response • A gona karabo 
l = Y e s / £ e 
2 = N o / Acm-a 
99 = No children of ages 10-25 / A gorta bana 
ba mengwaga e 10-25. 
Number (Mark "0" if none) 
Efa Palo (swaya ka "0 " ge ha te gona) 
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F700 Continued... 
ASK the next questions only if woman is 35 years or older. Otherwise, so to page 9 










F " B 
F 7 B 
111 the last 12 months have vou felt like vow wanted 
to do anything to decrease your risk of infection with 
HIV? 
Dikgivedi^g ?se 12 tsa gpfg'a o hie v«s kwa o karv. oka dmi s@ 
s&igwe gofokofca kgcmogah y& gofetehva bs HIV? 
In the last 12 months have yon tried to do anything to 
decrease yonr risk of infection with HIV? 
Dikgweding tse 12 tsa gofeta o Mis \va hka go dira sc sengwe g& 
jhkoTsa kgmmgalo yn gofetehm ks HIV^ 
If YES, 
What did you fly. to do ? 
Ge ele gore go bjaio, O iehle eng? 
[Do not read out list] 
[O se hate Tseo di *:gwadih\'ego] 
Mark all mentioned 
Cwfcs 
1 = Yes .- Si 
2 = No / Aowa 
9 = No response given / A gma karabo 
1 = Yes / E* 
2 = N o / Acm-a 
9 = No response given / A gona bnubo 
1 = Abstain from sex / Go m thobalaao 
2 — Have less partners / Go ba lepaio e Kyerryan^ya batekme 
3 = Used a condom for the first time / O shomUhisse random La matkomo 
4 = Used a COndotll more often / O shornishitse condom ka mehia 
5 = Tried to get partner to change behaviour / o iePik gore maiekane wo 
gago ajhtole tnaismvaro 
6 = Other / Tsedixgwe 
How successfully do you feel you were able to 
change your hie in the ways that you wanted ? 
0 hva o kgotme gojihh kae; ka gpfztoia bopheh bja gago gore 
babeka tseia so o nyakago bo eba kztyoim'* 
If NO. 
Why not 
Gg> ete gore gago bjaio, 
Efa mahaka a tshitsgo 
Have you ever participated in a march, rally or 
meeting around HIV/AIDS awareness? 
O kile wo sea karoh mogn'axTong goba kopatrong yoga 
Oebaga&aHWAIDS? 
Have you ever been involved in the organization of 
such a meeting or gathering? 
O kite, wtf tsea hsrefo dmlagm^'ong yo kopanayeo? 
Have you ever thought about your own potential risk 
of HIV/AIDS? 
O kite, wa nagima gore okaba katsing ya gofetepaa ke HH'yAlDS? 
If you were to consider that question now would you 
consider yourself at high, medium, low or no risk at 
all of HIV /AIDS 
Ge 0 lebleletse potsisko eta ga bjale, o bo*m kotei yago re o 
fstebaa ke HIVelegodimo,magareng, fusegcbagao bone kotsi? 
I don't want to know the result, but have you ever 
had an HIV test? 
A ke ayahs go tseba dipaelo, efela okile wa ya ditskong tsa HJl'V 
1 = Very successfully / Kgonne kudu 
2 = Quite successfully / kgcnm 
3 = Not very successfully / kgmmega matxane 
4 = N o t at all / Patetswe 
99 = N o response / agana karabo 
1 = Hadn't thought about it tgasewanaganakajvna 
2 = Don't think it's necessary igaobonegoh hoMohxa 
3 = Find difficult to change behaviour / O kwetss go 
h boima gofetcla mokgwa wa go phefa 
S = Other / Tse di>ig»v 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = N o / Acva 
S = Don' t K n o w / A ke tsebe 
99 = N o Response / A gt»sa karabo 
1 = Yes / & 
2 =No/ . te»a 
8 = Don't Know / A & tsebe 
9 9 = N o Response / A gona karabo 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = N o / Jmva 
8 = Don't Know / A ke tse.be 
9 9 = N o Response / A gona karabo 
1 = High / Godimo 
2 = Med ium / Magarertg 
3 = Low / Fase 
4 = N o risk / A gona fete' 
99 = No response / Agona kambo 
l = Y e s / £ « 
2 = N o / Aowa 
99 = N o Response / A gor,a karabo 
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F800 : Societal Norms 
In this community and elsewhere, people have different ideas about families and what is acceptable behavior for men and women in 
the home. I am going to read you a list of statements, and I would like you to tell me whether you generally agree or disagree with 
the statement. There are no right or wrong answers, 
Batho ba mile dikgopolo tsa gofapana mabapi le m&lapa gaps h rmiltsfamro ao a amogshgilego go barma le basaai ka gae. Ke tia go balela inqfokv a se mmahva, 













A woman should do most of the household chores 
(cooking, cleaning), even if the husband is not working 
Mossdi & swtmetsg kg go dira msshoma kamchz ya ka gae{ go 
hlvr£kisha.,gQ apea..j lege molekane wagagwe alegcna? 
If a man has paid lobola. it means that his wife nins, 
always obey him. 
Ge manm a nishirse rnagadi. sea sera gore tvosisdi n s gagwe o 
swsnehva he, go mo tns&letsa /ohamelet ka mehia? 
If a woman asks her husband to use a condom, she is being 
disrespectful to her husband 
Ge mosadi a kgopefa malekane wa gagwe go shomisha condom nakong 
ya thohatc.no, se sera gore ga ana thlompho ? 
If a woman asks her husband to use a condom it means 
that she must be sleeping around with other men 
Ge m&mdi a kgopeta maiehme wa gagive go shomuha condom nakong 
va thobaJaxG, $s sera gore a kanto ba a robalana le bangtm kantle? 
A man needs to have many sexual partners, and the wife 
must just tolerate this 
Mo*ma oswaaetse gobs le ̂ /rrvw&i, gpmma mosadi wsgagwe a kg&rleie 
sea? 
A woman should never divorce her husband, no matter 
what happens 
Mmarfi ga a swamla go hhia/tiagela moiekane wa gagim lege go ka 
direga mtg. 
1 = Agree/ 
2 = Disagree • 
Ganana 
9 = Don's know/ 
A ks tsehe 
?-It is a'ccepfablefe:a:;iniiamed ,wan3an'td:reiitse:l:o havesex.wifh herhu&l^d^Uf 
(Soya ks i^i^.'gp'd-amdg^l^s^ohs- m$$mi§i-@st- :&ms&sw&$& &g8m.gQr0bdiar;a le n&tekam 
w&g8gimg&:''* •'•"••'/ ,c-"-i:\;;,::tV;;:-:-"'' :^ i^- '.•„:'•':. 
She doesn't want to 
A $a ny&ke. 
He refuses to use a condom 
Ge a g&sa ga sk®misha condom 
She is angry because lie has other girlfriends 
Ge a kgopishirswv ke gore o n&fa dimxztsi. 
She is worried he may have AIDS 
Ge a helaefa g&re o note AIDS. 
1 = Agree -; 
2 — Disagree / 
Ganaria 
9 = Don! know/ 
A k& tsebs 
If Is culturally 
accepted'iiiat 




^opinion, do you 
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F900 : Decision Making in the Home 
For the following activities, do you need to obtain anyone'* permission, or can you decide to do them yourself? Code the one that 
applies most often 















Make small purchases for yourself (e.g. some 
clothes) 
Go itheksla dihvana to nnyane ( bjate ha dhpaya). 
Make larger purchases for yourself (e.g. a cell 
phone) 
Coiihcte's diki tse fcyofc (go swans k ceHpho/w)-
Make small purchases for the household (eg. a 
chicken) 
Go rehct dilo fse iwyam. tsa kagac (go svi:ana h seshebo). 
Make medium sized purchases for the home 
(child clothing) 
Get reka dilo tse nnyane tsa kagae (diaparo tsa hatia). 
Make large purchases for the home (furniture, 
fridge) 
Go rvka dilo fee kgolo tsa lelapa (ga nvtma la diplmhh, 
setsidifassi) 
Take your children to the clinic or hospital 
Go isha hana Clmiking/Sep€thle. 
Visit your birth family 
Go efela bit geve (haa o tswctenvga le bona) 
Visit your friends in the village 
Go eteha bagwwa ha gaga mo motzeng. 
Visit friends or relatives outside of the village 
Go Giela meloho te bagimra bu gago hi rtle ga mctse. 
Join a credit group or other organisation involved 
with money 
Go ba hioko la sehiopm sa kadimishano m ditshshte g&ba 
mokgahlo wo*z o amimago le tsa ditshelctc 
Codes 
1 = Yes: Ee 
2 = No / Aowa 
i = Not applicable Ga 
egar.is 
9 = No response / A 
gonafcarabo 
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F10G0 : Partnership relationships If ANSWERED NO (2) TO 
QUESTION F1G7, GO TO END 
When two people many or live together, they usually share both good and bad moments. I would now like to ask you some 
questions about your current relationship and how your husband / partner treats you. If anyone interrupts us I will, change the 
topic of conversation. 1 would again like to assure you that your answers will be kept secret, and that you do not have to answer 
any questions that you do not want to. May I continue? 
Ge batho bababedi ba Hyalite gpba ba dina ga rnmogo, ba nale go kopanela d:lo the botse ie. the mpe. Ga bjale ks fia rata go go bofiiska sriabapi $e dikanumo 
sebaksxg sa bjale, le ka moo tmkkeuw wa gago s go phedishago ka gova. Ge yo mvngwv a rg ztmefa ke tkifmcsha hlogo ya taba, ga pe k& rata g&go bo^a gore 












Has your current husband / partner ? 
Encouraged you to participate in something outside of the 
home that was only iwyour benefit (ie. women's group, 
church group) 
A go hiohfeletsa go tsca karolo go ze, sengsve sa tseo di diregago mo 
mofrimg esego ka gae efeia dmale wohofa go weriafeia (Sehhpha sa 
mrske., Sshlovhasa basatiO 
Asked your advice about a difficult issue or decision 
Kgopela Dikehtso g&t*KTa go w&ia mabapi le sevhotho s& bairns goba 
ditaba tse b&hata. 
Tried to keep you front seeing your friends ? 
Leka go go thibela/ganersa go b&vmia h basrwem ba gago. 
Tried to restrict your contact with your family of birth? 
Lcka go go ihibela/ganeisG go kopanela^bor.ana h w.ehkoya ger,o. 
Insisted on knowing where you are at all times ? 
Ga&efe'sa go tseba ka m&sevefo ya gago ka tnekh. 
Expected you to ask his permission before seeking health 
care for yourself ? 
Ny>aka gore ka mehia o kgopeh tixmelelo go yeva pe!e ga ge oka m'aka 
thusho ya &a maonelo. 
Insulted or humiliated you in front of other people ? 
Go hlapaola/mga goba ago iiyevyefaga pele. ga batho. 
Boasted about girlfriends or brought them home? 
Fvgantsha ka batlahor'diizyeitsi tsa gagwe goba a ba tlisha ka gae. 
Tried to evict you from the home? 
Leka go go ntsha-mka ka mo gae. 
Codes 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = NO : AOWO 
99 = No 
Response/.-t 
goaa karabo 
Has this Ever 
happened 
Se Mh sa direga 
Has this itappened 
in the past 12 
months? 
S'ft circgjlp rfikgHedixg 
ihej?$t3gafera 
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Are you able TO spend your money savings how you 
want yourself, or do you have to give ail or part of the 
money to your husband-partner? 
0 kgova go shomizhxi mogah/tshehte \*i gago k& mo go ratang wmm 
goba o swanehm ks efa mclekane wa gago engn'v? 
Has your husband / partner ever taken your earning* or 
savings from you against your will? 
IF Y"ES: Has lie clone this once or twice, several times or 
many times? 
Afa motekana wa gago o kite a Tjea tzkelete vn gaga kawlQ ga tumslslo 
ya gaga ? Ge ele gore go bjtdo, Q diriie sec makgo. a tnafaie? 
Coifes 
i = Self ovn choice m bo<-r,« 
2 = Give pail to husband / partner i Kefa 
molgk&na c ngwe. 
3 = Give all to husband /partner / & efa moleiane 
m mohi. 
9 = Does not have savings/earnings /A & 
amogeie selo. 
1 = Never/ sow 
2 =Ollce or twice/ galeegoba gsbedi 
i = Marty times / all of the iimefgsrsM'ka mehfc 









I want you to tell me if any of the following 
things have ever happened to you with your 
current husband / partner 
Ke tla rata gore a mpolsege efa gore scsasg&ejs sag dflatetztge se trM sa 
ditwa maeare>w pa sw^o h molefafKe wit fapo u« b'ale 
He pushed you or shoved you? 
G ki'ie a go kgsrafp&sa fet mails 
He hit you with his fist or with something else that could 
hurt you? 
O fete ago betha ha matsogo goba ka se sengne stto S3 hi go hvcslmgo 
bchloko. 
He physically forced you to have sexual intercourse when 
VOll did not %vailt to? <3 go gcpeleitse fnobalcmo s sa rate. 
You had sexual intercourse when you didn't want to, 
because you were afraid of what he might do if yon said no? 
O rabalane seymta o s.a rate, elegeo tslmba seo a ka go dirago sava ge a 
ka gana 
Codes 
1 = Y e s l Ee 
2 = N o / AOKS 
99 = No Response / 
A gona karabo 
Has this Ever 
happened 
Se kilt? sa direg& 
IB) 
Has litis 
happened in the 
past 12 months? 
Se diregtis 
dikg\*°eSmg file 22 
ties zofsta 
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F1100 : Response to Experience of Abuse 
O N L Y C O M P L E T E these quest ions if Hie a n s w e r to F1012 or F 1 0 1 3 was Y E S . / BOTJISHA dipotjisha tse gefela karaba Go 
F1011 goba F10J3 ebe e'e Ee. 
Y o u might have taken a number of actions in response to the tilings you have just told me about, and I want to ask you n o w about 
what you did. 
Oka noha o nale magata/matspa so v a tjerego kgahlanorg h rjeo o bugs o mporja tjona, ks da rata go tseba ka trea a dt diiilega... 
QuasBon 
Numb?*: 





In the past 12 months who have 
you told about the physical 
violence? 
Mo dikgweding tje 12 o hoditse 
mang ka tlhosishego eo? 
DO NOT RK4D OUT LIST 
[O SE BALE LENANEGO ] 
MARK ALL MENTIONED 
[SWAYA KA MOKA TSEO M 
BOLETSWEGOj 
PROBE: Anyone else? 
Code? 
i =No One . A got a h- c :cc 
2=Fiiends Bag*<?u; 
3=Parents / Batswadi 
4=Brother Or Sister / Buti/Sesi. 
5=Uncle Or Aunt / 
Malotnc/Rskgadi, 
€=Husband / Partner's Family / 
Ba gabo molekane wagogo, 
7=Chiidreii / Bmia 
During the time you have been with your current partner, have you 
ever left, even if only overnight because of what he did to you? 
Nakong eo o bego o mile molekane wa gago o kite va tloga/sepela le-
ge ekaha boshego bo tee, ka lebaka la sea ago dirilego sona. 
IF YES. How many tunes in the past year? 
Ge ele gore go bjalo, ke makga a makae mo ngwageng »ra gofeta 
I F YES 
Where did vou so the last time? 
Ge eh g&re g& bjalo, 
O ile kae la mafeleh? 
MARK ONE 
[SWAYA E TEE FEU] 
How long did you stay away the 
last time? 
O tseiv lebaka k hkae o zcpctsa-tlegih 
ia mqfezxio 
RECORD N U M B E R OF DAYS 
OR MONTHS 
If Returned, Why did you 
return? 
Ge ele gore o boeletie, Kg ka lebnka fa 
cng a bassetse"* 
MARK ALL MENTIONED 
[SWAYA KA MOKA TSEO DI 
BOLETSWEGO] 
S=Xeighbours Bz-.-.gu'cre. 
9=Polke ' \fapkaiisn 
10=Doctor / Health Worker / Ngaka,-' 
Moshomsdi wa tea mapheki 
l l=Pr ies t /Mo™s 
12= Social worker or Counsellor / 
Modi?-em &«go 
13=Local Leader / Moetap&k matzeng 
14=Other •' So ixmguv 
Give Number of times 
Etapohya ntakga. 
00 = Never left /A se xke 
l=Her Relatives / Mclakoya. geno 
2—His R e l a t i v e s / Meloko y*i molekane wagago 
3=Her Friends / Neighbours / Bagwem /Baagiskam 
4 = H 0 t e l / L o d g i l l g S / KotelcngJMafelor.g a go hinslma 
5=Clnirch / Temple / Kerdw 
6 = S h e i t e r / Moo oka mmiatiogs botshabelo gona. 
"=Other / Tse dingxve 
Number Of Days (If Less Than One Month) / EfapcJoyn matiatji (ge ese 
kgwedi) 
Number Of Months (If One Month Or More) / Efapafo ya <s*jw*S (ge thaba 
kgn:edi goha gofeta) 
99 = Left Partner/Did Not Return / Became separated or divorced 
1 =Didir t Want To Leave Children / O 7=Family Said To Return / 3a 
sa vyake go tlogela bwia lelapa barxle o boekie 
2=Sauctity Of Marriage - Bokgethwa bja S=Forgave Hirn / O mo hbaktse 
l«"i*'it> 9=Thought He Would Change / 
3=For Sake Of Family / Chiidren t O gopoae gore o tlafoioga 
Bahmg sa bans /Lehpa iCKThreatened Her / Children / 
4=Confd l l ' t Suppor t Chi idren / O shitwa O ahtsheditse wena/baxa 
kegofipa bona \ \ =Couid Not Stay There 
5=Loved Hun / Obe « w rata (Wlieie She Went) / O tee kgone 
6=He Asked Her To Go Back / O go ansa moo. 




Interviewer : Now go back and complete the from page of this interview 
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Nomoro ya limes 
Give new number if changed 
Household No 
Nomoro ya letpa 
Give new number if changed 
Individual No 
Nomorc ya motfw ka mmho 
PART I : INTKRVIEWSKTI'I* 
Senior Female Situation: 
Visit 1 : / / 
Visi t2: / / 
Visit 3 : / / 
The senior feosaie is still resident in tbe same dwelling as at bas 








1 Interview completed 
2 Not at home 
3 Postponed 
4 Refused 
5 Partly completed 
6 Incapacitated 
/'i.V/ ?.. nihRYii.W I\!R(>1H (lln\ 
Hello, my name is_ . . I am ftom the Rural AIDS and Development Action Research Programme. We are hased in Praktiseer Township and 
our head office is in Acomhcek at. Tintswafo Hospital, in 2001/2 we did some interviews with you and your household. As part of that interview we asked to come 
and see you two years later to ask some similar questions. It is important for oar research to understand how things have changed over time. That s the reason why ! 
am here today. Would you mind if I spent a few minutes explaining our research once again to you. / Thobeta leiim la ka ke , wa mokgatlo wa RADAR, 
Offhiya rena e rmane e Praktiseer rwmoronq ya 616 gotnme e kgolo e Acomhoek sepetleleng sa Tmtswala Ka 2001/2 re bokdisam k wena k haklapa la gage. 
Bjale ka kamlo ya pokdisano re kgopetse go bawa gape ke murago ga mengwaga e mebedi go that gape gogo bat.usa dipotmo tseo gape. Go bohhikwa 
madinyakisisang isa rena go tuisia gore e ka go bile k diphetogo mo aakong efeiikgo. Kek kakbaka k<> ke lego mo tehanii. Oka belaela ge nia tsea nako anyone 
go htalosa gape ka mokgaiko warena. 
• Describe RAtMR/ Mialesa HADAR » Ask iitlrere are any qisesiions ~ ami mwet mmsikmsf Bwma g<vr a %ona dipmdu* -
• Explain why we are. working in this area / UlcJesa imhcka o go %how.a meiseng we i-srabe diptmiw 
• Briefly describe what mill be asked in the ijiicstioromfe / Blalesha <Hp/:inM> tsm di tic, * Tell EIK' interviewee how fcn'g the mtervlew will take / Rs baue xarepolaihtmo e tin 
go bommti ka bi>rip$im t$~>a njzko e kae. 
• Check suitable, confidential siBToim<K<tgx//..efcfe& teftla lea ehgo la mskhn • Hand aver an IMAGE Steady Information Sheet 
Read (he Informed Consent Statement and answers any questions. If the interviewee gives unambiguous and clear consent to he involved, then sign below. 
I confirm that The Consent Statement has been read to f he interviewee 
and that he/she understands and consents to participate in the interview Signed: Date: 
'ART 3: INTERVIEW DEI AILS 
Date of Interview : 
Time Start Interview; Time finish Interview 
Interview conducted in Language 
PART4 : INTERVIEW CLOSURE 
.(l=Sepedi.2 = Other) 
Thank you very much for having participated in bosh parts of the study. The information that we have covered is sensitive, personal and confidential. 1 want to 
assure you that this information will be treated with respect and it will not be pssible for anyone to be able to trace the information tack to yon individually./ Ke 
iebogi) ka kudu ge-o tsene korolo mo moswmmg wa ram. Duaba tseo re boktmgo ka tsons di sensitive, ke. tsa bopkelo hjagago netlo diswara k a thompho e kgolo 
ga gona moth// yo a do tsebego gore re boielse ka eng. Ke nyaka go go islsepim gore duhsba tseo ka moka disls hlophiw e gore go ka xa kgenege gore, motho a 
bawe a go bot.se tsona gape* 
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00: Background Information 
to interviewer : If this woman is going to have a Young Person's Interview as well as a -Senior Female. Please fill out Background 
ination in that questionnaire, and then fill out answers from page 2 on here / Ge ele gore motha to thile go botsima YPQ le Sl'O. Tints 













FFi i 1 
Age 
Bogolo. 
Does she qualify for Young Person Questionnaire? 
/ O nale maswanedi a Young Person Quesliomutre? 
Have you been involved in relationships with one 
or more partners in the last 12 months? O kite v.'a 
ratttna le motha o tete go ha ba gofeta mo mo 
dikgweding txe 12? 
Have vou ever been married or lived as being 
married? 
O kite wa nyalwu goba wadulu oka re o nyetswe? 
If currently married/living as married, has 
loboila been paid? Ge ele gore o nyetswe goba o 
dula o kare o nyetswe mtigadi a patetswe. 
Type of marriage / living as married 
Mohula wa leityal 
Since the last time you were interviewed (past 2 
years), have you been Separated/Divorced? Go 
thoga moid re bolela le wena ekaha o Idailile/o 
arogane le motekani? 
IF YES to Separated or Divorced in the past 
2 years, WHY? Ge e la ee o kgaogane . 
hladile mo mengwageng e mebedi yo gofeta 
lebaku e ba e le eng? 
| Do not read out list] O seke wa bala d'mlhe 
tse 
Code best responses 
May code more than one 




1 = Yes (age 35 or younger) / Ee (age 35or younger) 
1 = No (age 36 or older) /Aawa (age J6 or older) 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No / Aowa 
99 = No response given/ A goaa karahu 
! = Never married / ,4 se nke 
2 = Cunently married / living as married / hyeiswe/dula o kare o nyetswe 
3 = Separated / Divorced / KgaoganrJHlalam 
4 = Widowed / Moktokigadi, 
1= Partly paid / Ba ntshiise honnyane 
2 = Fully paid / Bafeditse 
3 = Not paid / Ga se banlsha seta 
Lobola Fully Paid? 
Lobola Partly Paid? 
Church service? 
Registered by a magistrate? 
For each 
1= Yes / Ee 
2=Na / Aawa 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No/aowa 
A) Partner not contributing to household / Molekaniga a dire selo ka mo lapeng 
Bj You are now financially able to look after self and family/ Bjale a kgmsa go 
ihlokameia le ba lelapa ka meseleng 
C) Tired of partner's infidelities / O lapisitswe ke go sa tsltepagale gs molekani 
D) Physical abuse / Tihoriso ka go mobeilm 
E) Sexual abuse/ Tihoriso ya thalxikmo 
F) Emotional abuse/Tlhortso ya maikudo 
G) Husband felt her/ Mdekane o motlogetse 
HI Other / tse dingwe 
If currently married/living as married, 
During the past 12 months, how many months 
has your partner been staying at this house ? 
Ge ele gore ga bljale o nyetswe goba o data o kare o 
nyetswe, ke dikgwedi tse kae mo ngwagetig wa go fine, 
Isea moiekaiw wa gago a <H tserego a didaka ietapeng? 
If less than 7 months 
How was the pattern of your partner's visits 
home in. the last year ? 
Ge di mfete tse 7, Molektme wa gago o be a eteln gae 
ka mokgwa (tfe mi> ngwageng wa go Jim? 
How many children have you had up to now 
in your life ? 
Baphelong bja gaga, gufihla ge, bjaie o nakMle bans hit 
kae? 
Do you want to have any more children during 
your life ? 
Bophelong bjagago o rata go ba k bam bangwe gape? 
Give no. of months / Efa pala ye dikgwedi. 
99 = Don't know /Go ke tsehe. 
i = Mainly weekends / Majelelo a beke 
2 = Mainly month ends I Mafeteio s kgwedi 
.5 = Occasional extended trips / Ka matio ago amana le mediro 
4 = Migrated in this year / 0 hudugik ngwageng o 
5 = Other / Tse dingwe 
Give number / £/« polo 
9H = No response / A gona kambo. 
1 = Yes / & 
2 = No / Atnra 
99 = No response / A goaa ksrabo 
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FF200: Group Membership 
I'd like begin by asking you about the groups or organizations, both formal and informal, that you belong to. As I read the 
following list of groups please tell me if you belong to this kind of group and how active you are in the group presently. 
Ga bjck ke lis ram go g batjisha rtiaimpi k dihlopha goba mekgahlo tiu> inasseng, m sewgwera / ya semmusho eo o sseago karolo go year, goba o k go kloko 
la yens. Ke da bala mehum ya dihlopits/Mekgahlo. gomme ke kgopeki gore o inpolje ge o !e leioko la sehlopha aa me/imta m>o, ga pe k gore o oislea karolo ka 
inokgwa nfe sehlpheng sco gabjate 
Note to interviewer: Some people attend meetings now and then and would be considered 'members', whereas others are considered 'active' and attend 
regularly. Also, some are considered 'leaders" in these groups - such as the leader of a prayer group. Each group may only fall under one of the 
categories below. Ikilltu ba Ixuigwe a ya dikupaiwng ktsaxsi le tengtet girmuu ha bilswo makiko (member) fela motet Im bangwe ba im le mafttfofvfo ha eta 






| j ^ l 6 B f ; i 
FF216B3 

















Gteuj* sy pc 
Church 
Keieke 
"Large" Burial society 1 
S*kltiph6 vr .u volo %a pnltkcj'A-
"Large' Burial society 2 
Suhlopha «• segofo ua pnlakane 
'Local' Burial society 1 
Sehiapbe M selegtie sa polokane 
•• :ifLt|feal̂ Buria1:::S%iepy:2;̂ > 
Sehksphs mMkgae:mpoie>kam 
'Local' Burial society 3 
Sehlopha >:e selegae sa polokane 
^C^ditfQnai^jroup^not SEP): ijfe.tfy 
Small Enterprise Foundation 
Small Enterprise Founaation(SEF) 




;;-;GuJturarsassociatk»n _; •:•'. 
Prayer group 
Sehlopha sa thapelo 
Elefetrifctty coifmittfefW ^;(§0§M:S^ 
School committee 
Lekgmla la sekoio 
iH<|alth e§tarpiHpe 
iMg&ilaisttsa ma0tela : 
Water/waste 
Mokgatlo M'n tsa meets 
W^tomnuu&X.t^rJ:^:'.^:;i;sS::i{3 









nrvs n ve,ir 
VC4T 
IMP* >RTA\"C£ 
if nsor© shim. 5 ( 
rank tfe -gwu^ she 
?rr:fK>rt;mt° so be?* 
nz3) 
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FF300: Community participation 
Now I'd like to ask. a few questions about how much people in this community work together... 











Suppose a 1'iicnd of .yours in this village/neighborhood taced 
the following alternatives, which one would s/he prefer most? 
Are (fee gore mogwera we gago mo mmseng wa germ H fma 
tmmyetla na go kgetha go tse dilatehagp ke seje seo ala isi,vy.i %obe 
dim gcena le tse dingwe. 
If a community project does rxrt directly bertefit your 
neighbor but has benefits for others in the 
vil iage/iieigltborhood. then do you think your neighbor would 
contribute time for this project? (if the community project is 
not ordered by the chief) 
Ge project ya sechaha e.$a hide mvagwhtme wa gago. efeta e thusha 
babangvM mo nwtseng, e> nagatm gore ska msha tsheicte go thuyha 
gore project e tsyyek pele? (ge feia project e sa iaoiwe ke kgoshi} 
Give example: help other community members with farming 
C«les 
1 =Ows> a plot oi land enusfil) h. uieri'eh*».'<•» be le nc^a ccikgi> 
va gagu-e eo eUa ba^o 10 htctarnale MIOJH 
2 = Own a much larger <3 fold, plot of land jointly with one other 
person <n«t a f;n*iil> nsemhe'') / Yciui !i bahim^ive babe ie naga eo 
i lego va bona eo e La bwo 2? Met tare* eomme bae kme bale mmoga 
3 = Don't knovv.'not ^urc / -\ kt isc^a! ktita bonnete 
a = No an»»er •' 4 vona karctbo 
1 = YES, Will contribute time / Ee. o Ha melana ks nako.. 
2 = NO, Will not contribute tinte / Aowa, A ka se melane ka nnka 
S = Don't know/not sure i A ke tsebe/a kena bonnese 
9 =No answer iA gotta knrah) 
If" a community project does not directly benefit your neighbor but 
has benefits for others in the village/neighborhood, then do you think 
your neighbor would contribute money (say about I OR) for this 
project'? (if the community project is not ordered by the chief) 
Ge project ya sechabe. esa hate tmagishane wa gago, ej'ela e thusha 
bahangwe ma mmseng. o nagana gore aka msha uhelete go thusha gore 
project e tswele pelt? I ge feta project e sa iaoiwe ke kgoshi) 
If there WCR* a problem that affected the entire 
village/neighborhood, for instance lack of water or 
electricity or a major flood, which scenario do you think 
would best describe who would work together to deal with the 
situation? 
Read answers. Code only one response. 
Ce go direga gore go be k bmhate hjo ho amego motse ka moka, 
bjale ka blwetsi bja iimela goba nmfula, ke timkgim oft wo o ka 
hiolmkago ka bokaone hao ba ilago shnmc mmtsga go Uikisha seemo 
se? [BALA DIKARABO, swaya plmolo e tec feia] 
Crime is a problem in many communities in South Africa, in your 
v ilkge, how would you rate the levels of crime? Bosenyi ke bothata 
go dinaga tse dintshi mo SA t> ka iekantslia bjattg bosenyi bja mo 
p.ageng ya geno. 
Would you say that the levels of crime have changed in the past 2 
years? 0 kare tmemo a bmenyi a tie jetoga tw> megwageng e mebedi 
yagofeta? 
People often feel shy about speaking io public. If you were at a 
community meeting (e.g. School committee) how confident are you 
that you could raise your opinion in public? Hatha ha nak diUong ge 
ha boleie pele ga setshaha. Tlare tseye gore o kopammg ya setshaha 
a ksea o mle ishepo yo go ntsha meikMlo o ga go pek ga yetshaba ? 
Discuss then code 
Neighbours often have similar problems (e.g. around raising 
children). How confident do you feel about offering advice to your 
neighbour? Gatttshi baagisoni banale mathata a swanago (go swaiui 
le gogodiia ham). iVne n kwa o nate is'tupa yo gifa maagiseni wa 
gago maele? 
1 = YES. Will contribute money / lie. o tla neelatia ka 
rsheiere. 
2 = NO, Will not contribute money / Aowa, A kit se iweiane ka 
tshelete. 
8 - Don't know/not sure / A ke tsehe/c kerta bonm'ie 
9 =No answer / A gotta ttarabo 
1 = Each person/household wouki deal with the problem individually / 
Mother o mtrngiye le o mongwe e tla ikemeia hotateng. 
2 = Neighbors antong thent*ielves / Baaguhane ba tla ihityhana ka 
bobona 
3 = Local government/municipal political leaders would take the lead / 
Ba mmtisho tat seiegae ba tla re eta pele bothateng bfo. 
4 = All community leaders acting together/ Baaapele ba motes kanaka 
ba shams mmogo. 
5 = Tbe entire village/neighborhood / Motse ka moka 
9 = Other (describe)^ Tse dingwe (Hiatosa'i: 
1 = Very bad/common 
2 = Not very bad/ unusal 
3 = Crime is not a concent at all/rare 
99 = No response/don't know 
1 = Getting worse 
2 = Stable/slaying the same 
3 = Getting better 
99 = no respoiise/dsM't know 
1 = Very confident and often do 
2 = Confident but would need to be encouraged io speak out 
3 = Not confident at all/ scared to speak in public, and don't 
4 =Don't know/ho! sure 
1 = Very confidenl and often do 
2 = ConfKlerst but rarely offer advice 
3 = Not confident at ail 
4 = Don't know/not sure 
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FF500: Fire Scenarios 
Imagine that your house has been completely destroyed by a fire. In this question we would like to know whether you feel you 
could turn to certain people. 





•What to ask... 
To shelter you for two weeks while 
you make other long-term 
arrangements? 
Core ba gofe bodulo tekaxo ya dMwke tie 
pedh ge o.w dim diiokisheiso an 
tebak/mytma? 
To borrow 50 Rand to help you buy 
some clothes after the fire? 
Gere ba go adime R50 go go thtafm go reka 
diaparo ka morago ga rntiHo 
Code--
l = Y e s / & 
2 = N o / A M 
99 = Don't know 














How confident are you that you alone could raise enough money 
to feed your family for four weeks? - this could be for example 
by working, selling things that you own. or by borrowing money 
(from people you know or from a bank or money lender) 
0 kwa o naU bofrskepo hja gore wem o k nnoshi oka kgotm go kgoboketm 
Lihdcte yeo t> ka lekmtago go phedhha ba ieiapa iagago tekano ya dihneke tse 
nne, e ka ba ka go rakiskss dilo tseo etego tsaq gago, go stoma geba go adima 
tshekie go hatito ban uha csehago, goha pankeng goba gt> ho 
nmehnniwihasdmishi ba ishelele)? 
Would you say that your household's ability to survive this kind 
of crisis is better, the same or worse as it was 2 years ago? 
0 bone tmkgom" bis go ka tswelela ga ieiapa la gago ditiragaiong yxa mohma 
wo go k kaone, go maim goba gofokoga kudu go few mengwaga e meraro 
yagefesa? 
Cotfcs 
/ = Very confident / Ke iahepa kudu 
2 = It would be possible / moderately 
confident / Go ka kgonega 
3= Not confident at. all / Ga kena 
boitshepo go seo. 
9= Don't know / Ga ke isebe. 
1= Belter / Krone. 
2 = Same / Go a swana 
3= Worse. / Goapkoga 
9= Don't know / Ga ke tsebe 
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FF600: Shortages. 
In She past year, have you or your children ever gone without any of the following things you 'really needed* because of a shortage of 
resources (money): 














Diamro tie diiva 
School uniforms 
Diapaw tja seknh 
School fees 
Tsheiete va sekola 
Fuel (for cooking / heating)/ 
Dikgcng/ParaffspJtimhiagase bjale bjale...igp apea/gpre ie rwJu'le/fuihumak} 
Basic household items (for cleaning, cooking, sleeping) 
Dinvakwa tie bohhkwa ka mkmg asa go robaia,g(} kiwekhha gc<ba go ape®} 
Health care (Direct or transport to get to a clinic/hospital) 
Tsa. mapheioidmik/sepetit kgattt'm gaba senamehva $a goya Ciinik/sepetiek) 
While living in this house during the past year has anyone from your 
household gone to another house to ask for food or money because of 
a shortage? 
Ma ngwageng tva gokia ge k$M k dula kiapimg k, yo fiumgwe ka mi> kiapergg 11 kite 
a kgopda dip goba tshdete telapeng Ie iengvx ka haka !a tOiaeielo? 
Codes 
1 = Never / Aowa 
2 = O n c e on ly ' gateefeela 
3 = A few t imes / Nako e nyenyane 
4 = Often / Kgafiimkgafeao 
8 — Not applicable JA gotm selo. 
9 9 = N o response / ga gona karabo 
l = Y e s / & 
2 = No/ .4o» 'a 
9 = No response given / A gona 
karabo 
FF400: Household Dynamics 
Now I'd like to ask you some questions about yourself and your household... 





Think about the money that you bring 
into the household. How is your 
contribution viewed by: 
Gopadishuha ka tsheiete yea ae ttisahago ka mo 
gen, tsheiete ya gago e txmwa hieng ke: 
Think about all the unpaid work you do to 
support the household, such as all the 
household chores you do (cooking, 
cleaning, fetching water). How is your 
contribution viewed by: 
Copadishistsa ka meshomo yea oe diraga go thekga 
lelapa bjale ka mesiumgwaim ya ka gas eo oe 
diragotttie le go iefelwai/goapes, go hlwekishak 
moshoma wa gaga o bomia bjwig ke: 
Codes 
1 = Yours is the most important 
contribution to the household / 
Tsheiete ya gaga e hoklokwa 
2 = You make some contribution to 
the household / 0 note seat* go tse 
dingKe ka leiapeng 
3 = Your work does not seem very 
important at all/Tshelei yssago gae 
bomshe ele bahlokwa 
4 = D o n ' t k n o w / A ke ssebe 
5 = Not applicable because you 
don'teara an income /A gimaseh 
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FF900 : Decision Making in the Home 
Rjr the following activities, do you need to obtain anyone's permission, or can you decide to do them yourself? Code the one that 
applies most often 














Make small purchases for yourself (e.g. some 
clothes) 
Go ithekela ditwmm tse tmyatw {bjaie ka 
diajwr&i. 
Make larger purchases for yourself (e.g. a oeli 
phone) 
Go ithekela dilo sse igoto (go swans k 
cellphone l. 
Make small purchases for the household teg. a 
chicken) 
Go reka d(k> sse tinyane tsa ka gae {w swana 
k sesfcrm) 
Make medium steed purchases for she home 
(child clothing) 
Go reka dilo tse irnyane tsa ka gae (dispart) 
tsa banal. 
Make large purchases for the home (furniture, 
fridge) 
Go reka dilo tse kgoto tsa lelape (go swans k 
diphahlo. setstdtfiiai.) 
Take your children to the clinic or hospital 
Gii istui bona Climking/Seperfek. 
Visit your birth family 
Go eteia pa getto (imt r; tswetswego k bona) 
Visit your friends in die village 
Go eiela ha^wem bu i*a$o mo mmsavx. 
Visit friends or relatives outside of the village 
Go eteia mehko k ixigwtrs ba gago ka mk 
ga minse. 
Join a credit group or other organisation 
involved, with money 
Or; be. kksko la sehiopha ss ksdmnshmm ya 
diishekk goha mokgahhi won o mmtimgit U' 
tsa dilsheiae 
Codes 
t = Yes/Ee 
2 = No / 
Acnva 
3 = Not 
applicable / 
Ga egona 












*5 % ill! 
Note to interviewer : Many of the remaining questions ask about how things are going in relationships. When I ask about 
your 'partner* from lis point on, think both about the man/men you may live with at home, or others who you may see only 
from time to time. These may live locally or far away from home. Please remember that all answers will be kept 
confidential. Ihmtsi bja dipotsiso tseo di setsego di botsisa ka mo dim di sepelago mo dikamong tsa gago. Ge he go botsisa ka 
molekane go tlaga mo, gopola ka monna/banna baa e phelago le bona mo gae gahayoo ban o bononago le bona ka lebaka 
tnyana. Ba ka do la kgole goba kgaaswi gopola gore dikarabo tsa gago ke sephiri. 
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FF9000: SEF questions (IMAGE Women Only) 



















Have you ever been a member of the Small Enterprise Foundation?© Idle wa ba 
Ulokokt SEF? 
If No, go to the bottom of page 8. 
Approximately when did you receive your first loan from the Small Enterprise 
Foundation? / O kare a amtzgase nevg kadina* ya gago ys Tshetete ya mathotno poisiva ga 
SEF? 
Have you ever had a leadership position in the SEF cecAKVEkaka a kiU vc, ba moeta 
mo serukarmg? 
How many loans have you received and paid hack in full from the Small Enterprise 
Foundation? /Ke di kadirnc tse kse tseo o di tserego, tseo o setsege o di leflk mo go SI>JF? 
What was the size of the largest loan you have paid back in M l from the Small 
Enterprise Foundation?; ' Eko be. ke kedimo ya bokae e kgulo yen o omega o e hiik? 
Did you attend the 10 formal training sessions called "Sisters for 
Life" ['health talks', that happened before certificates were eiven 
oufj'?/£'&tf ba o He wa ba gona mo go dikarolo tse lesome Im 
thlahh ya tsa miipheto / ' Sisters for Life"? Tseo di bilego gonapele 
go abiwa ditipkeki. 
Codes 
!= V'cs, & 
2= No, Anv.a 
G\\'c date (miti/>'):>:v} 
&6 kumsi 
1= Yes, 2= No, 9 = No respottse 
Give number / Efa pahf 
Give vakie m Raisds 
1 = I attended at! oi' the ssssioas / AVi maka 
2 = I aSssnded halt'or mote than halt of the sessiom / 
Stripagare gobs ka goditnt* 
3 = 1 atfcmted kss tbao halhjf th& sessions / fa liias* ga 
wripisitare 
4=1 atEfndsd tione of the sessions/ Lejsla 
Did you receive a certificate at the end of the 10 forma! training sessions called 
"Sisters for Life" ['health talks ']/ E ka ha okik> mi amogeta setifikeiti mafelelong a o 
tihtthio yeo ya Ha maphelo 
For each of the following statements mark the appropr ia te c o d e / Mo dipatsimng 
tse dilatektgo m-aya karabo yeo e nepgetsego 
The trainers were well informed and knew a lot about the subjecls/Bahlahli ba be 
baitate tsebo yeo e tseneXetsego ftutbupi te tseo ba bego ba di btjieht 
I felt uncomfortable with some of the topics / Ga se ka ikeila ka tse dingwe tsa 
dithiito 
I felt like I had the chance to participate and ask questions if 1 wanted t o / Ke ikwete 
ke hwetsa neiko va go tsea karoh te go botsisa dipotsiso. 
1 learned nothing new / Ga se ka ithuta seto se siswa 
The training has had a major impact on my lite / Tihahlo yea e bile te kkiietso e kgola 
mo bo phelang hja ka 
I often spoke of what I learned in the training to family and friends outside of the 
meetings / Ke hlwa ke boiela ka tseo ke ithiifilego tsona Ic ba tclapa Se bagwera ixto e, 
sego maloko a SEF 
The people in my loan group support me when 1 am having problems /Maloko a 
sehiopa saka ba nthekaga ge ke nale nmthata 
IF YES (1 or 2 to FF90141. how would you 
best describe the type ot support members 
of the sraup provide to you? Ye ele gore II 
or 2 to FF90J4) o ka hlahsa bjang thekgo 
yeo ba go fago yona. 
Mark all that apply 
(t=Yes. 2=No, 3=Not applicable) 
I = Yes, 2= No,') = Nb respoase 
I = I stmagtv agree / A> diwada kudx 
2=1 agree / Ke a dumeh 
3 = I disagree / A> a gma 
A = Help %vitfj financial issues / Ba iithusa ka ditsiKiete 
B = Advice with business issues / Maek ka tsa kgvebe 
C = Advice with personal issues/ Maeie tm bnphelu 
D = Other material .support (is. food, clothing)/ Tw dmgwe tsa dikf go SK-ana hi 
dijo diaparo 
E = Emotional support (love, caring, friendship) / Tliekgo yo maikotk) {icram. 
thiokomeki, segwera} 
F = Other / tse dinswe 
We would like to know about your experience since certificates were awarded at the 
end of the Sisters for Life programme?/?!? mm go tseba kit hoitemogelo bju gugo 
ffltmjgo go go hwetsa sitifiketi go thtahky ya tsa maphelo. 
Have you ever attended a natural leadership workshop in Bushhuckridge? / Ekaha o 
kite net yo workshnpoitg BttsltbiickriJ^e ya boaapele." 
Have you ever attended a natural leaders meeting, not held in Bushbuckridge'/iffcaki 
o kite we/ ya kopanong ya baetapele e sego Bushhuckridge 
1= Yes, 2= ND, l> = No respoase 
1= Yes, 2= No, *> = No response 
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In the ne\t questions, we would like to ask you about your cenii r's uelh Hies 
For each of Che follow ins statement, mark the appropriate code 
I was active in trying to formulate and do an "action plan" with my centre / AV be ke 
rude mafokifolo go bopa le go tsweletsa polane yeo e hi diriigalugo 
i participated in the activities organised by my centre in our village and local area / 
Ke tsere karolo ge> meroro yeo e heakan tswego ke senthara yo rena le badudl ba mo 
nageng 
1 think my centre was successful in trying to change things in our village through its 
action plans /.Ke nagana gore senthara ya rena e isweielctse ka go leka go fitola dito 
mo nageng ya gesso 
Are vou currently a member of the Small Enterprise Foundation?/*' 
kaba ke wma Ieloko la SEF. If NO go to F9026. 
Of the last 4 scheduled SEF centre meetings, how many have you 
personally attended?/M« di kopanong tse 4 tsa SEF tsu mafelelo, e ku 
ba ke tse kite, tseo o beng o le gotta? 
If less than 4; for how many of those meetings you missed did you 
send an apology letter?/ Ge e le gore di ka tlase ga 4, ke tse kite tseo o 
rometsego lengwalo la go pfwphotha:? 
If less than 4; for how many of those meetings you missed, did you 
send a representative who is not a SEF member to represent yaul'Gc 
ele gore di ka ilasc get 4. ke dikepano tse kae tseo o orometsego 
moemedi esego ieloko to SEF gore a go emale? 
Some people find Maying with the SEF/Sft 
programme very challenging. What do you think 
were the biggest challenges you faced'1 liaiho ba 
h<mgwe ba hweisa voir goba lekiko fa SEF le 
tlhahlo ye ran maphela ke tkkno. E ka ba e nagana 
gore dhettlo e kgoio yeo oilego mi lebana le yemei ke 
efe! 
Ask each individually 
l = Y i ? 5 / & 
">- Net' Aowa 
9 = N o response / not applicable 
i = i stonily agree//fo diiinetekitdi* 
2=1 agree / ke & rfmwia 
y = 1 diAEgj-ee / Ke a $ana 
4 = 1 strungiy disagree,'' Kc «Gna kudu 
i= Yes, 2= No. 9 = No response 




A=Had trouhk* keeping up with repayments / 0 bile k bulimia bja go pawls settle 
B=Iptsrest too higb /Li'sakotto le gttdimo kudn 
€=Meetirtgs too lorsg/A'orjffiftr' e k e tekk 
D=Dkfn't L%n along with enembers of niy groop / O ppane k *nctok(} a. sehlapa ia <>G%0 
11= Didn't set along «; ith members of my centre / O fgpane le mekiko a iemh&rz 
i^pri'jbiems at home with nly partner/ 0 bite le hvhara $ae le mollkcn? 
G= prabtems at home w'ah otlter family members/ Obile ?e boiliaia gee malokoG kiapa 
U= tX'i^is or iihii'ss m household^ LemebDi^e^i ka k!apm° 
J= DiuVs like tise StI. rrdiniogr Ga se a rat? ttiwklo ya na maphclo 
K = Olher / T.se dm § we 
If NO, when did you stop being a member of SEF?/ Ge e le gore 
aowa. o thigetse weng gohei Ieloko la SEF 
When you stopped attending SEF meetings, did you owe them any 
remaining money VGe o Aegela goba Ieloko la SEF o be o sa iiaie 
sehdoio 
Give the main reasons you stopped being a 
member ol the Smalt Enterprise Foundation / 
Efa lebaka tea le dirilego gore a dogele go 
ba ieloko la SEF. 
Ask each individually 
1 = Yes / ee 
2= No / Aowa 
9 = No response / not applicable 
In general, how would you rate your partner's 
support lor you joining SEF// Ka kakaretso o 
kare thekgo go tswa go molekane wa gaga ge 
o tsena mo go SEF ke a kae? 
tiiive date (mnyyvys) 
1 = \ e s / £<? 
'2 = No Aowa 
A=H;ui Irouble keeping up with repayments / 0 bile k bedmm bja %o pmcl^i sekdr, 
B=lnksest too high fi.i:.w'kiHSG le g^dbmi kudu 
€:=Meeimgs KM? to®p Kemtie e k >? <ekk 
D=Didfi't get atonii >1ih fnefibers of ni>' group/ 0 fapsne k mchlio a sehlaps m gai>o 
E= Didn't get along w ith nientbei^ of my centre / Ofspam. It mafoke a Mwhar.s 
F=r=robknis a? home with my partner/' O bite k beiliwa gee 1? motikane. 
G= pa^blenw at honte with other UmVy n5etnr«r</0 bik k botliam °M nuzte^u a tetipn 
H= Ik'ath or lUne^. in hausefeid/ lf:lmti>t>fo-m:i ka k;Iapen% 
1= Didtt'i like the Sil, trainifi^'' Ga «' a rme tlhattk' ye lie mephelo 
10= liiida'l need SB';k^E!:it any mvre 10 he i> sem nyaka dikatUmo im dingve 
\ 1 =Oiher / Tie dingwe 
1 = Ver^ suppt>rtive / O mphz ikekgn e kgeki 
2 = Difficult M first, but now supportive / O hik boihata maihometig ka memge a *npha 
y = Not supportive st ail / da ana ikvkyu be enmtmc 
4 = t k <Mii'i care / €a ana k iieie 
% = [>o«'! know/ iie lit nebe 
99 = No panner/jtot applicable 1 Ge & na mufckanU ge syma sefo 
Interviewer: If the respondent is eligible far the Young Person "s Questionnaire, this interview is now complete. Go to the front 
page and complete this. If not eligible, turn the page and complete pages 9-16. 
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lit the last 12 months 
Have you spoken about... 
Mo dikwedmgHe 12 okite \va bolelaka .... 
Sex. and sexuality in general 
Thabakmo ka kaktiretso 
If N o : go to Y Y 9 1 0 5 . 
If Yes . In any of the conversa t ions you had wi th this person did y o u 
talk about . 














Abstinence or reducing numbers of partners,' Go ila 
ihobalaiKt goha gajbkuisa balehme 
Body changes (menstruation, puberty etc.) / Phetogoya 
mmelf (iehlapa) 
Pregnancy or birth control / Go mm goba go laoia pekgi 
Condom use / Tshemiso yo di condom 
STDxor HIV is general / Maiwetsi a %t> fewia ka ihobalano 
/HIV 
Preventing HIV / Go iis'mrt'ktm kgahkmong tm HIV 
Getting tested for HIV / C o dim diuko tm HIV 
In general, how did these 
discussion start? Ka kakaretso o 
hire dipoledisano tse dithomile 
bjang? 
In the conversations mentioned 
above did you generally feel 
comfortable discussing these 
issues? / Mo dipoledisano tsa ka 
godimo o he o ekwa o lokoiogile? 
Codes 
1 - ¥ e s / & 
3 - K M 
ap|visc:ib^i / Ga 
9 = K P resjionive. 
/ A gona kamba 
1 = You planned it 10 be w k&tese 
2- The other person came* to me i 
M<xh:> <i liilc go mm 
3=h jast happened / Go fAo direga 
99=Ds>n't know / not ap?plk<ibk / Gu 
ke-: Lwhv. 
{ = Very censtbrrabfe / Go tekologa ka 
kudu 
2 = CamfoEtabL* / Go k>k(.>ktga 
3 = A UiVfi unsore of rt'yxetf / A kena 
bamme bjo 
4 - No. 1 felt anferaforabte.' Ke ha iv 
wiokcdazti 
At any point in the last 12 months have you 
sought advice on any issues relating to sex, 
sexuality HIV, condoms etc O kite wa kgopekt 
dikeleeso mahapi It dkcsba tseo di amenago ie 
thabakmo. HTV. cmdims. bjale bjale... 
1 - Yes,' & 
2 = WolAevta 
3 = Kot applicabte / Ga 
e gena 
9 = Nb K.'*por*s? 1A 
$iwa karahv 





In your household, do you feel 'free' /open to discuss issues of sex and 
sexuality? Ka gae o kwa o lakologSe go ka Medishana ka ditaba msbspi k 
ihabalano? 
In your household, has communication around sensitive issues like 
relationships or sex changed over the last year? Ka gee, pokdbhmm 
mabapi k ?sa ihohedants e fewgik iw mgwageng wagojeta? 
How old were you when your parents / guardians first talked to you 
about sex O be o nale uumgwaga e »i? kae ge batneadi / hahlokomedi 
bagago ba beiedishtma !e wena la nutihomo "m isa tftobakmo. ? 
From which sources (people, places or things) have vou learned most 
about HIV/AIDS? / Ehiba ke kae mo o hwedUseqo tsebo {bulho. 
Ufelo. diltti mo o hweditsego ixsebo mahapi le HIV/AIDS? 
Do not read out options. Record al I mentioned. O seke wu bala di 
karubo. Swuya ka moka tseo di baletswega? 









1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = NO//W>HY* 
99 = Don't know / A ke tsehe 
1 =• Easier / Honoh 
2 ~ More MUctilt / Boima kudu 
3 = Stayed about the same IA gona karabo 
99= Don't know /A ke isehe 
Give oge/Efa mcttgwuga 
98 = Never talked / A se nkt ha Mela 
99- Don't know or don't remember 
l-=Radk> / Be >« krmnya 
7=TV.( TekHitm 
IWNywspapers / nutga?.tr;e / Kumnw 
4= Pamphlets / pxnni*, 
5=l-ka£Jhworkers / .Ba nmpkela 
6=Rsl^!oy.s g?ou?W Sakfapg m badumedi 
l=Thg ctmmmtn s S&afa-na 
•S=Commuaify snceEsngs IKapano ya seisimba 
^Fnefid-i/ Bakgtmi 
10=P.aa*ots / 8auw<sdi 
li=B.roihers / sisters /Dikgasmea'j 
12=Otfe" relatives / Ba nzefoh? 
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PP9200 : Risk perception and community action 
QuNo, 
FF712 Have you ever thought about your own potential risk of HIV / 
AIDS? 
O kile via tiagiuia gore okaba kotsing ya gofetelwtt ke HIV/AIDS? 
Codes 
1 = Yes I Ee 
2 = No / Aowa 
% = Don*I Know / ,4 ke tsebe 
99 = No Response / A gona karubo 
FF705 In the last 12 months have you felt like you wanted to do anything to 
decrease your risk of infection with HIV? 
Dikgweding tse 12 tsa gofeta o kile wa kwa o kare oka dint se 
se/jgwe gofokotsa kgonagalo ya gofetelwa ke HIV? 
1 = Yes/£* 
2 = No / Aowa 
99 = No response given / .4 gona karubo 
in the last 12 months have you tried to do anything to decrease your 
risk of infection with HIV? 
Dikgweding tse 12 tsa gofeta a kite wa leku go dim: se sengwe go 
fokotsa kgonagalo ya gofetehva ke HIV? 
FF706 1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No / Aowa 
99 = No response given / A gona karabo 
FF707 If YES, 
What did you try to do ? 
Ge ele gore go bjtilo, O lekile 
eng? 
I'Do not read mil list] 
/O se bale tseo di 
ngwadilwegoj 
Mark (1) if mentioned 
Mark (2) if not mentioned 
1 = Abstain from sex / Go ila thohaiuno 
•• Have less partners / Go ba le palo e nyenyane ya httiekune 
3 = Used a condom for the first time / O shomishitse condom la mathonto 
4 = Used a condom more often / O shomishitse condom ka mehla 
5 = Tried talking to partner/ O lekile go boiedhana le molekane 
6 = Encouraged partner to be faithful / O htohlele ditse molekane gore a tshepegaU 
1 = Asked partner to use condoms with other partners / O kgopetse molekane go 
somisa condoms le balekane ha bangwe ka title 
9 = Be faithful to one partner / Go tshephagakla molekane o tee 
8 = Other / Tse dingwe. 
99 = No response / A gona karabo 
FF708 How successfully do you feel you were able to change 
your life in the ways that you wanted ? 
G kwa o kgonne gojihki kae. ka gofetola baphelo bja 
gago gore bo be ka iselu eo o nyakago bo ebu kit vona? 
j _ \;e ry successfully / Kgorme kudu 
2 = Quite successfully / kgonne 
3 = Not very successfully / kgonne ga nyenyane 
4 = Not at all / Paletswe 
99 = No response / a gona karubo 
FF709 If NO. 
Why not? 
f Do not read out list] 
Ge ele gore gago bjalo, 
Efa mabaka a ishitego 
1 = Hadn't thought about it / ga se wa nagaim ka yona 
2 = Don't feel I. am at risk/ gao bone gale bohlokwa 
3 = Find difficult to change my behaviour / O hwetsa go le boimn gofetola 
mokgwa wa go phela 
4 = Find it hard to change partner's behaviour 
8 = Other / Tse dingwe 
99 = No response 
FF713 If you were to consider your risk of HIV now now would you consider 
yourself at high, mediam, low or no risk, at all of HIV / AIDS 
Ge a lebkkise potsixho ela ga bjale, a bona kotsi yago re ofewlwtt ke 
WVele gedimo,magaretig, fuse goba ga o bone kotsi? 
1 = High t Godimo 
2 = Medium / Magareng 
3 = Low / Fase 
4 = No risk / A gona kotsi 
99 = No response / A gona karabo 
FF9201 
FF9202 
Fur each of the following statements mark the appropriate code 
People in my village do not believe that AIDS is here / Batho a ma nageng ya 
ga gesso ga ha tshepe gore AIDS e gona 
People in my village are not doing much to tight HIV/AIDS / Batho he mo 
nageng ya gesso ga ha some kudu go Iwantsha HIV/AIDs 
1 = 1 strongly agree 
2=1 agree 
3 = 1 disagree 
4 = 1 strongly disagree 
FF710 
FF7II 
In the past 2 years, have you participated in a meeting, march, rally or 
gathering around HIV/AIDS awareness'* Q kite wa ties karolo me>gy;anumg 
goba kopansmg yogo tsehagatsa HIV/AIDS mo mengwagung e 2 ya gofeta? 
,^,-.-~.. . . . . ^ . . . . . — ^ .,•'•• n . . ~ . - . J ^ . . . . . . — . . . — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^ . . . ^ . . . ~ ^ . . - . . . . . . —• j<* t^.<^ 
Have you ever been involved in the organization of such a riveting or 
gathering? Okik va tsea karolo thulaganyong yakapanoyea? 
Before talking to me today, had you hsiird of RADAR or SEP.' Pels ga ge o 
botela tenna lefwmt, o ik wa kwa ka ga RADAR goba SEF 
1 = Yes/£fe 
2 = No/.4c>»!<3 
S = Don't Know i A ke tsebe 
9S = No Respona^ t A gona karabo 
FF9203 1= RADAR only 
2= SEF only 
3 = Heard of kith 
4 = i leard of neither 
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I don't want to know the result, but hawwu 
ever had an HIV test? 
A ke nytike go tsebu dipoelo, efela okile wa ya 
ditekong tsa HIV? 
IF NO. 
Why not? 
Ge ele aovnx, ke ka lebtiku la eng 
Read the list and ask the person to pick the 
ONE ANSWER that most closely resembles 
their personal situation. 
II- YFS. 
Did you voluntarily undergo tlie HIV 
test, or were you required to have the 
test? 
O ithaopile go dim diteka goha o 
gapeiswe go dim seo ? 
Codes 
1 = Yes / f t 
2 = No iAowa 
99 = No Response ! A gona karabo 
1 = Never thought about it 
2 = Don't think I am at risk 
3 = Fear of stigma/consequences of a positive result 
4 = Don't know where to get it 
5 = 1 don't think there is any advantage to getting tested 
6 = 1 am afraid to know 
7 = Other / Tse dingwe 
99 = No response/ A gona karabo 
\ = Voluntary counselling and testing/ Diteka tsa boithaopo 
2 = Tested because a doctor/nurse suggested it/ O He ditekong ka lebaka 
la gore ngaka goba mooki a akantse seo 
3 = Insurance related testing / Ditekong ka lebaka la insurance 
4 = Employer related testing / Ditekong ka lebaka la mosomo 
5 = Antenatal testing / Ditekong ka lebaka la boimana kliniking 
6 = Other/ Tse dingwe 
99 = No response/ A gona karabo 
IF YES, 
Please do not tell me the result, but did you iind 
out the result of your test? 
Ke kgopela gore ose tnpotse dipoelo, efela okile 
wa humanet dipoelo tsa gago mabapi le teko ya 
HIV? 
IF YES, 
When did you have your most recent HIV test? 
Ke neng la mafeleto mo o dirilego diteka tsa 
HIV ? 
IF YES. 
Where did you go for HIV testing? 
Ge ele Ee, O diriie diteko hie? 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No/.4osra 
99 = No Response IA gona karabo 
1 = Within The Past Year / Ngwageng wa gofeta 
2 = Between 1 -2 Years / Magareng go 1-2 ya mengwaga 
3 = Between 2-4 Years / Magareng ga 2-4 ya mengwaga 
4 = More Than 4 Years Ago / Mengwaga ye 4 ya go feta 
8 =Do»'t Know IA ke tsebe 
99 = No Response IA gona karabo 
1 = The clinic that I susally use for minor health problems 
2 = Clinic in another community in this region 
3 = Nearest hospital 
4 = Clinic or hospital in another region 
5 = Private GP 
6 = Otter 
99 = No response 
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FF9400 : Societal Norms 
Fn this community and elsewhere, people have different ideas about families and what is acceptable behavior for men and women 
in the home. I am going to read you a list of statements. Firstly, I would like you to tell me if you feel the statement agrees with 
what is generally accepted in your culture. Then I will ask you about your own opinion. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Mo uttliabi cv \a im< It a,f>Labenj m ainiv t Paths ba netie dlkgopoto isefapamago ks malum le gore ke eng sen sc ameigekgago mattshvarong a bamta k bass 
ds ka n<s ,st hi tli> a • Ic'ela IHI> d> latt'a ,>» hit poek U do rata gore a mpotse gore 0 dmneklana te imfciko a go ye ka setso sa geno. Ke moka ke tla go 

















\ v\o"Ti.ui should Jo TIOM o( the huuvhs. Id inures (cooking, cleaning), 
e.ei, il thehatband ts not vmtktni. 
Musadi ii wspttK k< Audita meihomo kanaka ya ka gaefgo 
hiHekmiii ^ api.o »/t ef wtJekane ea ttaziee ale gona? 
11 a «i!.tnha> paid luhola uiuean- that his wile must always obey him. 
in mo'maa msh*t*,e n^^adi MO Vra w>ie mosadi wa gagwees 
mfl«ti.'ii 01 «o nivt'tetlina ' or>amela ka mehla? 
I! aw* man â KS her 1 ustumd to i<se a condom, slse is being disrespectful 
to ht.r hH^tianc 
Ge mosadi a kgcpcla molekmie wa gagwe go shomiaha condom tiflfamg 
ya dmbalano. se wa gore ga ana thhmpho ? 
if a woman asks her husband to use a condom it means thai she must he 
sleeping around with oilier men 
Ge, mosadi a kgopela mokkane tea gagwe go smimska condom nshmg 
ya theibaletno, se sem gore a k<mo ha a nybaiana ie bangwe katule? 
A man needs to have many sexual partners, and the wife must just tolerate 
this 
Monna eswanetse goha le dinyaisi, gotitme moxadi wagagwe a kgrnkle 
seo? 
A woman should never divorce her husband, sio mailer what happens 
Mosadi ga a s&anela go klaia/tlogela motekdne wa gagwe te gegv ka 
direga eng. 
U is s u w p i a b l e t e r a marr ied WOHKJO to refuse to have sex 
^withlfeh^tstoncl:ifv.. : : > ^ ; ^ 
'^^^0:wi^f'^ig:amkgek^gaK^mssdt€s anyetswege agmiigo >;.•• 
i:FaMlmdMmpia<mc tmgagwe,g^:J- i %.: ." /''':'-
S3K: doestvi warn to 
A sa nyake. 
He refuses to us; a condom 
Ge a garni go shtmisha condom 
SIK LS asigry because he has otlier girlfriends 
Ge a kgopiskitswv ke gore 0 nale dmyaisi. 
She is worried he may have AIDS 
Ge a betaela gore 0 nak AIDS. 
JJii Miirfi|iinlSiiffij84i imWtt«fea,:jpod;:Miisffi^^ 
pSSi- |8 ;s f tM;SgiS! ; : feW2M ; KttK8^ wag^gwtige:':ff 
She refuses to have sex with hisn IA gana so rebatana le yens 
SIK asks him to use a condom IA mokgopeta gore a shamixhe cemdtm 
He finds out that she has oeen unfaithful / Ge a humane gore ga a 
tski-pege 
Disagjves with him in public / Ge a gmmsja k yetxi gare ga bathe* 
! = Agree / 
Dtaneleimia 
2 - Disagree / 
Canana 
9 = Don't know./ A ke 
tsebe 
1 = Agree / 
Dumeleiana 
2 = Disagree. / 
Ganium 
9 = Don't know / A ke 
ache 
W^<B^XM^t^li^M!;:::: 
1 = Agree / 
Bumeklana 
2 = Disagree / 
Gancma 
9 = Don't know / A ke 
tsebe 
It is eufturalty 




In your own opinion, 
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FF9500 : Knowledge and stigma on HIV / AIDS 









Do you think that a healthy-looking person can be infected with HIV, 
the virus that causes AIDS? 
Ge o nagana motho wa lebelelega a phekgile a ka ha ana le HIV, twatsi 
eo e Moktgo AIDS? 
Can a pregnant woman infected with HtV transmit the virus to her 
unborn child? 
Mosadi yo a le go mmeleng gomme a uenwe he HIV aka fetishetsa 
twatsi ngwaneng yoo a sego a belegwa ? 
Would you be willing to share a meal with a person you knew had HIV 
or AIDS? 
Oka ikemisetsa go kopanela dijo le motho w? a tsehago gore o mile 
HIV'/AIDS ? 
If a relative of yours became ill with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, 
would you be willing to care for him in your household? 
Ge e nmngwe wa leloko la geno oka tsemea ke 11IV. twatsi eo e ttioiago AIDS o ka kgana 
go mo hlakomcfa ka mo gae? 
If you knew a shopkeeper or food seller had the HIV virus, would you 
buy food from them? 
Ge obe oka tseba gore mawkish! lebenkeleng gobs morekiski wa dijo o tsenwe ke twatsi 
ya HIV, fihe o ka reka dip go hum? 
If a member of your family became ill with HIV, the virus that causes 
AIDS, would you want them to keep it a secret: and not: tell anyone else? 
Ge e rimngKc wa telaia la genu also tsetma ke HIV, twatsi eo e hhtlags AIDS o ka 
kganvota gore ebe sephiri. ha sc botse motho? 
I. don't want to know who, but do yon know of anyone who is infected with HIV 
or who has died of AIDS? 
A ke nyake go tee ha gore ke mang, efe la go no le motho yo o mo tsehago a na le 
go HIV goba yo a hktkofetse go ka AIDS? 
If No, go to NEXT PAGE 
Ge e le aowa e ya go letlaka lea le latela go. 
I don't want to know who, but to your knowledge, is anybody in your household 
living with HIV? 
Ake nyake go tseba gore ke mang. efela go ya tsebo ya gago go mile motho w a 
phelago le HIV ka mo gae? 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No / Aowa 
8 = Don't Know IA ke tsebe 
99 = No Response IA gona 
karabo 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 — N o / A o w a 
8 = Don't Know / A ke tsebe 
99 =s No Response LA gona 
karabo 
I. = Yes/E<? 
2 = N o / A o w a 
8 = Don't Know IA ke tsebe 
99 = No Response IA gona 
karabo 
1 = Yes//* 
2 = No / Aowa 
8 = Don't Know I Ake tsebe 
99 = No Response / A gona 
karabo 
1 = Yes/& 
2 = No / Aowa 
8 = Don't Know IA ke tsebe 
99 = No Response /.4 gona 
karabo 
1 = Yes / Ee 
2 = No / Aowa 
8 = Don't Know I A fa tsebe 
99 = No Response I A gona 
karabo 
1 = Yes, But Not A Friend or 
Relative / Ee, efela esego 
mogwera goba leloko 
2 = Yes, Friend Or Relative / Ee, 
mogwera goba leloko 
3 = No/Aoi*7 
8 = .Don't Know / A kc tsebe 
99 = No Response / A gona 
karabo 
i=Yes/Ee 
2 = Hoi Aowa 
8 = .Don't Know / A ke tsebe 
99 = No Response / A gona 
karabo 
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FF9600 : Partnership relationships If ANSWERED NO (2> TO 
QUESTION EI 691 (no partner), GO TO END 
When two people are in a relationship, (hey usually share both good and bad moments. I would now like to ask you some 
questions about your relationship/s and how you are treated. If anyone interrupts us I will change the topic of conversation. I 
would again like to assure you that your answers will he kept secret, and that you do not have to answer any questions that you do 
not want to. May F continue? 
Ge bmho bababedi ba nyalanagoba badulaga mnvjo ba nah i«>kopartia aiU> tiu hvn h iht tape Ga btauU t'.c. lata KO x-o bvtii\ha mahapi xdtLmicn,; 
wbaktng iabjah, It:ka moonmlehme wa gago n xv phtrfi\ha^ > ka ytia {iew!M>ng*\t a u i\<mu< kt rfu 1tro\hi totw \aiaba yapt kt lata jouo bwc *y>u 




111 l inn rH;illull-hi|> s u i ih ;ili\ of \n in 
ji . i l l lHl- l i i is . ini lilt liillnuili'j liii|i|)ilii'(r.' 
i\.-.- ,hiv \'\..>i H.;x n -h.ip-










He encouraged you to participate in something outside of 
the home that was only for your benefit (ie. women's 
group, church group) 
A go htohleletsa go tsea karolo go sa sengwe sa tseo di diregag:/ mo 
mtttseng, esego ka f>a? eft fa dinate mohola go we.nafek; (Sehlopha Ki 
kereke, SeMaphasa basadi) 
He asked your advice about a difficult issue or decision 
Kgopela Dikek'im goiswa go wma mabspi fe sephmhe se boima goba 
dkaba tse both&ia. 
He kept you from seeing your friends ? 
Leka go ge iliibela/ganeisa go banana k bagwera ba gaga. 
He restricted your contact with your family of birth? 
U'ka go go thlbuWgGnetm go fatpamelsJbmmtm le metoko yn geno. 
He insisted on knowing where you are at all times ? 
Gapektm go tseba ka mmepefo ya gago ka mehla. 
He wanted you (0 ask. permission before seeking health 
care for yourself? 
Nyaka gore ka nuhla a kgopek tumeklo go yem pdt ga ge oka nyaka 
ihusho ya tsa maphela. 
He insulted or humiliated you in front of other people? 
Go hlapaola/roga goba ago nyenyefatja peic ga batho, 
He boasted about girlfriends or brought them home? 
Ikgamsha ka b&t'mboMmyatsi tsa s.agve goba a ba riisha ka gae. 
He tried to evict you from the home? 
Lets g/i ga ntshafmka ka mo gac. 
1. = Yes / Ee 
2 = N o / Aoina 
3 = Not 
applicable / Ga e 
gvna 
9 9 = N o 
Response / A 
gona ksmbei 
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FFI010 Are you able u> spend your money/savings how you want 
yourself, or do you have to give all or part of the money to 
your partner? 
O kgona go shomisha mogalo/tshelete ya gago ka nm go 
ratting wemt goba o manelwa ke efa molekane wa gago 
engwe? 
Cades 
1 = Self,' own choice / ka hontw 
2 = Give part to husband / partner / Kefa molekane e 
ngwe. 
3 = Give all to husband /partner/ Ke efa molekane ka 
moka. 








1 u.ml \IIII In (ell mi- it .m\ in Ilk ln!l<>uj!î  iliinu- li.iu-
bappened to you? 
Kc tin rata gore <? mpolse ge clc gore se wngwe $u tse Matelago se 
kite sa direea masaremr «a mtvo le molekane wa eae<i wa hfeile 
Has your partner ever taJien your earnings or 
savings from you against your will? 
IF YKS: H:ts he done this once or twice, several 
time-, or many times? 
Afa molekane uu gago okile a tjea tshelete ya 
gagit kuntle ga tumelelcs ya gago? Ge ete gore go 
lijttla, O dirile M'O makga a makae? 
<.'••.'.•> 
1 = Never / uowa 
2 =Once or twice/ gatee goba gabedi 
3 = Many times / all of the 
timet gamthi/ka rttehla 
99 = Does not have 
savings/eamings/afe amogele selo 
He pushed you or shoved you? 
O kite a go kgarametsa ka math 
He hit you with his fist or with something else that could hurt you? 
0 kite ago hatha ka matsogo goba ka se settgwe seo se ka go 
kweshago bohloko. 
He physically forced you to have sexual intercourse when you did 
not want to? O go gapeteUse thobalarw a set rate. 
You had sexual intercourse when you didn't want to, because you 
were afraid of what lie might do if you said no? 
O rohalane le yena o sa rate, ele ge o tslmha seo a ka go dirago 
sona ge o ka garni 
1 = Yes/£e 
2 = No / Aowa 
99 = No Response / 
A gona karabo 
i . A i 
Has this Ever 
happened 
Se kite sa direga 
• 13 
Has this 
happened in the 
past 12 months'? 
Se dire&i'e 
dikgKedmg the 12 
tjagnfeta 
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FF9700 : Response to Experience of Abuse 
ONLY COMPLETE these questions If the answer to FF1012B or FF1013B was YES. / BOTJISHA dipotjisho tse gefela 
karabaGoFF1012B gobaFFlOlSB ebe ele Ee. 
You might have taken a number of actions in response to the things you have just told me about, and I want to ask you now about 
what you did. 








En the pa4-! 12 months who have 
you told about the physical 
violence? 
Mo dikgveeding tje 12 o boditse 
mang ka dhosishego ea? 
DO NOT READ OUT LIST 
fO SF. BALE LKNANEGO I 
MARK ALL MENTIONED 
[SWAYA KA MOKA TSEO D! 
BGLETSWKGO! 
PROBE: Anyone else'? 
Codes 
1 =Nn One / A \>im<i k»:< i 
2=Friends / Batp'.cra 
3=Parents / Bazwidi 
4=Brother Or Sister / Buti/Sesi. 
5=Unc!e Or Aunt / 
Alaiome/Rakgadi 
6=Husband / Partner's Family / 
Ba gabo mokkave wagagv. 
7=Children/flanfl 
In the last 12 months have you ever left your own home, even if only 
far one n igh t because of what he might do to you? Mo di kgweding tse 
12 o kite wa ilogela lapa la gago, k ge c be e le bosego hjo bo tee, ka 
lebaka la seo a ka go dirago soma? 
I F YES, How many times in the past year? 
Ge ele gore gt> bjalo, he makga a makae mo ngwageng wa go feta 
IF Y E S 
Where did vou «o the last time? 
Ge ete gore go bjah*, 
O He kae kt tm/ekk>? 
MARK ONE 
im'AYAETEEFBAl 
How long did you stay away the 
last time? 
O ture lebaka k k k®e o sepeiseMogile 
la mafirlato 
RECORD NUMBER O F DAYS 
OR MONTHS 
If Re tu rned , Why did you 
return? 
Ge ete gore o boetetse. Ke ka khakxt h 
eng oboeietM? 
MARK ALL MENTIONED 
[SWAVA KA MORA. TSEO DI 
BOLETSWEGO] 
^ N e i g h b o u r s / Ba-c;-:e-nant. 
9= Police / Mapiiodna 
10=Doctor/ Health Worker / Nt>ahs/ 
Moshomedi wa tsa mapfieta 
1 l=Priest/Afon«i 
12= Social worker or Counsellor / 
Modirela leago 
13=Locai Leader/Moetapek motaeng 
!4=OtEier/ Ba bmigwe 
Give Number of times 
Efa pain ya fimkga. 
00 = Never left M sc iske 
l=Her Relatives / Melata ya geao 
2=His Relatives / Meiako ya motekane wa gago 
3=Her Friends / Neighbours / Bagwera ,'Bsagmhane 
4=Hotel. / Lodgings / Hmekng''Mafekmg a go hirtshwa 
5=Chureh / Temple / Kereke 
?=Other / Tse diniiwe 
Number Of Days (If Less Than One Month) / Efa pain ya matjatji ige ese 
kgKedi) 
Number Of Months (If One Month Or More) / Efapalo ya dikgxedi { ge ekaba 
kgwedi goba gofetu) 
99 = Left Partner/Did Not Return / Became separated or divorced 
l=Didn ' t Want To Leave Children / O 7=Family Said To Return / Ba 
sa nyale go tiogela bona lelspa bank t> boekie 
2=Sanctity Of Marriage / Bokgethv.'a bja 8=Forgave H i m / O mo kbaletse 
lenyato 9=Thought He Would Change / 
3=For Sake Of Family / Children / O gopaue gore o tlafetoga 
Sakengsabaw/lelepa. IffcThreatened Her / Children / 
4=Couldn' t Support Children / O sHktea 0 tslmsheduse wenafbana 
kegofepa ham | l=Could Not Stay There 
5=Loved Him / Obeoma ram (Where She W e n t ) / O kase kgone 
6=He Asked Her To Go Back / o go dub max 




Interviewer : Now go back and complete the front page of this interview 
